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IF YOU CAN FIND

A BETTER ATARI ST PROGRAM
WE'LL BUY IT FOR YOU!

Full GEM interfacing, convenient SwiftKeys, and many other unique features of our own.

ST

wjtti Spell

WORD WRITER ST £££
A full-featured, professional word pro-

cessing system for home and business

use. You get:

• A Continuous, 90,000-Word Spell

Checker that automatically identifies

misspelled words as you type your

document.

• An Integrated Thesaurus with over

60,000 synonyms and alternatives.

• On-Screen Underlining , Italics and

Boldface, Lightface, Subscript and

Superscript are displayed on your

screen - as you write.

• An Outline Processor that quickly

organizes notes, facts, and ideas in

convenient outline format.

• Every other feature you'll need for

everyday word processing, plus most of

the features found in more expensive

programs.

With Timeworks you get more
than software. . .

You Get Our Customer Technical

Support Team - free to all registered

users.

DataManager* SwiftCalc^

] wfH, Sideways &
DATA MANAGER ST * wSf SWIFTCALC ST S^TK
A complete general information Stor-

age and Retrieval System with report

writing, business graphics, and label

making capabilities. Plus, you get:

Flexibility that allows you to modify

your data base structure by changing

the size or position of fields of informa-

tion - at any time.

o A complete Report Writer that gener-

ates customized data reports. You

specify the title, location, and sequence

of each column.

a An extensive Business Graphics

Package with pie charts, bar charts,

line plots, point plots, hi-lo-close stock

price plots, and more.

• A Label Maker that prints your impor-

tant information onto all types of labels.

With Timeworks you get our Money
Back Guarantee*

If you can find anything that works better

for you - and it's available - we'll buy it

for you. Details inside every Timeworks

package.*

ncs

A state-of-the-art spreadsheet for home
and business use. You get:

• Sideways: Lets you print all columns

on one continuous sheet . . . sideways.

• Super Graphics: Graphically display

and print out business information using

pie charts, bar charts, line plots, point

plots, hi-lo-close stock price plots, and

more.

• B192 rows and 256 columns provide

up to 2,046,000 cells (locations) in

which to place information.

• Windows: Allow you to work on two

sections of your spreadsheet simultane-

ously.

• Help Screens: Help you use the pro-

gram - without referring to your manual.

• Formatting: Choice of formats - deci-

mal (up to 15 places); graphics; expo-

nential notation; $ sign& commas. Plus,

eight user-defined formats.

You Get Our Liberal Upgrade and
Exchange Policy - Details are inside

every Timeworks package.

MORE POWER FOR YOUR DOLLAR
Timeworks, Inc. 444 Lake Cook Road, Deerfield, Illinois 60015

312-948-9200

CIRCLE 069 ON READER SERVICE CARD

rchase. " Registered trademark of Atari Corp.

For the Atari 520/1040 Computers.**

Suggested Retail List Price:

$79.95 each

Available now at your favorite

dealer, or call Timeworks.

TO ORDER CALL:
1-800-535-9497



Put c-i>/Ci Happy Face!

Pvi

New from Xanth F/X! The game that lets up to 16

people play at the same time on 16 different STs.

All networked together using MIDI.

Design your own mazes using First Word™.
Select up to 15 happy face opponents in single player mode.
Requires 1 MIDI cable for each computer in network.

Only $39.95 suggested retail.

For a free product catalog and newsletter call or write us at:

@ Hybrid Arts, Inc."

1 1920 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, CA. 90064
Computer BBS: (213) 826-4288 Main Office: (213) 826-3777 Telex: 4931231 (HYBRDUI)

Hybrid Arts offers a full range of MIDI products for the Atari ST including;

EZ-Track™: A 20 track polyphonic MIDI recorder.

EZ-Score™: A sheet music printing program.
CZ-Android™: A patch librarian-editing system for the Casio CZ keyboard series.

DX-Android™: A patch librarian-editing system for the Yamaha DX-7 and TX series.

GenPatch ST™: A generic patch librarian system for all MIDI devices.
MIDITrack ST™: A professional MIDI recorder availlable with and without SMPTE sync.

ADAP SoundRack™: A 16 bit digital audio workstation for music and broadcast professionals.
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MARK WILLIAMS C.

AN ENLIGHTENING DEVELOPMENT
FORAMRI ST USERS.
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If you've tried your hand at

developing applications on the Atari

ST, you know the problem. Pro-

gramming tools aren't only hard to

come by, they're hard to use. One

might even say primitive. But now
for some enlightening news: you ;

can have all the power, portability

and versatility of the C language

from a leader in professional C pro-

gramming tools, Mark "Williams.

BRING YOUR
PROGRAMMING UP TO SPEED.

The Mark Williams C compiler

produces fast, dense code and supports the

complete Kernighan & Ritchie industry stan-

dard C. You'll have access to OEM's AES and VDI
libraries for programs using graphics, icons and the

Atari mouse. And Mark Williams C lets you take

advantage of the full 16 megabytes in Atari's 68000

microprocessor.

STREAMLINE DEVELOPMENT
WITH POWER UTILITIES.

Mark Williams C is loaded with everything you'll

need for professional development. Bring the power

of the UNIX environment to your Atari ST with our
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Microshell Command Processor

including pipes, I/O redirection and

more. Edit your program with the

highly acclaimed MicroEMACS full

screen editor. Accelerate and simplify

compiling with make which finds

and recompiles only those modules

affected by your changes. Then,

AlX:' \ K'

NEW VERSION 2.0 FEATURES

* 50% faster compile time

* Improved code: 20% faster

dhrystone

• MicroEMACS Full Screen Editor

with commented source code

• Make Program Building Discipline

* Full access to AES/VDI libraries • Complete symbolic debugger

now with 200 new pages of

documentation and dozens of

examples

* New integrated edit-compile

cycle: editor automatically

points to errors

* Source and object code for

RAM disk cuts compile time

• Assembler, linker and archiver

• Powerful Utilities Package: one-step

compiling/linking with cc command,

egrep, sort, diif and more

• Over 600 pages of documentation

including 120 sample C programs

• Not copy protected

in half

• Complete Kernighan & Ritchie

C plus extensions

Sieve benchmark*:

Compile and link time in seconds.

Mark Williams C 46.0

• Microshell Command Processor,

a powerful UNIX style shell

Megamax 78.5

MARK WILLIAMS C FOR THE ATARI ST: $179.95

6D DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
"Stew; benchmark Irom Byle, 1963, done on one double- sided Boppy dtek ;Lm| fncttufed RAM disk.

when you're ready for d

call on our db Symbolic I

with single step, breakpoint and

stack traceback functions. Over 40

commands, including a Linker and

assembler, provide a total development

package for your Atari ST.

DEPEND ONANAME WITH
A HISTORY OF PERFORMANCE.

Mark Williams C for the Atari ST is part of our growing

line of C compilers. A line that includes the C compiler

chosen by DEC, Intel, Wang and thousands of profes-

sional programmers. Now our Atari C compiler is

earning its own reputation:

"Finally a great C compiler that exploits the power

of the ST'-Sigmund Hartmann, President, Atari

Software Group

"The all-around best choice for serious software

development on the ST"-Douglas Weir ofANALOG
COMPUTING

GETWHATYOUR ATARI ST HAS BEEN
WAITING FOR.

Mark Williams C is just what your Atari ST was
made for: powerful, professional

programrning. So now that you

can have Mark Williams C for just

$179.95, what are you waiting for?

Ask your Atari dealer about

Mark Williams C or order today by

calling 1-800-MWC-1700.*
^n Illinois call: 312-472-6659

I

Mark
Williams
Company

1 430 West Wrightwood, Chicago. Illinois 6061
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EDITORIAL

B'\g news for START subscribers! In just

two months, you'll be holding something

special in your hands: the START Atari 5T

Buyer's Guide. It's a special bonus issue of

START, packed to the brim with reviews,

comparison charts and news of hardware and software for your ST. Exciting

things are happening in the ST world, and the place to see it all is in the START

bonus Buyer's Guide

The Buyer's Guide will be on sale on newsstands November 1st, but if you're a

START subscriber, you'll get it free- in addition to all your regular subscription

issues! That's a real bonus, at no extra charge! If you're not yet a subscriber, it's

not too late-you can still get the bonus Buyer's Guide, along with four issues of

START complete with the START disk and all START programs, for the regular

subscription price. Just fill out the subscription card you'll find bound into this

issue.

We think you'll want to be here, too-to see all the new and exciting things

we've been conjuring up for the premier ST magazine. You've told us you want

more news and reviews-easy-to-use technical tips, tutorials that don't take an

engineering degree to understand-and ongoing coverage, advance looks and per-

spectives on every part of the ST world.

In the months to come, you'll see it all, from news and reviews of hot 5T hard-

ware and software, including the laser printer and the Mega ST, to new columns

and tutorials on graphics, word processing, MIDI, games, desktop publishing,

business-even a special column for new ST owners, to help you get the most out

of that sleek grey rectangle once you've uncrated it.

And of course, you'll still find the high-powered technical information that's

made START the place programmers and developers tum-and that's made START

the place to turn for the best ST programs in every issue!

As we grow, we want to hear from you. Remember, START is your magazine, so

let us know how we're doing.

Jon A. Bell

Editor

START, The ST Quarterly

STart, The ST Quarterly
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VIP Professional™ GEM 1.2

VIP Professional

GEM 1.2, the

new generation

spreadsheet
Spreadsheet, Database, Graphics and

Macros With Total Lotus® 1-2-3*

Functionality.

A total Solution
LOTUS COMMANDS
VIP Professional™ uses commands
identical to Lotus 1-2-3 allowing

CIRCLE 021 ON READER SERVICE CARD

VIP Professional™ is a trademark of DITEK INT'L; Atari

and ST are trademarks of Atari Corp.; GEM is a trademark

of Digital Research Inc.; Lotus and 1-2-3 are trademarks of

Lotus Development Corp.

choice.
users familiar with Lotus to easily

switch to the Atari ST.

IMPROVES 1-2-3

Where VIP Professional™ really

improves on Lotus is its attention to

ease of use. Although the user may
elect to use the keyboard for all

commands, VIP Professional™ also

provides a full-featured mouse inter-

face with icons, dialog boxes, pull-

down menus, mouse ranging

and scroll bars. This makes

command selection,

movement in the sheet,

range selection, split-

screen use and a score of other

functions much more intuitive and

easy to use. What were once complex

commands with Lotus are now a

mouse-click away.

Atari ST"
Special Features
GEM interface with pull-down

menus, icons, dialog boxes, ranging,

scroll bars, column grabber, etc.

Sparse matrix for conserving

memory. Works with 520ST, 1040ST
and beyond. Ultra-fast floating point

math. Compatible with printers

supported by GEM. Saves graphs

compatible with Degas™ and Neo
Chrome™. Totally supports hard drive.

Works with color or monochrome
monitors. Multiple windows for

viewing graphs and worksheet at the

same time.
Enhanced TextVersion 1-2 now availatilc.

Professional available for:

APPLE'IlGS
APPLE' Ee/c
ATARI ST™
AMIGA
XENIX7UNIX

FLEXIBILITY
VIP Professional™ gives the user, no

matter the computer, a uniform,

powerful program that conforms to

the Lotus standard and which can

exchange data with any other

program using the 1-2-3 file format.

VIP Professional™ is available for

the Atari ST, Apple He, lie, IIgs and

Commodore Amiga.

Available at your local Atari dealer.

ISD Marketing, Inc., 2651 John Street, Unit 3, Markham, Ontario, Canada L3R 2W5. (416) 479-1880. Fax # 1-416-479-1882.



DIALOG BOX

CANT START WITH START

Could you suggest any books or publi-

cations which could help me learn and

understand more about my new 1040

ST? This is my first computer. I enjoy

reading your articles, but frankly, 1 don't

understand most of them. I wish they

were written a bit more clearly so a be-

ginner like me could keep up with

them. 1 realize most of your readers are

more informed, but it's very annoying to

own a machine with so many things go-

ing for it and not be able to utilize it to

its fullest.

Patricia Manzo

Winthrop, MA

START'S sister publication, Antic magazine.,

contains a special section called The ST Re-

source in every issue. Every month the ST

Resource includes type-in listings and many

short reviews o/£he hottest new ST software.

The Atari ST for Beginners from

Abacus is another goad place to start— it

begins at the very beginning, with a chapter

on setting up your ST. Abacus also offers a

complete line ofST books at various techni-

cal levels.

Finally, check out the next issue oj

START [or our new column jor new ST

owners—and anyone else who wants to get

the mostfrom an ST!

GFA JOYSTICK ACCESS

1 am attempting to find a way to read

the joystick with GFA BASIC. Can this

be done? Do I need to use joystick

''packets," like the ones described in-

side Atari ST documentation?

David Snyder

Elkhorn, IL

David, it's very easy to access the joystick

using GFA BASlC-just

PEEK(&HFFFC02) and you'll have value

from the joystick in port I. The joystick

value is a number between and 10. Imag-

ine the joystick as a compass; then N
returns 1, S gives 2, W is 4, E is 8, NW is

5, SW is 6, NE is 9, and 5E is 10. Zero

means the joystick is centered, and 3 or 7

means yourjoystick is broken -they should

never appear. If the firing button is pressed,

the number will be higher by 128. (This is

the same 1-2-4-8 bit pattern for the N-S-

W-E joystick movement that's used on 8-bit

Atari computers.)

You can also track what's going on with

the keyboard and mouse with the same

PEEK. Keyboard info comes through in the

form of"make"and "break" codes-

a

"make" code is generated when you press a

key, and the "break" code is generated

when the key is released. You can tell the

"make" code from the "break" code, be-

cause the break code has the high bit set-

it's 128 higher Figure 1 shows the "make"

codes for the ST keyboard.

Finally, mouse movements are also

returned through this PEEK, hut they hap-

pen so fast they're unusable-instead, use

one of the mouse commands available in

GFA BASIC. (And remember that, while

this is a quick-and-dirty way to get joystick

and keyboard information, it's not

documented, and may not work on future

STs.)

3B 3C 3D 3E 3F 40 41 42 43 44 FIGURE 1 ATARI ST Key Assignments

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 0A 0B oc 0D 29 0E

OF 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 1A 1B 53

ID IE IF 2C 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 1C 2B

2A 60 2C 2D 2E 2F 30
J

31

1

32 33 34 35
|

36

38 39 3A

62 61

52 48 47

4B 50 4D

63 64 65 66

67 68 69 4A

6A 6B 6C 4E

6D 6E 6F

72

70 71

STart, The ST Quarterly 8 Ml, 1987



Mill
STEREOTEK"

GLASSES-
true stereoscopic

3D graphics for

your Atari ST

Put on the STEREOTEK glasses

and jump into a new universe. Dis-

cover a magical world that you

always knew existed. That extra

dimension—DEPTH. Now you can

add depth to your computer

graphics with the STEREOTEK

Liquid Crystal glasses. Solid,

realistic, 3D images you want to

reach out and touch, STEREOTEK

glasses plug into your ATARI ST

cartridge port" to provide absolutely

realistic 3D graphics in full color or

hi-res monochrome.

Your STEREOTEK depth-view

system includes:

• One pair electronic Liquid Crys-

tal Shutter glasses with four-foot

cable (can be comfortably worn

over eyeglasses).

• ST cartridge interface unit-

supports two sets of glasses

(second set optional).

• OEGAS Elite Stereo Desk

Accessory,

• Stereo CAD-3D animation and

stereo slide show by Tom Hudson.

For programmers: Complete

developer's instructions plus

source code for adding stereo

to your own programs.

fe The secret to full-color stereo

images on a computer screen is

electronic Liquid Crystal Shutter

(LCS) glasses. Two optical shutters

in eyeglass frames are connected

electronically to the ST. Every-

time the ST screen refreshes

(60hz/color, 70hz/mono), one

shutter closes and the other

opens. Themonitor displays

alternating right and left eye

views synchronized with the shut-

ters. The alternating views appear

faster than the eye can see, and

your brain translates the normally

flat monitor image into one of

startlingly realistic depth. Because

of the ST's speed, RAM size and

cartridge port, this advanced

graphics technology is only avail-

able on the Atari ST. (One mega-

byte RAM recommended).

Developed by LC Technologies. Distributed by The Catalog.

LC Technologies is a venture of Tektronix. Inc. of Beauerlon, OB
Dealer inquiries welcome, call (415) 957-0886

CIRCLE 054 ON READER SERVICE CARD

. And fir

)f stereo soft-

*,,tj CAD-3D 2.0,

STEREO CYBERMATE. STEREO RAY

TRACING, LCS WANDERER, and

STEREO MAPS & LEGENDS 3.0. Our

operators will be
i

'

CALL 24 HOURS TOLL FREE
i.finn.dj3.ninn «, -m



DIALOG BOX

HELPING RAY TRACER
TRACE RAYS

Help! I've always been able to run [he

programs in your magazine, but Tom

Hudson's Ray Tracing Construction Set

(START, Spring 1987) has me stumped. 1

would greatly appreciate it if you could

provide a step-by-step procedure for

getting this program to run. My system

is a 520 ST with one single-sided drive

and a color TV.

Alan Krechman

Tarrytown, NY

Sorry about the confusion, Alan. Here's how

to get the Ray Tracer to start producing

pictures.

First, uncompress and copy

TRACER.PRG and EXAMPLE.CTl to a

fresh disk. Then use DEGAS (or a DEGAS-

compatible drawing program such as

Flicker, from the Summer 1987 START) to

create four pictures, one for each wall, and

save them as .PU-type pictures (uncom-

pressed). Copy these four new pictures to

the same disk as TRACER.PRG. The Ray

Tracing program will supply the checker-

board for the ceiling and floor, and auto-

matically distort the pictures into the cor-

rect images for the four walls.

Next, use an ASCII word processor, like

1ST Word or WordWritcr ST, to edit the

EXAMPLE.CTLfile. look for the line that

reads "e:\picttires\lwallpil", and change it

to the filename ofyour picture for the left

wall. Repeat the process for the other three

pictures (change "e:\pictures\rwall.pil" to

the filename [or your right wall picture,

"e:\pictures\bwallpU" to the name ofyour

back wall picture, and "e:\pictures\f\A>all

.pil" to the name ofyourfront wall pic-

ture). Each picture name appears twice, so

be sure you get them all.

After you've changed the wall picture

names, find the line that reads "c'\graph.ks

\rayl.pil" and shorten it to just "rayl.pil"

- then find the line that reads

"c:\graphics\ray2.pil" and shorten it to

"ray 2. pii'.'

Now save the modified EXAMPLE.CTL

file to disk. Be sure to save this file in ASCII

format. (For example, in 1ST Word make

WHERE'S
MY
DISK?
^P'^I'aRT is a magazine

^^ with programs on disk.

^J m Normally you will find the disk bound into the magazine and selling

on the newstands for $14.95.

But some of you ST enthusiasts want to read START first, so we have provided

a limited number of copies without disk for $4.00 each.

If this is your situation you can complete your copy of this issue of START by

ordering the companion disk direct from us, for $10.95 plus $2.00 shipping and

handling. See the order form inserted into this issue

sure WPformat is not checkmarked, and

with WordWriter save the file as ASCII.)

Finally, put the disk with TRACER.PRG,

EXANWLE.CTL and yourfour pictures into

drive A: and reboot. Double-click on

TRACER.PRG, and when the file selector

box pops up, click on EXAMPLE.CTL Be

prepared to lose the nextfour orfive hours

as you play with the Ray Tracer. Have fun!

THE GDOS LOWDOWN
All right. No gobblydegook. I've been

reading about GDOS for months, and

still don't know what it isl Could you

please explain it in simple terms?

Stanley Beck

Chalmette, LA

Stanley, for all the hoopla GDOS (the

Graphic Device Operating System) is caus-

ing, you'd expect it to be really something,

wouldn't you? The truth is there's no magic

concerning GDOS, and anybody can

understand what it's supposed to do.

When your ST shows you a picture, it's

composed of individual dots. That's true

whether you're seeing it on a TV screen, a

printer or any other output device. How

nice an image looks depends directly on

how many dots you draw it with— the more

dots, the better. The ST monochrome screen

shows 80 dots per inch, but a printer can

show upwards of 300 dots per inch. (At the

really high end, a good plotter or pho-

totypesetter can get a thousand dots or

more in each inch.)

Since your printer can show a much

finer resolution picture than your TV can, it

makes sense to be able to use the full reso-

lution available for each different output

device. That's what GDOS does with a

properly written program. The program

creates its pictures in an impossibly high

resolution, then automatically scales the

pictures down to the best resolution possible

for your screen or printer.

And that's all there is to GDOS. Period.

STart, The ST Quarterly 10



DIALOG BOX

NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTION

I am confused about how the resolution

of TV monitors is rated. I have seen

monitors rated at 400 lines of resolu-

tion, while computer makers rate them-

selves according to how many columns

of text they can handle, such as 40 or

80. How are they related? Is there a

difference between vertical and

horizontal resolution? How does a TV

decide how many dots to display?

Dave Wright

Kingston, Tennessee

Dave, TV monitor manufacturers state the

capability of their products in units like

"vertical lines" or "bandwidth" basically be-

cause they don't know beforehand what

computer a monitor will be hooked up to. A

manufacturer can't actually say a monitor

will support 80 columns of text because

that depends on how small the computer

makes the dots thatform each character. To

be safe, get the SC1224 Color Monitor Atari

supplies for the ST series. Ifyou decide to

use another brand of color monitor and you

want 80-column color textfrom your ST,

get a monitor with a bandwidth of 10 Mhz

or higher. If all you want is 40-column text,

including low resolution graphics, any good

monochrome or color TV will do fine.

Your lastfew questions are more in-

volved. We need some basics ofNTSC-

format television signals, used in the

Americas andfapan. NTSC television uses

30 frames per second, each with 525 scan

lines. The electron beam that creates the

picture goes back and forth, from the top of

the screen to the bottom. Vertical sync-

when the electron beam returns to the top

of the screen-runs very close to 60 hertz

(times per second, abbreviated Hz).

Horizontal sync-when the beam returns to

the left side of the screen, also known as the

flybackjrequency-runs very close to

15,750 Hz. It takes two 60 Hz fields of

262.5 scan lines each to build one 525 scan

line frame, resulting in an apparent 30

frame per second display This is just fast

enough to fool the eye into seeing smooth

movement.

Let's discuss horizontal resolution first.

Since we need to show 262.5 scan lines in

l/60th of a second, (.0166666 seconds), we

can determine the frequency at which some

of the internal TV parts are working. For

example, to find out how long it takes to

draw each line, we divide the field rate

(.01666666 seconds) by the number of scan

lines needed perfield (262.5), with the an-

swer being very close to 63.5 microseconds

(p-sec).

We may assume that for a dot to ap-

pear, we need to turn the electron beam on.

For no dot, we turn the scanning beam off.

Ifwe plotted the voltage necessary to do this

on an oscilloscope, it would represent, in

effect, a "square wave" signal.

Now, there is a section of circuitry inside

a stock NTSC TV called the intermediate

frequency strip, which, for reasons we don't

need to get into here, limits the "square

wave" (dot/no dot) frequency a standard

home TV can pass along to the picture tube

to about 4.5 Mhz. This is also known as the

"frequency response" or "bandwidth" of the

TV receiver. By using the formulafrom the

paragraph above, we find we can turn the

scanning beam on and off about 320 times

per scan line without pushing the TV too

hard. In other words, 320 dots/no dots

divided by the time it takes for one scan

line (63.5 ptsec) equals 5.04 Mhz

If, in our computer, we create dot-matrix

characters eight dots wide, then we should

be able to get 320 dots divided by 8 dots

per character, or 40 characters, on each line

of a standard TV set. If we try to pump out

more dots than this -for example, the 640

dots necessary for 80 characters per line-

we would raise the required frequency re- >

3 M 5meg

DoubleThink Pluswith

Go beyond one megabyte with DoubleThink Plus and your ST

becomes more powerful and useful, speeding and simplifying your

work. A must for desktop publishing, business or large word proc-

essing applications, and MIDI.

COMPATIBLE with your software

and many one meg upgrades

PLUG-IN installation you can do

yourself quickly and easily

ONE YEAR WARRANTY
ACCESSORIES -RAM disk and

other software included

Want to know more? Write or call today for a free brochure.

Dealer inquiries invited.

ThoughtSpace /Xn
Development \X/

2450 Warring St., No. 21

Berkeley, CA 94704

(415) 845-1415

CIRCLE 045 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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DIALOG BOX

sponse to about 10 Mhz The TV, mean-

while, knows nothing of this and will simply

limit the incoming frequency to about 4.5

Mhz. The result is dots that smear against

each other, and a quite unreadable display

So we've determined that basically the

frequency response of a TV limits how

many dots horizontally the TV can display

Now let's get to vertical resolution. Nor-

mally, computer displays don't follow the

NTSC standard exactly For example, NTSC

specifies two fields of 262.5 lines each for a

525 line frame. The first field of each pair

puts the odd-numbered scan lines on the

screen, and the second field puts up the

even-numbered scan lines. Because the two

fields, presented alternately, appear to inter-

lace with each other, this is known as an

Interlaced picture.

Almost every computer simply puts out

two identical fields perframe, non-

interlaced, yielding about 200 usable scan

lines onscreen. (Some scan lines appear

above the top ofyour screen and some ap-

pear below— that's called overscan.) This

accounts for why most consumer computers

destined to hook up to a NTSC home TV

allow a picture of about 320 dots wide by

200 dots (scan lines) high.

To display more dots horizontally, the

frequency response of the TV needs to be

increased. To get 640 dots or more across

on a line, look for a TV or monitor that is

rated at 10-15 Mhz, rather than the 4.5

Mhz at which a stock television runs. This

requires more expensive electronics, result-

ing in a more expensive TV. To get more

dots vertically on the screen, we need to in-

crease the flyback frequency. To get twice as

many dots vertically, like the ST's mono-

chrome 400 lines, we need to double the

flyback frequency from about 15,750 Hz to

around 31.5 Khz Since we need to draw

twice as many lines in the same amount of

BACKUP PROTECTED
SOFTWARE FAST.

From the team who brought you
COPY II PLUS (Apple), COPY II PC
(IBM) and COPY II MAC (Macintosh)

comes a revolutionary new copy
program for the Atari 520 and 1040 ST
computers.

COPY II ST copies many protected

programs automatically.

Supports single and double sided

drives.

• Includes a sector-based copier for

fast, reliable copies of unprotected

disks.

• Includes a bit copy mode for

protected disks.

CIRCLE 007 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Requires an Atari 520 or 1040 ST
computer with one or two drives.

Call 503/244-5782, M-F, 8-5
(West Coast time) with your QQ $
in hand. Or send a check
for $39.95 U.S. plus $3 s/h, $8
overseas.

$39.95

Central Point Software, Inc.

9700 S.W. Capitol Hwy. #100
Portland, OR 97219

CentvalPbint

Software

Backup utilities also available for the IBM, Apple II, Macintosh and Commodore 64.

This product is provided for lha purpose of enabling yau to make atcfiival copies only.

time perfield, we need to draw each line

twice as fast as normally.

There's still one other aspect of color TVs

that determines just how many dots can

show up onscreen. At the front ofeach color

TV is a layer of phosphors, which glow

when struck by the scanning electron beam

paintingyour TV picture. The phosphors

are usually arranged as triangular groups of

red, green, and blue glowing phosphors. To

create a white dot onscreen, all three phos-

phors (red, green, and blue) in that particu-

lar triangular group have to be struck by

the electron beam at the same time, thus

creating a white dot.

There are TVs with large groups of

phosphors, and some with small groups.

Naturally, the smaller the grouping, the

more dots can appear-but that takes more

precise manufacturing, and that's more ex-

pensive. The size of the phosphor grouping

is expressed as "dot pitch, " and typically,

for TV sets, runs about .31 to .45 milli-

meters. For example, this means for a TV

set with a "33" dot pitch, we could expect

to get 3 pure white dots per millimeter per

scan line. This works out to 30 dots per

centimeter, or about 76 dots per inch of TV

screen. A 13-inch (diagonal) TV screen is

about 10 inches wide; with a dot pitch of

.33 mm, this should allow us an upper limit

of 10 times 76 or 760 dots per line, regard-

less of the internal electronics of the TV. If

the dot pitch is too large, the groupings of

RGB phosphors are larger than the dot the

TV is trying to draw, resulting in just a por-

tion of the triangular RGB phosphor

group -for example, just the red-green or

red-blue pairs-being illuminated. (This is

one reason why "artifacting" happens on

TV screens showing hi-res pictures.)

Some monitors have a dot pitch as small

as .16 to .20, with frequency response rang-

ing up to 30 Mhz. To get the best possible

picture, buy the highest frequency, smallest

dot-pitch TV monitor you can afford.

(Thanks to Mark Sloatman, of Practical

Solutions in 7ucson, Arizona, for his techni-

cal assistance.) H
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Life doesn't sit

neither should your

still,

creativity.

Aegis Animator ST

We combine three kinds of animation to create a versatile

animation system for your Atari® ST™. Metamorphic,

eel and color cycling animation may all be used together

or independently to build professional quality animations.

The program is both easy to use and powerful.

Animations are built visually on the screen using

interactive tools that make it easy to see what you are

creating. More advanced users can get extra precision by

using the optional command language.

Aegis Art Pak ST™
Created by one of the top computer artists this collection

of images makes it easy for you to enhance your

paintings or create stunning animations quickly. There

are hundreds of detailed objects such as animals,

buildings, trucks, cars, plants, scenery, and much more.

All of the objects use the same color palette so they can

work together This product is a must for any eel

animation enthusiast.

CIRCLE 005 ON READER SERVICE CARD Availaala March 1, 19B7

See the Aegis Line at your local dealer.

Can't find what you need?
Order Direct: 1-800-345-9871

Please have credit card handy when ordering by phone.

Name

Address _

City -Zip.

Check Enclosed Money Order VISA/MC

Card # Exp

Signature

Aegis Animator ST @$79.95 ea.

Aegis Art Pak ST @29.95 ea.

California Res. add 6.5% Tax

Shipping ($3.00 + $2.00 each

additional item)

Total

Aegis Development

2210 Wilshire Blvd.

Suite 576

Sanla Monica, CA 90403

(213) 392-9972

AECIS
/ E lopme n r

Atari ST is a registered trademark of Atari Corporation



PIXEL- PRO
by Matt Loveless Consul

/•.hove is an example of multiple techniques to enhance a digitized photo.

From left to right: riginal digitized photo

1 'ne degree of graininess

x 5 chunkiness (used on background only)

Four degrees of graininess
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t 's here! Pixel-Pro, the
"You've invented a new way for me to

waste time"

-Dr. T Software programmer Tom atttazitlg tieW graphics
Jeffries, after trying Pixel-Pro for the first

time program that lets you

Image processing is one of those

specialized areas in the computer world.

There's a certain academic exhilaration

attached to it, but in real life- in my life

at least-it's about as exciting as watch-

ing dough rise. To tell the truth, I don't

care about exploring the murky mists of

inverse Fourier transforms, convolution

kemals, and space invariant filtering. I

don't want to reconstruct the Mona Lisa

or enhance satellite photographs. I just

want great graphics.

I admit it: I have almost zero artistic

ability, but give me somebody else's art-

work and a paint program and I'll stip-

ple, distort and stretch the image to an

ugly death. What I needed was a tool

that would give me real destructive and

manipulative image power

That's why I created Pixel-Pro,

START'S Pixel Processor program. You

can use it with almost any low-

resolution ST picture. It does some of

the same things that full-scale image

processing systems do-but mostly, it

lets you play with your ST pictures.

USING PIXEL-PRO

To use Pixel-Pro, copy the file PIXEL-

PRO.ARC to a fresh disk along with

ARCX.TTP. Run ARCX and type in the

filename PIXELPRO.ARC, and in a short

twiddle the pixels in your

STpictures! You can't

make hundreds ofjulienne

fries with it, butyou can

turn a beautiful digitized

photo into apixelized

Jackson Pollack appari-

tion! Pick a peck of

processed pixels with

Pixel-Pro, in the file

named PIXELPRO.ARC on

your START disk!

File PIXELPRO.ARC
on your START disk.

time the program hies will be ready to

use.

Pixel-Pro works only with a color

monitor. Set your desktop to medium

resolution, then double-click on PIXEL-

PRO. PRG. When the program runs,

click anywhere in the dialog box to be-

gin. The first thing you'll want to do is

load a picture.

Pixel-Pro isn't a drawing program,

and it does not create pictures. Instead,

it works with low-resolution pictures

you've already created with a video

digitizer, NEOchrome, DEGAS, or even

Flicker, the drawing and animation pro-

gram from the Summer 1987 issue of

START. Your pictures should be in un-

compressed form, with the extender

.NEO, .Pll, .PI2, or.PO.

To load a picture, drop down the File

menu and click on Load NEO or Load

DEGAS, then select a picture with the

file selector. Once it's loaded, you can

view the picture by clicking on View

from the File menu. The picture will be

displayed for as long as you hold the

mouse button down. If you clicked and

released quickly on View, the screen

may have only flashed momentarily.

You must press and hold the button on

the View option.

You can save your work at any time

by clicking on Save NEO or Save

DEGAS on the File menu. It doesn't

matter which type of file the original

was; you can save it as either. Keep in

mind, however, that color cycling and

other special features are not saved

along with the file

You can leave Pixel-Pro and return to

the desktop at any time by clicking on

Quit on the File menu. Be careful,

though: you'll get no chance to back out

of Quit. The program will exit immedi-^

Theprismaticpixelprocessor
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PIXEL-PRO. .

.

From left to right:

3x3 chunkiness

5x5 chunkiness

Dominate

Reverse

Wdw
,

WW i

ately, and you'll lose any picture that's

still in memory.

When you choose an operation from

a Pixel-Pro menu, you'll usually find

yourself looking at your picture, with a

set of mouse-controlled crosshairs on

the screen. That means Pixel-Pro wants

you to select an area of the picture to

work on -a rectangle within which the

selected operation will occur.

To select a rectangle, position the

crosshair wherever you want one of the

comers to start, then press and hold the

left mouse button. The cursor will

change to an arrow; move the mouse,

and you can stretch a box onto the

screen. You can abort the box at any

time by clicking the right mouse button.

You can also leave your picture and re-

turn to the GEM screen any time the

crosshairs are active -simply click the

right mouse button.

A SHORT TUTORIAL ON ST GRAPHICS

In order to understand many of the fea-

tures of Pixel-Pro, it helps to understand

the rudiments of ST graphics. Of course,

you don't have to understand how the

ST does its thing; if you like, you can

just experiment with the program to see

what happens. But in case you're in-

terested, we'll cover some of the basics,

so you'll understand what's happening.

The Atari ST supports three graphics

modes: high -resolution monochrome,

medium-resolution color and low-

resolution color Pixel-Pro was designed

to work exclusively with low-resolution

color pictures (even though you must

run the program from a medium-

resolution desktop). A low-resolution

picture is made up of 64,000 dots

(called pbce!s)-320 pixels wide and 200

pixels high -and each dot is one of 16

different colors. You can select which

16 colors it uses (out of 512 possible

colors) by specifying the colors in terms

Pixel-Pro

doesn't create

pictures—but it

works wonders with

pictures created

with NEOchrome, DEGAS,

Flicker, or a video

digitizer.

of red, green and blue.

Why red, green and blue? Look

closely at your ST monitor's picture tube

and you'll see that it's coated with three

different types of phosphor dots -some

are red, some are green and some are

blue The phosphors are grouped into

trios-each with one red, one green and

one blue phosphor. By varying the in-

tensity of the light that each phosphor

gives off, the ST can show different

shades of color If just the red phosphor

is on, for example, the trio will show up

as a shade of red. If both the red and

green phosphors are on full, the trio

will appear yellow (remember, light

colors add differently than paint

colors). If red is on full and green is at

half intensity, it will look orange.

Since each phosphor has eight

different possible intensities with the

ST, there are 512 different combinations

possible ST colors are usually described

in terms of their RGB content (the

amount of Red, Green and Blue). Black,

for example, is 000 (no red, no green,

and no blue); bright red is 700 (all red,

no green, and no blue); and a light grey

is 444 (equal proportions of all three

colors).

In the ST's low resolution, you can

select 16 of those 512 colors to use for

your picture, and each pixel in the pic-

ture is one of those 16 colors. In other

words, out of 512 possible colors you

select 16 for your palette, and from

those 16 you select one palette color for

each pixel. Thus, each pixel's color isn't

specified as red or green-it's "color

number 5" or "color number 13." As a

result, you can change your picture

without actually changing any pixel

information-just change color number

13 from, say, 347 (3 parts red, 4 parts

green and 7 part blue) to 730 (7 parts

red, 3 parts green and no blue), and any

pixel that was set to color number 13

will automatically change.

(In the not- too-distant future, there

may be increased resolution and more

colors onscreen at once for the ST—but
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for now, that's what we're limited to.)

The 16 colors in any low-resolution

ST picture are collectively called the pal-

ette, and each pixel selects its color from

the palette with a number- through

15. In hexadecimal, that's through F-

or in binary, 0000 through 1111 (see

Table J).

The special chips in the ST that

speed up graphics display read those

numbers in binary- in fact, they split

each one off into its four bits. Thus,

64,000-pixel low-resolution picture is

effectively stored as four 64,000-bit im-

ages called bit planes (see Figure 2). For

example, a pixel with palette color 13

(binary 1101) is represented in memory

by a 1 in bit-plane 0, a in bit-plane 1,

a 1 in bit-plane 2, and a 1 in bit-plane

3:

1 101

plane

plane 1

plane 2

plane 3

Plane holds the value for bit of ev-

ery pixel, plane 1 holds the value for bit

1 of every pixel, and so on for planes 2

and 3.

Pixel-Pro was originally designed to

work with digitized pictures, which

usually have a very distinct palette: 8 or

16 shades of one color, ranging from

darkest to lightest. However, Pixel-Pro

will have interesting effects on any pic-

ture Just keep in mind that the results

may not always be predictable.

Now-back to the program!

PALETTE OPERATIONS

The simplest features of Pixel-Pro are

the palette operations on the Palette

drop-down menu. There are three: RGB

Swapping, Tint and Ranges.

RGB Swapping. RGB Swapping al-

lows you to swap the RGB components

of the entire color palette. When you se-

lect this option, a dialog box comes up.

The following swapping options are

available:

red <=> green Swaps red and

green components

green <=> blue Swaps green and

blue components

blue <=>red Swaps blue and

red components

TABLE 1

Decimal Hexadecimal Binary

1 1

0000

0001

2 2 0010

3 3 0011

4 4 0100

5 5 0101

6 6 0110

7 7 Oil!

8 8 1000

9 9 1001

ID A 1010

11 B 1011

12 C 1100

13 D 1101

14 E 1110

15 F mi

To look at your picture, click and

hold on the View icon. The view ability

from within dialog boxes differs from

the View option on the File menu in

that the bottom of the screen is

replaced with the color palette, labeled

through F (the hexadecimal versions

of the numbers from through 15).

When you are done swapping, select

either OK or Cancel.

Tint. Tinting allows you to incre-

ment or decrement the RGB compo-

nents of the entire palette. There are two

columns of colors, one for adding color

and one for subtracting color.

Button Affects:

RED red components

GREEN green components

BLUE blue components

CYAN green and blue components

YELLOW red and green components

MAGENT\ red and blue components

WHITE red, green, and

blue components

Ranges. This option allows you to

select the type of palette arrangement

Pixel-Pro will operate on. The following

options are available:

One color, 16 shades

Two colors, 8 shades

One color, 14 shades (CAD-3D)

Two colors, 7 shades (CAD-3D)

(Most digitizers use either 8 or 16

shades; the pictures of 3-D objects you

create with CAD-3D use either 7 or 14

shades.)

The range information is not used by*
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T-SHIRTS. ThisOfficial Antic

T-Shirt is worn by many of

our staff. Made of cotton

and polyester to hold their

shape and good looks.

Blue only. S^M-L-XL

SWEATSHIRTS. For the

cooler days this sturdy

sweatshirt is made of

cotton and acrylic for warm
comfort and perfect fit.

Blue only. S-M-L-XL

CAP. The Publishers

special! This beautiful all-

cotton cap is fully adjustable

to fit you perfectly and is a

favorite of the Publisher of

Antic. Blue only. One size

fits all.

BACK PACK. For your

disks, printouts, school

books and lunch. This 100%
nylon pack has a zippered

top, velcro front pouch, and
adjustable straps.

RUSH Today To:

Logo/Antic
1380 Piper Drive

Milpitas, CA 95035

Name .

Address

City

State

D Check or money orderenclosed.

(Please allow 8-10 weeks'lor delivery in U.S. ; For-

months.] NOTE: Foreign orders payable in U.S. di

Money Order. Foreign shipments may be subject

charges.

-Zip_

Please send me the following items that I've marked below:

Qty. Item

Size
(S-M-
L-XL}

Price
each

CATax
each

Post. &
Hand. each

Total

each

A. T-Shirts S 6.50 2.00

B. Sweatshirts $12.00 2.50

C. Backpacks $ 9.50 2.25

D. Hats S 5.50 1.50

TOTAL ENCLOSED
GUARANTEE: Any item may be returned in perfect condition within 10 days for

full refund.

Payment by check or money order.



ProCopy
ST

BACKUP
UTILITY

You can't backup your software
because copy protection locks

you out. ProCopy is the key!

Protects against the accidental loss of

expensive software

Works with all Atari STs

Copies both S/S & D/S disks

Use with 1 or 2 disk drives

Not copy protected
FREE shipping and handling
TOLL-FREE telephone number
Updates are only S12 with return

Orders shipped same ddy
Disk analyze function included

Dealer
Inquiries
Welcome

$34.95
Call (SOO) 843-1223
Send check lor S34.95 (overseas add S2.00 tor air mall) to:

PROCO PRODUCTS
P.O. BOX 665, CHEPACHET, RHODE ISLAND 02814 USA

(401) 568-8459

Available the moving finger co. tech-soft
Internationally Building 2 COMPUTER WHOLESALE

in Fiirnno Shamrock Quay 324 Stirling Highway
.

H Southampton, S01-1QL Claremont
ano Enaland Western Australia 6010

Tel, 09-385-1885

Southampton, S01-1QL
England

Australasia Tel 0703-227274
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METACOMCO's

LATTICE
—"TheMetacomco-

Lattice C compiler is

-excellent" ST User- -VERSION-
3.04

ALSO AVAILABLE: CAMBIilDCE LISP = SlWI.'tii

MACROASSEMBLER - S 79.95 RAKE - $ 69.95
ISO PASCAL - $99.95 MENU+ = $29.95

nETRccnio
Conine! your nearest flealer/disllibulor Or

2G PORTLAND SO., BRISTOL BSZ BRZ, UK
TELEX: 444874 FAX: 44-272 428618
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MODEL SHOPPER, a dynamic

new monthly for the model hobbyist,

your Number One source for exciting

editorial and up-to-the-minute news,

Find out what's new and who's news,

especially in radio-controlled model

planes, trains, ships, cars and rockets.

tach exciting issue features: expert

advice on how to build R/C models,

money-saving deals and where to

find them, Club News and Calendar

Sections, regional and national

Competition and Events coverage,

updates on R/C products and kit

reviews— all that you need to build

and perform like a champ.

Noio other publication covers so many aspects

of the modelling hobby, Subscribe today.

You won't miss a single issue and you'll save

37% off the newsstand price!

SPECIAL CHARTER RATE

SAVE 37%™d

YES! I want to be a Charter

Subscriber. Sisn me up for 1 year

(12 issues) for just $14.97—1 save $9.00!

U Check enclosed Bill me D Bill my Visa Q MC

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
New Subscribers Only Call 800-443-0100 Ext 513

Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery of your first issue. Canada

and Mexico add S8 (12 issues). All other foreign add 512(12 issue

Prepayment in US funds must accompany all foreign orders.

Model Shopper, P.O. Box 2370, San Francisco, CA 94126 D97S



PIXEL-PRO. .

.

all of Pixel-Pro's operations, and some-

times it's interesting to choose a range

which does not correctly describe your

picture.

THE COLORMAP

The Colormap menu has two selec-

tions: Edit colormap and Remap. A

colormap changes the pixel values of a

picture by mapping each possible value

(0 through F) to a new value. For exam-

ple, a null colormap, one that will have

no effect, maps all 16 pixel values to

themselves. That is, would map to 0,

1 would map to 1, and 2 would map to

2. However, by defining a new color-

map, you could map, say, color to

color 1, which would change all pixels

with a value of into a value of 1. To

define a new colormap, use the Edit

colormap option; to actually perform a

mapping operation, use the Remap

option.

Edit colormap. The Edit colormap

dialog is fairly complex (see Figure 3).

The actual colormap is displayed in the

bottom third of the dialog box. Colors

from the Source palette are mapped to

colors in the Dest palette. When you

first load Pixel-Pro, the colormap

defaults to a null colormap, where every

color is simply mapped to itself. To

manually redefine the colormap, drag

the desired Source color to the appro-

priate Destination (Dest) color For ex-

ample, to swap colors and F, first map

color to color F: Point to the box

marked in the Source row, drag it to

What I need

is a tool that gives

me real destructive

and manipulative

image power. Thus,

Pixel-Pro was born.

the box marked F in the Dest row, and

release the mouse button. The boxes

will flash and the Maps To row will be

updated to show that color now maps

BIT PLANE

BITPU NE 1

BIT PLANE 2

BIT PLANE 3

T

COLOR PALETTE

BIT FROM PLANE 1

T FROM PLANE 2

T FROM PLANES

FIGURE 1 . ST low-resolution display, illustrating bit pla>

to color E To complete the swapping

operation, drag the Source box F to the

Dest box 0. Now if you remap the pic-

ture, all pixels that were color will be-

come color F and all pixels that were

color F will become color 0.

You can have three entirely separate

colormaps. You select the desired color-

map with the bank buttons: Bank 1,

Bank 2, and Bank 3. Any remapping

operation (including the Edges opera-

tion under Effects) uses the colormap

that is currently active.

Tnere are also some preset color-

maps for some of the more useful map-

ping operations. Clicking on the Presets

button lets you choose from the fol-

lowing:

HI PASS eliminates all but

the brighter colors

LO PASS eliminates all but

the darker colors

DIM dims the image

BRIGHTEN brightens the image

DEFAULT restores to a

null colormap

NEGATE negates the image

ALL TO ONE maps all colors to

one specific color

When you select a preset, it replaces

the colormap in the current bank. Most

of the presets depend on the type of

palette you have selected with the

Ranges option from the Palette menu.

You can also change the ranges from

within the Edit Colormap dialog by

clicking on the Ranges icon. The presets

are not intelligent, so they rely on the

range you have selected; they work best

with the default palette (16 shades of

one color).

You can view the current picture at

any time by clicking (and holding) on

the View icon. You can leave the dialog

by clicking on the Exit button, or remap

immediately with the Remap button, li

you get confused, click on Help.

EFFECTS

The features available from the Effects

menu are about as close as Pixel-Pro

STaki The ST Quarterly



PIXEL-PRO..

FIGURE 4. Pixel-Pro matrix.

gets to image processing. Most of the

effects are based on a pixel matrix or

pixel neighborhood. To understand this,

think of every pixel as being sur-

rounded by a matrix of adjacent pixels

(see Figure 4). The pixel matrix will

likely be either 3x3 or 5x5.

Grainy takes a 3x3 pixel matrix and

rotates it onto itself. Pixels are actually

picked up and moved within the matrix

(see Figure 5). The overall effect is to

add a grainy texture to the image. If you

use Grainy on the same area nine times,

it will rotate back to its original state

Chunkify takes the center pixel and

expands it to a full 3x3 or 5x5 size ma-

trix. As a result, the picture is the same

size, but the pixels are much larger. Try

following a 5x5 chunkify with a 3x3

chunkify.

Dominate passes over every pixel

and looks at the matrix surrounding it.

The center pixel is replaced with the

dominant color in the neighborhood. If

no color dominates, the pixel is left

alone. The general effect is that large

areas of color get larger and isolated

pixels disappear. It's useful to precede a

Chunkify with a Dominate.

Edges will modify the edges in an

image according to the current color-

map; If you haven't modified the default

colormap, this will have no effect. You

can select three levels of edge sensitivity

(high, medium, and low). The sensitiv-

ity is based on the proximity of colors

FIGURE 5. Groiny 3x3 Rotation Matrix

according to the Ranges you have

selected.

Smooth is my attempt at an ultra-fast

antialiaser. Antialiasing blurs an image

by using a convolution kernal approx-

imating a Gaussian filter- in simple

terms, it removes the jagged edges from

diagonal lines. Convolution operations

on a full-size image take hundreds of

thousands of multiplies and adds, and

that's slow. Smooth merely fills corners

with carefully selected colors-much

faster, although it's not true anti-aliasing:

MODES

Preview lets you try an effect without

permanently changing the image. Like

FIGURE 3. Colormap editing screen.

Desk File Palette

all items on the Modes menu, you can

toggle it on or off by clicking on it.

Planes The four plane options (0-3)

and (Reverse Alll allow you to choose

which bit planes will be affected by the

operations. If no planes are selected,

operations will have no effect; the de-

fault is to have all planes active. You can

toggle a plane on or off by clicking on it;

you can also reverse the status of every

plane by clicking on [Reverse All). You

can achieve some stunning trans-

parency effects by turning selected

planes off. When calculating a pixel,

Pixel-Pro takes all planes into account,

regardless of the Modes setting; how-

ever, it will only modify the planes that

are active. That lets you create some

striking effects as you process your

pictures.

LIFE IN THE COSMOS

If you're interested in exactly how Pixel-

Pro does its thing, you'll find the source

code (written in Megamax C) Antic

Online on CompuServe. I think you'll

find it interesting to peruse and play

with it, but please be judicious:

Remember, it's copyrighted source code

and may not be reproduced or used

commercially without permission.

In any case, the key to getting the

most out of Pixel-Pro is experimenta-

Effects Modes

SOURCE

:

MAPS 70:

BEST:

1 8 1 1 1 5 13 M 51 61 71 81 51 l 81 ci ii ci r
i
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tion. Collect copies of your favorite low-

resolution pictures, load them up and

start twiddling those bits. You may find

that your ST will never look quite the

same again!

Matt Loveless is ajree-lance software

designer and writer who recently completed

the Mega ST documentation for Atari.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED:

CAD-3D 2.0, The Cyber Studio, The

Catalog, 544 Second Street, San Fran-

cisco, CA 94107, (415) 957-0886,

S89.95

CIRCLE 177 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DEGAS Elite, Batteries Included, dis-

tributed by Electronic Arts, 1820 Gate-

way Drive, San Mateo, CA 94404, (415)

578-0316, $59.95

CIRCLE 170 ON READER SERVICE CARD

NEOchrome, Atari Corporation, 1196

Borregas Avenue, PO. Box 61657
,
Sun-

nyvale. CA 94088, (408) 745-2000.

$39.95

CIRCLE 179 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Megamax C, Megamax. Inc., F!Q Box

31294, Dallas, TX 75231, (214) 987-

4931, $199.95

CIRCLE 180 ON READER SERVICE CARD

WHERE TO FIND DIGITIZED

PICTURES:

ATARI 16 SIC on CompuServe, 5000

Arlington Centre Blvd., P.O. Box 20212,

Columbus, OH 43220, (800) 848-8199,

(614) 457-0802 in Ohio and outside

the U.S.

CIRCLE 181 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ST Roundtable on GEnie, 401 North

Washington Street, Rockvillc, MD
20850, (800) 638-9636

CIRCLE 182 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DIGITIZERS:

Computereyes Color Video Digitizer,

Digital Vision, Inc , 14 Oak Street, Suite

#2, Needham, MA 02192, (617) 444-

9040, $249.95

CIRCLE 183 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Pro-Technik Digitizer, MichTron, 576

South Telegraph, Pontiac, MI 48053,

(313) 334-5700, S199.95

CIRCLE 184 ON READER SERVICE CARD

WHfRE'STHI SOURCE CODE?

You'll find the source code for Pixel-Pro in

Antic Online, CompuServe's Atari online

magazine. Just log on to CompuServe,

then type GO ANTIC and look for the

file P1XELPRO in the "What's New" menu.

You can download the file, then un-ARC

it using ARC (or ARCXTTP on your

START disk).

MRNTS
DESPERATE BATTLE

FOR EARTH

STRATEGY
ACTION
SPACE
BATTLES
FIRST

i PERSON
ANIMATED GRAPHICS

Join the Allied Rebel Fleet

Fight the dreaded Aliant army,

the force that holds the Earth

in chains. Their power crystals

are on the way. Once they ar-

rive. Humanity is doomed.
Top-notch bulllet pilots are
needed to stop them. Lead
the mission lo free the Earth
Only the bravest need apply.

DO YOU HAVE WHAT ITTAKES?
EXCLUSIVELY DISTRIBUTED BY

TDC DISTRIBUTORS INC. ORDER NOW
3331 BARTLETT BOULEVARD *"" ^— '*-*¥
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32811 305-423-1987

STARSOFT DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES

CIRCLE 044 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PROGRAM PARAMETERS
LANGUAGE MACHINE
M,MRFn Of- PLAYERS
AVERAGE Z 90 MIN

SOUND

EICJIPWEN'' JOYSTICK

AT LAST!
GRAPHIC SOFTWARE FOR

HOMEBUILDERS!
r

m/ / / / /
/ 7 / / /.

Ashment's
House

Estimator

Available For the Atari ST®s

$49.95
VISA M--: :

:
AiJCOLi:^

Help oi

jafe Feature Does 70 Types at Autowuii: Fstanates O Complex

n Screen - Selectable On/Oil O Drop Down Menus O Full

idled Operation O i'ocjuu.-u/al or Random Estimating Mode:
O Build Lists Using Note Pad Feature (Spread Sheet Like Costing)

O Random Changes al the Click ot a Button O All Selections Done By Mousi
Point & Click O Graphic Status Boards (See 80 Categories Simultaneously!

'

Distinct Cost Code Sets (System and User Delined)

ORDERS OR PRODUCT INFORMATION ONLY:

TOLL FREE 1-800-451-4251

Michael Ashment
Building & Software

CIRCLE 003 ON READER SESViCE CAV.D
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WFEATURE REVIEW*

THE

FLEET STREET
DESKTOP PUBLISHER

THE ST DESKTOP PUBLISHING
BOOM CONTINUES

by Charles F. Johnson

^^fc esktop publishing on the Atari ST is heating up. Fleet

m Street Publisher, from the British company Mirrorsoft,

m^ promises to bring real publishing power to the ST at

an attractive price.

The program, which is distributed in me United States by

Spectrum Holobyte, is completely GEM-based, using standard

windows, drop-down menus, and dialog boxes. It lets you

construct multi-page documents easily, using a variety of

typefaces and type styles, and include pictures or illustra-

tions, then print them with a dot-matrix printer. Overall, Fleet

Street Publisher is a polished program with some very power-

ful features, some of which are not present in any other desk-

top publishing software for the ST.

WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOV GET
Fleet Street, like most newer word processors and desktop

publishing programs, follows the what-you-see-is-what-you-

get principle. When you are working on a document, the

screen always displays approximately what the finished,

printed product will look like. For instance, as you type text,

Fleet Street constantly adjusts the display according to the

text settings in effect. If you include graphics in your docu-

ment, you can see the pictures as you work, so you know ex-

actly what you're creating.

The first desktop publishing programs for microcomputers

were really just for doing page layout-you'd start with text

prepared on a regular word processor and pictures irom a

digitizer or drawing program, and then assemble them into

your final pages. Fleet Street is part of the next generation: It

lets you compose your words while you're using Fleet Street,

and even includes a simple drawing facility for graphics.

When you begin using Fleet Street, it functions as a rather

limited word processor with standard word processing func-

tions. The search and replace lets you search for strings of

text backward and forward, and you may specify whether to

ignore differences in upper and lower case. You do all your

work in regular GEM windows; you may have several text

windows with different documents open at the same time,

and cut and paste text among them.

Fleet Street will read in ASCII text files created with other

text editors and word processors. It won't actually convert

files from non-ASCII formats, though. For example, to use

First Word and Word Writer ST files you must save them in

ASCII format first, and ST Writer files must be printed to disk.

STaht. The ST Quarterly
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Once you've created or loaded your text, Fleet Street lets

you create a special document called a page, complete with

columns, borders, headlines and illustrations- You can specify

where in each page your text goes, in columns and partial

columns. You can also link the columns together so that text

automatically flows into the correct columns as you type.

A FONT OF FONTS
One of Fleet Street's real pluses is its good selection of fonts

(see Figure I). There are six different typefaces included with

the program (and you can substitute other GDOS fonts for

the six default faces). Fleet Street offers only a few different

type styles-normal, bold, italics and underlined, and combi-

nations of those features. It supports point sizes from 4 to 72,

and there are other fine tuning controls for typefaces as well.

The first time you use a font, you must load it from the

Fonts disk. That takes time-and it takes even more time for

the program to convert the font to the proper size and style.

It's a long wait compared to a regular word processor. For-

tunately, once you've used a typeface it's stored in memory, so

the next time you use it it's available almost immediately.

Fleet Street supports eight different units of measurement:

points, picas, inches, centimeters, millimeters, percentage of

current point size, relative units of current point size, and ab-

solute units (1/10 of a point). You may never need to use

some of those units, but it's nice to know that Fleet Street has

such flexible measurement capabilities. You can usually

choose which units you want to use for each specification-

so, for instance, you can choose your type size in points and

your page size in inches.

While editing a document, you may display rulers along

the top and left sides of the current window, and the rulers

can be in any of the available unit systems. As you move the

mouse cursor within the window, little marks indicate its po-

sition on both rulers-quite handy for making accurate meas-

urements.

PICTURES, TOO
Fleet Street has a very limited drawing facility. It offers only

two options: draw and erase There are no commands to cre-

ate circles, ellipses, or connected lines, functions found in

most ST drawing programs.

Fortunately, if you don't like drawing with Fleet Street

there's an alternative: You can use picture files from DEGAS,

NEOchrome and Mirrorsoft's Art Director in your documents.

Fleet Street can't use these pictures directly-you must first

convert them into Fleet Street's format with the Art Conver-

sion utility that comes with the program.

Once they've been converted, you can load pictures into

documents and manipulate them in a variety of ways. You

can crop, resize and recolor them; you can modify them by

drawing or erasing. You can position each picture with the

mouse and rotate it up to 360 degrees in steps of one degree

Fleet Street also includes a diskful of professionally created

graphics that are ready to use The pictures are grouped by

category: "Church," "Country," "Animals," "Games," "Maps,"

etc. The program's British origin becomes apparent here-

there are maps of Europe, the U.K. and the world (but none

of just the United States), along with dartboards, rugby bats

and a "dustbin lorry" (in American parlance, that's a garbage

truck).

PRINTERS

The true test of any desktop publishing program must be its

printed output, but 1 have some major misgivings about Fleet

Sans Serif Typeface
Sans Serff Bald Typeface

Serif Typeface
Serif Hold Typeface

Helga Typeface
Helga Bold Typeface

West End Typeface
West End Bold

College Typeface
College Bold

FIGURE 1: Fleet Street Publisher's Font Library

Street's dot-matrix print. In large-size type, Fleet Street's print-

ing looks blocky, with a noticeable stairstep pattern on di-

agonal lines. Those "jaggies" are much more evident than in

Fleet Street's major competition, SoftLogik's Publishing Partner

(reviewed in the Summer 1987 START).

The current version of Fleet Street Publisher only works

with a limited number of dot-matrix printers. Ideally you

should use an Epson FX-80 or compatible printer for the best

results (although my Star SG-10 printer worked perfectly with

the program).

If you don't have an Epson-compatible printer, Fleet Street

allows limited customizing of printer command sequences.

You should probably call or write to Spectrum Holobyte be-

fore buying Fleet Street Publisher if you have any doubts

about whether it will work with your printer.

For the best print quality possible, though, help is on the

way. Spectrum Holobyte has promised to create a $30 printer

driver for Atari's SLM804 laser printer. Better still, there

should be a PostScript printer driver soon (for $50) that will

allow Fleet Street to work with a full-scale typesetting system

THE MANUAL
The Fleet Street package includes three disks, several function

key templates printed on heavy paper, and an excellent man-

ual in a small two-ring binder
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The manual really shines in its tutorial sections. There's a

step-by-step tutorial on using the program, of course, but this

manual doesn't just walk you through the program. Chapter 7

leads you through the entire process of publishing a newslet-

ter or book- everything from initial planning to the different

kinds of inexpensive binding that are available.

Don't expect to breeze through the manual (it's hundreds

of pages long) but take your time instead: this is complex

FIGURE 7: A Fleet Street Publisher example page

software, and has many features for you to become familiar

with. Be warned, though: The index isn't spectacularly com-

plete, and the table of contents has items that aren't actually in

the manual. (The manual is the British edition, with a few

page substitutions, and some pages simply didn't make it to

the American version-for example, there are no "money-off

vouchers" in the back of the book.)

PROS AND CONS
Fleet Street lets your document use as much memory as your

ST has available. It will work with a 520 ST, but the more

memory you've got, the better. The number of pages you can

have also depends on the amount of graphics you use-

pictures require more memory than text.

You can easily reposition columns oi text and graphic;; on

a Fleet Street page. You may also select which text attributes

you wish to move-for example, you could move a block of

text maintainingjust the type style (but not indentation and

justification). This makes it very simple to merge two very

different text files into one consistent piece of text.

The Key Macro function is convenient and flexible; you

can assign up to 20 text strings or typographical styles to the

ST's function keys Fl through F10 and Alt Fl through F10.

You can define sections of a page to print out, instead of

having to print entire pages. This makes it easy to quickly test

new ideas for layouts or check to see how a particular picture

will look when printed.

On the down side, Fleet Street makes no explicit provi-

sions for headers and footers. (The manual recommends us-

ing macros to simplify creating a header or footer manually.)

The program also gives you no warning prompt when you

delete or overwrite a file-once you select the file to delete or

overwrite, it's beyond recall. My feeling is that whenever a

program is about to do something that will permanently alter

a file, it should always give you a chance to change your

mind.

My only other major criticism of Fleet Street Publisher is

that it is heavily copy protected. The program will run from a

hard disk, but it always asks you to insert the original master

disk in drive A at the start of the program. Fortunately, all

three disks that come with the Fleet Street package work as

master disks for the copy protection.

CONCLUSION
Fleet Street Publisher raises the competition for desktop pub-

lishing on the ST to a new level. It's a polished program that

comes with a good supporting package, including an excellent

manual and a library of fonts and pictures. At $119.95, the

price is very attractive.

With any software purchase, it's important to carefully

compare all available programs before you buy one. Consider

how you'll use desktop publishing- what's important to one

user may not be quite as vital to another. For many people,

Fleet Street Publisher's reliability, features and price will out-

weigh its flaws.

ChariesJohnson is a professional musician who's toured the world

playing guitar with George Duke, Stanley Clarke and Aljarreau.

Fleet Street Publisher, Mirrorsoft Ltd, Headington Hill Hall,

Oxford OX3 OBW, England. Distributed in the USA by: Spec-

trum Holobyte/Division of Sphere, Inc., 1050 Walnut, Suite

325, Boulder, CO 80302, (303) 443-0191, TWX
9109402506. Price: $119.95. Requires: 520ST w/ TOS in

ROM, monochrome monitor preferred.

CIRCLE 205 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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ARCADE

Brickyard!
A GFA BASIC version of an old classic

by PAT RICK BASS
START TECHNICAL EDITOR

The year: 1976. The game: Breakout. Bach then, it took

legendary hacker Steve Wozniak to create Atari's ultimate

version ofthe popular Pong arcade game. Eleven years later,

all it takes is GFA BASIC. START Technical Editor Patrick

Bass lets you knock out those bricks, then shows you how

it's done!

I M We\\, you can't say 1 didn't wait. I sat and tapped my foot for almost two

Mm\m years, waiting for Atari to release ST versions of the legendary games

W W they're famous for 1 wasn't greedy But after all this time all 1 saw was Star

Raiders-none of the simpler, standard games. Why not?

Well, to make a long story short, 1 decided to do it myself, 1 had written Breakout-

type games before on a number of different computers, and 1 was sure that GFA

BASIC from MichTron was powerful enough to give a reasonably good showing, so I

decided to write my own quick ST interpretation of this classic theme.

HFILE BRIKYARD.ARC
on your START disk.
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ARCADE
Brickyard. .

.

RECOVERING BRICKYARD

You'll find Brickyard on your START disk under the name

BRIKYARD.ARC. To play the game, copy this file and die pro-

gram ARCX.TTP to a fresh disk. Next, double-click on

ARCXTTP, and in the box that comes on screen, type in the

filename BRIKYARD.ARC. The disk will spin for a minute or

so, and when it's finished you'll find BRIKYARD.BAS, BRIK-

YARD.PI1, and BRIKYARD.PRG on your disk.

BRIKYARD.BAS is the GFA BASIC source code for the

game. It's saved as a text file, so you don't need GFA BASIC to

examine it; you can SHOW or PRINT it from the desktop, or

load it into a word processor like ST Writer or WordWriter

ST (To load it into your copy of GFA BASIC, you'll need to

merge it.) BRIKYARD.PI1 is a DEGAS-format picture that

forms the game's title screen. You can change this picture us-

ing any DEGAS-compatible drawing program -like Flicker,

the drawing and animation program from the Summer 1987

issue of START.

You don't need GFA BASIC to play the game, either- it's

compiled as BRIKYARD.PRG. Be sure you've got BRIK-

YARD.PI1 on the same disk, then double click on BRIK-

YARD.PRG. When the title screen comes up, click on (Playl.

Your mouse will move the paddle from side to side, and you'll

get five tries at keeping the ball going as you knock bricks out

of the wall.

PLAYING IN THE BRICKYARD

Once you've played the game, return to the title screen to see

the options that are available. (You can return to the title

screen at any time by holding down both mouse buttons.)

Unless you've changed the screen with a drawing program,

you may want to put on your sunglasses-well be staring at

those flashing lights for a while!

From the menu you can play the game (using [ Playl, of

course), or quit and return to the Desktop by clicking on

[Quit], There are also ten other controls you can change and

play with:

SOUND ON/OFF This switch controls whether your ST will

beep when the ball hits a wall, ball, or paddle. Even when the

sound is off, you'll still get a booping noise when the ball

misses the paddle.

AUTOMATIC PLAY ON/OFF When Automatic Play is on,

Brickyard runs as a demo game-the paddle centers itseir

under the ball and follows it automatically, without your

guidance.

ENGLISH ON/OFF There are two different ways for the ball

to bounce when it whacks the paddle When English is off,

the ball will rebound at the same angle at which it struck the

paddle. When English is on, the ball bounces at an angle

proportional to where it struck the paddle. If the ball strikes

the left side of the paddle, it will bounce further to the left; on

the right side, it bounces further to the right.

NEVER MISS ON/OFF For practicing, it's nice to not have to

worry about the ball rolling off the bottom of the screen.

When Never Miss is on, the ball will bounce back up

whether it struck the paddle or not. When Never Miss is off,

the ball will continue normally.

TOP ATTACK ON/OFF There are two basic ways of playing

Brickyard. When Top Attack is off, the ball will only knock

out a brick when it's moving toward the top of the screen.

When Top Attack is on, the ball will also knock out any

Title screen of Brickyard

bricks it hits moving back toward the bottom of the screen-

which can push your score higher much faster. Play with this

switch and check for yourself how it changes the playing

strategy.

BALL SIZE This lets you change the size of the ball. Point at

Ball Size and press the left mouse button to decrease the size

of the ball; hold down the right mouse button to increase it.

You may vary the ball's size from a single pixel to a square five

pixels high and wide.

PADDLE SIZE This lets you vary the size of the paddle. Again,

the left mouse button decreases the paddle size, and the right

button increases it. The paddle width may vary from a single

pixel to 50 pixels wide.

# BALLS Here you may select how many balls you get, from 1

to 99 balls per game.

# COLS This lets you choose how many columns of blocks

there are, from 1 to 99 columns.

# ROWS Finally, this lets you change the number of rows of

bricks, from 2 to 9 rows.

THE FACADE BEHIND THE ERONT
If you're a programming type, let's get our hands dirty-the

source code is in the file BRIKYARD.BAS.
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How Not
To RunA

Computer Store
Or, the trials and tribulations of a

Northern California computer consumer

by FRANK KOFSKY

&

&,uk*l-- Refer fw in casj^ t

Buying a computer looks easy, and it should be. But at some

computer stores, you pay your money and take your

chances. Frank Kofsky made the rounds ofhis local dealers,

and he shows the danger signs to watch outfor- and what

to do ifyou're sold a lemon.
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/t's common knowledge that the personal computer

industry is in a slump these days. After I bought an Atari

1040 ST system, the experience led me to wonder

whether some computer-store owners aren't trying to turn the

slump into a funeral.

Not all computer stores are contributing to this trend, of

course, but for those who are, I've formulated a few well-

intentioned suggestions for how to speed up the process-and

send the computer business straight into the ground.

Ifyou don't stock it, knock it.

I decided early on that 1 wanted an Atari ST and an Epson

printer. (Those are the only real brand names in this story, by

the way-all other names have been changed.) One of my first

stops was the local outlet of a well-known chain of business-

oriented computer stores -I'll call it CompuBiz-to look at

Epson printers. All went well with the salesman until 1 men-

tioned the word 'Atari."

At this, the salesman curled his lip-his whole face, in

fact-and gave me a look of consummate disdain. "We can't

guarantee that any of our printers would be compatible with

(sniff) an Atari," he said, then turned on his heel and

marched rapidly toward the rear of the store. End of discus-

sion, evidently.

Had I bathed that day? Were my armpits appropriately

cleansed and scented? Was I emitting harmful amounts of

gamma radiation? Reassuring myself on all counts (yes, yes,

and no), I reflected on what had just transpired. Computer

novice that I am, even 1 know that almost all word-processing

programs for the ST include Epson printer drivers, and some

even use Epson codes as their default settings. But the

CompuBiz salestroll wasn't interested in whether most soft-

ware would be compatible. Apparently, he wasn't even in-

terested in selling me a printer. He didn't sell Ataris, and that

was the end oi that.

The salesman curled

his lip and gave me a look

of consummate disdain.

If you don't stock it, knock it.

I observed a variant on this theme when 1 bought my ST

from a nearby Atari dealer. The Chip Shop. I'd already

managed to procure my printer of choice—an Epson LQ

800-and when I mentioned this to the stores manager, she

rejoined with, "Dear me, I hope you have better luck with

your Epson than most of our customers have."

Imagine how thrilled I was to hear these words. What was
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the problem with Epson? I asked, heart filled with dread. Oh,

nothing much, really— it was just impossible to get parts, trac-

tors, ribbons, and so on. But all was not lost! Since I had not

yet opened the carton, I could still return it and buy a differ-

ent printer- for example, one of the brands her store hap-

pened to sell. I told her I'd get back to her.

(Later I did a bit of research on Epson-which, yes, I

should have done before, but better late, etc. A few telephone

calls demonstrated to my satisfaction that Epson accoutre-

ments were widely available, and the scare-story about their

scarcity was, to put it charitably, wide of the mark. But if you

don't stock it. . .)

No profit in computers? Try usury.

But before I left the store, the manager made me another offer

she hoped I couldn't refuse. Reluctant to see me leave with

anything resembling a positive balance in my checking ac-

count, she suggested 1 might like to buy a few accessories-a

RAMdisk, say, or another monitor. 1 explained that my finan-

cial situation wouldn't permit that at the moment. Ah, said

the manager, but The Chip Shop might be induced to help me

out by financing my additional purchases.

But once we left the realm of encouraging abstractions for

that of the coldly concrete, it turned out that the "assistance"

came at a stiff price. For a three-month loan of £169, 1 would

pay interest of only S27. That's a paltry 15.97 percent interest

for three months (which, multiplied by four to get the annua

^ interest rate, is. . .).

Need 1 explain why I haven't been back since?

Always stand behind what you sell -

asfar behind as possible.

The main reason I wanted a computer in the first place was

for writing historical books and articles. I was especially keen

on a word processing program that would put footnotes at

the bottom of the page and still set the page breaks automati-

cally; I also hoped to be able to go back and forth Irom

double-spaced text that I had written to single-spaced and in-

dented quotations, again with automatic pagination

preserved. After sniffing around a bit, I came across Zippy-

writer II, a program that, the salesman assured me, would give

me just the capabilities I needed.

You can imagine what came next. 1 learned what I like to

think of as the Fundamental Theorem of software; There can

be a big difference between the promotional claims made for

a program and what the program can actually do. So, alas, it

was for Zippywriter—wonderful in the describing, not so hot

in its performance. Suffice to say that Zippywriter did almost

all the things it was supposed to -almost, but not quite.

After fiddling with Zippywriter for a week, I finally gave up

and decided to return it. Thus 1 encountered the First Corol-

lary to the Fundamental Theorem: Just try to get a refund on

software after you've removed the shrinkwrap. I now have a

word-processing program that's a serviceable paperweight,

but isn't good for much more. My pain is only somewhat

diminished if I call this a learning experience.

There's a sequel to the tale, by the way. After the fiasco

with Zippywriter, a friend told me about Wordslicer, a word

processor that's versatile, easy to use, and generally lives up to

the claims made for it- it had everything I needed except the

ability to place footnotes at the bottom of the page and main-

tain automatic pagination. Unfortunately, the spelling-checker

that comes with the program doesn't allow the user to add to

the dictionary, and I needed to do just that. For reasons that

time has dimmed from my memory, I ended up back at the

store where 1 bought Zippywriter, and wrote out a check for a

spell-checker called Blitz. Blitz was fast (I expected that from

the name) but it proved to be not fully compatible with

Wordslicer (and by now i was beginning to expect that, too).

Back to the store 1 went, and once again I heard the famil-

iar chant: "We can't take back any software package that's

been opened. .
." This time, though, I'd used a modicum of

forethought. "That's a pity," 1 said. "I've stopped payment on

the check."

The ensuing silence was broken only by the sound of jaws

hitting the floor. They were still there when 1 walked out of

the place. *
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PERSPECTIVES

How Not To Run...

Don't ask me- J only work here.

Just because a store has an Atari franchise and sells ST com-

puters and software, is that any reason to expect that

someone-anyone- in the store knows anything about the 5T?

My wife Bonnie and I watched a demonstration of Splotch,

a popular ST drawing program, and we were both intrigued.

Even though my monitor is monochrome, I thought Bonnie

might strike up a friendship with the ST if she could play

around with this fascinating software. My one reservation was

that my Epson printer was a 24-pin model, while the printer

drivers included with Splotch are for 9-pin printers, I decided

the logical place to get advice was at Slipped Disk, the store

where 1 bought the printer, which has a franchise to sell both

Atari and Epson products.

I went into the store on a Monday. The person who could

help me-the resident specialist in Atari, as it were-wasn't

there. And when would this person return, 1 asked. Charlie

comes in on Saturday. Saturday? I said. Only one day a week?

You're an Atari dealer and you don't have anyone here during

the week to answer questions about Atari computers and soft-

ware? Unbelievable! Can you imagine an auto showroom

where, for five days out of six, the person who can demon-

strate, say, a Mazda, a Mercury or a Maserati is unavailable?

Later that week, we decided to try Stumpp's, a chain of

stores oriented toward home computing- Macintosh, Amiga,

Atari. . . and, it turned out, caveat emptor Will Splotch print

properly on an Epson LQ 800? Gee, 1 don't know. Any chance

we could look at the owner's manual? Oh, yeah-good idea.

And so it went. The manual, it turned out, was uninformative

on the subject of printer drivers, so it was back to the sales-

man: Can we return this program if it doesn't work with our

printer? Sorry, we can't, etc. Sorry yourself-and no sale!

If computer stores had well-informed sales personnel, per-

haps 1 could understand a no-refund policy. But too often

we're confronted with salespeople who don't know nearly

enough about what they're selling and a store policy that de-

nies the hapless customer a refund when products don't do

what they should. (Or do software retailers honestly expect

that we'll trade in our hardware every time they sell us a pro-

gram that won't work on what we already own?)

Don't ask me. . . period.

At the other extreme is TechTime, a store with the most

knowledgeable staff I've ever seen. They like their computers.

I mean, they really like their computers. 1 honestly don't

understand how this place stays in business-I don't think

I've ever seen the owner bestir himself to actually wait on a

customer, and his sales staff, if that's the appropriate term,

takes its cues from him. They obviously know about their

wares; the problem is that they're more interested in using the

equipment themselves than in selling it to any would-be cus-

tomer. They sit with their faces glued to the screens of their

respective monitors, letting customers fend for themselves as

best they can. There have been times when I've come into the

store, with no other customers present, and stood for ten

minutes waiting for one of the salesmen to get off his, er,

chair. No, 1 don't go to TechTime anymore; my willingness to

bang my head against a brick wall is distinctly limited.

My question: Just what is the point in conducting a retail

business this way? Or have I stumbled on a Mafia money-

laundering operation disguised as a computer store?

And now, a few words by way of conclusion.

1 won't pretend the current slump in the computer industry is

directly related to the kinds of experiences I have been re-

counting. As a historian, I know that the industry is going

through the kind of shake-out that sooner or later overtakes

thzif-ejuipitient tttfn in Ssilih
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PERSPECT

the problem with Epson? I asked, heart filled with dread. Oh,

nothing much, really- it was just impossible to get parts, trac-

tors, ribbons, and so on. But all was not lost! Since I had not

yet opened the carton, I could still return it and buy a differ-

ent printer- for example, one of the brands her store hap-

pened to sell. I told her I'd get back to her.

(Later I did a bit of research on Epson -which, yes, 1

should have done before, but better late, etc. A few telephone

calls demonstrated to my satisfaction that Epson accoutre-

ments were widely available, and the scare-story about their

scarcity was, to put it charitably, wide of the mark. But if you

don't stock it. . .)

No profit in computers? Try usury.

But before 1 left the store, the manager made me another offer

she hoped I couldn't refuse. Reluctant to see me leave with

anything resembling a positive balance in my checking ac-

count, she suggested 1 might like to buy a few accessories-a

RAMdisk, say, or another monitor. 1 explained that my finan-

cial situation wouldn't permit that at the moment. Ah, said

the manager, but The Chip Shop might be induced to help me

out by financing my additional purchases.

But once we left the realm of encouraging abstractions for

that of the coldly concrete, it turned out that the "assistance"

came at a stiff price. For a three-month loan of $169, 1 would

pay interest of only $27. That's a paltry 15.97 percent interest

for three months (which, multiplied by four to get the annual

interest rate, is. . .).

Need 1 explain why I haven't been back since?

Always stand behind what you sell -

as far behind as possible.

The main reason 1 wanted a computer in the first place was

for writing historical books and articles. I was especially keen

on a word processing program that would put footnotes at

the bottom of the page and still set the page breaks automati-

cally; I also hoped to be able to go back and forth from

double-spaced text that I had written to single-spaced and in-

dented quotations, again with automatic pagination

preserved. After sniffing around a bit, 1 came across Zippy-

writer 11, a program that, the salesman assured me, would give

me just the capabilities I needed.

You can imagine what came next. I learned what 1 like to

think ol as the Fundamental Theorem of software; There can

be a big difference between the promotional claims made for

a program and what the program can actually do. So, alas, it

was lor Zippywriter-wonderful in the describing, not so hot

in its performance. Suffice to say that Zippywriter did almost

all the things it was supposed to-almost, but not quite.

After fiddling with Zippywriter for a week, 1 finally gave up

and decided to return it. Thus I encountered the First Corol-

lary to the Fundamental Theorem: Just try to get a refund on

software after you've removed the shrinkwrap. I now have a

word-processing program that's a serviceable paperweight,

but isn't good for much more. My pain is only somewhat

diminished il I call this a learning experience.

There's a sequel to the tale, by the way. After the fiasco

with Zippywriter, a friend told me about Wordslicer, a word

processor that's versatile, easy to use, and generally lives up to

the claims made for it- it had everything I needed except the

ability to place footnotes at the bottom of the page and main-

tain automatic pagination. Unfortunately, the spelling-checker

that comes with the program doesn't allow the user to add to

the dictionaiy, and 1 needed to do just that. For reasons that

time has dimmed from my memory, I ended up back at the

store where 1 bought Zippywriter, and wrote out a check for a

spell-checker called Blitz. Blitz was fast (1 expected that from

the name) but it proved to be not fully compatible with

Wordslicer (and by now I was beginning to expect that, too).

Back to the store 1 went, and once again I heard the famil-

iar chant: "We can't take back any software package that's

been opened. .
." This time, though, I'd used a modicum of

lorethought. "That's a pity," 1 said. "I've stopped payment on

the check."

The ensuing silence was broken only by the sound of jaws

hitting the floor They were still there when I walked out of

the place. ^
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How Not To Run...

nmmma
Don't ask me- I only work here.

Just because a store has an Atari franchise and sells ST com-

puters and software, is that any reason to expect that

someone -anyone -in the store knows anything about the ST?

My wife Bonnie and I watched a demonstration of Splotch,

a popular ST drawing program, and we were both intrigued.

Even though my monitor is monochrome, 1 thought Bonnie

might strike up a friendship with the ST if she could play

around with this fascinating software. My one reservation was

that my Epson printer was a 24-pin model, while the printer

drivers included with Splotch are for 9-pin printers. I decided

the logical place to get advice was at Slipped Disk, the store

where I bought the printer, which has a franchise to sell both

Atari and Epson products.

1 went into the store on a Monday. The person who could

help me-the resident specialist in Atari, as it were-wasn't

there And when would this person return, 1 asked. Charlie

comes in on Saturday. Saturday? I said. Only one day a week?

You're an Atari dealer and you don't have anyone here during

the week to answer questions about Atari computers and soft-

ware? Unbelievable! Can you imagine an auto showroom

where, for five days out of six, the person who can demon-

strate, say, a Mazda, a Mercury or a Maserati is unavailable?

Later that week, we decided to try Stumpp's, a chain of

stores oriented toward home computing- Macintosh, Amiga,

Atari. . . and, it turned out, caveat employ. Will Splotch print

properly on an Epson LQ 800? Gee, I don't know. Any chance

we could look at the owner's manual? Oh, yeah-good idea.

And so it went. The manual, it turned out, was uninformative

on the subject of printer drivers, so it was back to the sales-

man: Can we return this program if it doesn't work with our

printer? Sorry, we can't, etc. Sorry yourself- and no sale!

If computer stores had well-informed sales personnel, per-

haps I could understand a no-refund policy But too often

we're confronted with salespeople who don't know nearly

enough about what they're selling and a store policy that de-

nies the hapless customer a refund when products don't do

what they should. (Or do software retailers honestly expect

that we'll trade in our hardware every time they sell us a pro-

gram that won't work on what we already own?)

Don't ash me. . . period.

At the other extreme is TechTime, a store with the most

knowledgeable staff I've ever seen. They like their computers.

I mean, they really like their computers. I honestly don't

understand how this place stays in business-I don't think

I've ever seen the owner bestir himself to actually wait on a

customer, and his sales staff, if that's the appropriate term,

takes its cues from him. They obviously know about their

wares; the problem is that they're more interested in using the

equipment themselves than in selling it to any would-be cus-

tomer. They sit with their faces glued to the screens of their

respective monitors, letting customers fend for themselves as

best they can. There have been times when I've come into the

store, with no other customers present, and stood for ten

minutes waiting for one of the salesmen to get off his, er,

chair No, 1 don't go to TechTime anymore; my willingness to

bang my head against a brick wall is distinctly limited.

My question: Just what is the point in conducting a retail

business this way? Or have I stumbled on a Mafia money-

laundering operation disguised as a computer store?

And now, a few words by way of conclusion.

1 won't pretend the current slump in the computer industry is

direct!}' related to the kinds of experiences I have been re-

counting. As a historian, I know that the industry is going

through the kind of shake-out that sooner or later overtakes
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virtually every industry in a capitalist economy. In its early

days an industry consists of many small companies produc-

ing for the same market. Because of the uncoordinated nature

of this production, sooner or later supply outstrips demand,

and weaker companies disappear through bankruptcy, merger

or takeover Ultimately, if the cycle is not interrupted (by

agreements to fix minimum prices, restrict output, etc.), the

industry becomes mature-that is, it's dominated by a hand-

ful of very large oligopolistic corporations.

At "TechTime,"

they really like their

computers—a lot better

than they like selling them

to customers.

The automobile industry provides a textbook illustration:

dozens of auto makers before World War II, about 10 or 12

immediately after the war; the consolidation of individual

companies into General Motors, American Motors, and so on.

It's clear that this "maturation" cycle is currently running its

course among computer manufacturers, and nothing this or

that comparatively tiny retailer does will affect the outcome

one whit.

Still, a retailer isn't completely tossed on the salad of for-

tune, as it were. Whatever happens to the industry as a whole,

some computer stores survive and thrive. Yes, their prices are

higher than mail-order companies that sell the same

products-but prices, after all, are not everything. Many

people prefer to pay a little more in exchange for the service

that a local merchant can (and a mail-order company cannot)

provide.

Unfortunately, compared with photography and stereo

stores, some computer retailers offer service that is at best un-

satisfactory and at worst non-existent. Last year, for example, I

helped some friends upgrade their stereo system; I had no

problem finding stores whose personnel I could trust to steer

us in the right direction. 1 have done the same for other

friends who were interested in getting started in photography.

But so long as computer stores don't have employees who

can answer reasonable questions, and provide reasonable

support, as a computer consumer I have to protect myself as

best I can. My number-one rule now? Never pay cash. Checks

can be stopped. Credit-card transactions can be cancelled if

the product is returned-and most credit-card companies

don't look kindly on retailers that abuse their customers. Per-

haps if enough computer purchasers take advantage of these

facts to avoid being stuck with hardware and software they

can't use, computer store owners will wise up and begin in-

sisting that their employees know what they're selling.

I enjoy going to stores and picking out the merchandise.

But right now if 1 had to advise people in the market for a

computer, I would counsel them to buy an ST and a couple of

the outstanding software packages-and do most of their

shopping by mail. Id make that recommendation with some

reluctance, but I don't enjoy paying higher prices for the privi-

lege ol having my intelligence insulted by salespeople who are

insufficiently informed about the products they handle, and

having my presence ignored by people who would rather play

with their toys than assist the customers-with no assurance

that I will receive either satisfaction or the return of my
money.

As long as these practices persist at my local computer

stores, I'm afraid I can't muster much sympathy for those

mourning the decline of their business. As far as I can see,

their fate is richly deserved, for they have helped bring it

upon themselves.

Frank Kojshy teaches history, and is now living happily with his ST

and several mail-order software packages.
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Grapherplots mathematicalfunctions
by D e I m a r

uick —
what does the graph of

SIN(X')*C0S(X+2) look like?

Ifyou 've ever had trouble visualizing

what an equation looks like,

you '11 appreciate Grapher,

the grapb-plottingprogram

on your START disk





WHAT'S YOUR SINE?...

The scene: U's 11:35 p.m., and you're

sitting in your dorm room, poring over

a trigonometry book, staring at equation

after equation full of complex mathe-

matical functions. You grasp most of it,

but it's tough to visualize exactly how

some of these equations would look as

graphs.

Fortunately, there's a solution: You

turn to your ST and type the equations

into Grapher or 3-D Grapher, the Per-

sonal Pascal graphing programs on this

issue's START disk.

Grapher will automatically graph

each function on your monitor screen.

You can choose either a rectangular or

polar coordinate system, and with a rec-

tangular coordinate system you can

choose the horizontal and vertical scales

independently. Grapher works in either

monochrome or color, low- or medium-

res, and it allows you to choose the

color of the graph.

3-D Grapher only works with rec-

tangular coordinates, not polar-but

with 3-D Grapher you can plot graphs

in three dimensions and rotate them

any way you like Like Grapher, 3-D

Grapher lets you choose the resolution

and colors.

Grapher and 3-D Grapher are great

for anyone who needs to draw graphs,

including teachers and (harried) stu-

dents in algebra and trigonometiy

classes. Since you can enter the function

you want graphed, it's easy to investigate

what happens to the shape of a graph

when you make small changes in the

function.

RUNNING GRAPHER

Grapher and 3-D Grapher work in

similar ways. To use either one, copy the

file GRAPH.ARC or GRAPH3D.ARC to a

fresh disk, along with ARCX.TTP. Run

ARCX, then type the ARC's filename;

your disk drives will spin, and soon

you'll have a runnable version of the

program you've chosen.

Let's start by exploring Grapher, the

2-D version. When you run

GRAPHER.PRG, you'll first choose a text

interface or a GEM-based interface. The

text interface accepts input from the

keyboard only; it uses default values to

keep your typing to a minimum. The

GEM interface makes use of dialog

boxes for all input, and the only key-

board entry is the function you want

graphed.

ENTERING THE FUNCTION

To graph a function, first type it in as

you would write it in BASIC. Table I

contains a list of symbols and functions

you can use To see a sample graph, for

S1N(X), simply press the Return key (or

click on the OK button, if you are using

the GEM interface).

Grapher draws graphs of single-

variable functions; the only variable you

should use in your function is X. When
entering numbers you may use either

integers or fractions. As in BASIC, every

arithmetic operation must be explicit. In

algebra the expression 2X means "2

times X"; to use the same function in

Grapher you must type 2*X.

Table 2 shows how you can generate

the graphs of many other common

functions using the ones built into the

program. It's just a matter of writing

them in terms of the ones we have

available.

The exponentiation operator is

Normally this operator can only be

used if the exponent's base is non-

negative (The way Personal Pascal per-

forms exponentiation prohibits negative

bases.) However, Grapher is a little bit

more sophisticated; it allows a negative

base if the exponent is an integer

Suppose you want to graph the cube

root of X. The equation is Y =

X ** (1/3). Since the exponent (1/3) is

not an integer, the function can only be

evaluated (and the graph drawn) for

positive values of X. To graph it all we

divide it into two parts both drawn on

the same grid: Y = X ~ (1/3) and Y =

-C-x-a/3)).

Grapher will check your function

carefully for syntax errors. If it finds one

it points out the approximate location

In addition to integer or decimal

numbers, the items in this table

can be used in writing the func-

tion to be graphed by Grapher.

A list of the priorities of the vari-

ous operations is also included

for your convenience.

Functions:

ABS(X) Absolute value of X

COS(X) Cosine of X

EXP(X) Exponential (e~X)

LN(X) Natural logarithm of X

SIN(X) Sine of X

SQR(X) Square root of X

TAN(X) Tangent of X

Unary operator:

- Negation

Binary operators:

+ Addition

- Subtraction

* Multiplication

/ Division

Exponentiation

Variable:

X The only variable allowed

Grouping symbols:

( Left parenthesis

) Right parenthesis

Priority from highest to lowest:

Expressions inside Parentheses

Functions

Exponentiation

Negation

Multiplication and Division

Addition and Subtraction

Within an expression, two or

more operations having the

same priority are processed from

left to right.
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of the error; the actual error is usually

connected with the value or symbol just

before the error pointer, [f an error does

get by these checks and is caught when

the function is evaluated, you'll get a

"Postfix Error" message. Some functions

may also cause floating-point overflows

or division-by-zero errors in Personal

Pascal. (This won't happen often-and

then it's usually with really weird

functions.)

DRAWING THE GRAPH

Grapher allows you to choose from

three different grids: rectangular, polar

or trigonometric. The rectangular grid is

the normal Cartesian coordinate grid. A

polar grid consists of a series of circles

with lines radiating out from the center

every 5 degrees. In a polar coordinate

system, X represents an angle in radians

and Y is a radius; a point is plotted by

moving out the correct distance at the

given angle. A trigonometric grid is a

rectangular grid with the X-axis labeled

in terms of tt/2, n, 3n/2, and 2n; it's

useiul for graphing trigonometric

functions.

After' choosing the grid type, you

must choose the scale for labeling the

graph. For example, if you choose a

value of 2 for the X-Scale, the X-axis (to

the right of the origin) will be labeled 2,

4, 6 and 8. Each label corresponds to a

grid line. If you are using a rectangular

grid, you can choose the horizontal and

vertical scales independently. With a

polar grid, the only scale is the radius

scale which corresponds to the scale of

the X-axis. With a trigonometric grid,

the X-axis scale is fixed but you can

choose the scale for the Y-axis.

Next you must pick a color for the

graph. When you're graphing more than

one equation, you'll probably want to

use a different color for each function.

Finally, you must choose how the

grid is to be drawn. One choice is to

clear the screen, draw the grid, and then

draw the graph. Another is to clear the

screen but not draw any grid -the graph

is simply drawn on the clear screen.

Some of the additional mathematical functions that can be written in

terms of the built-in functions in Grapher.

Secant: SEC(X) - l/COS(X)

Cosecant: CSC(X) = 1/SIN(X)

Cotangent: COT(X) - VTAN{X)

Hyperbolic Sine: SINH(X) = {EXP(X)-EXP( ~X))/2

Hyperbolic Cosine: COSH(X) = (EXP(X) + EXP(~X))/2

Hyperbolic Tangent: TANH(X) = (EXP(X)-EXP(~X))/(EXP(X) + EXP(~X))

Hyperbolic Secant: SECH(X) = 2/(EXP(X) + EXP(~X})

Hyperbolic Cosecant: CSCH(X) = 2/(EXP(X)-EXP( ~X))

Hyperbolic Cotangent: COTH(X) = (EXP(X) + EXP(~X))/(EXP(X)-EXP(~X))

Common Logarithm (base 10): LOG(X) = LN(X)/LN(10)

(Some polar equations generate pretty

patterns that are better seen without the

grid-try Y=SIN(12l*X).) The third op-

tion is to draw the new graph on top of

the previously drawn graph. This is

useful when you want to show the

graphs of two or more functions on the

same display.

After you've entered your function

and chosen the graph options, the pro-

gram will automatically graph your

function.

For a rectangular or trigonometric

grid, the graph is drawn from left to

right. After it's finished plotting, the dis-

play will remain until you press the Re-

turn key or click the left mouse button.

Then the display will be saved into a

buffer, and you can choose new graph

options.

A polar graph has no predetermined

stopping point, since the angle keeps

increasing indefinitely. You can stop

graphing at any time by pressing the Re-

turn key (the left mouse key will not

work here). The display will remain on

the screen until you press [Return] a

second time or click the left mouse

button.

If you enter "Q" (or click on the

QUIT button) lor the graph option, you

will return to the function input section.

This allows you to change the function

and draw a different graph. To quit the

program, type the letter "Q" or click on

the QUIT button in response to the

function prompt, and you will return to

the Desktop.

3-D GRAPHER

After writing Grapher, I became in-

terested in the problem of doing the

same thing for functions with two varia-

bles. These graphs are three-

dimensional, with the value of the z-

coordinate dependent on the x- and y-

coordinates.

The result was 3-D Grapher. Like

Grapher, it lets you choose your own

colors and adjust the coordinate axes.

With 3-D Grapher you can also choose

the viewpoint, as well as draw the graph

with hidden lines.

USING THE PROGRAM

When you run 3DGRAPH.PRG, you'll

find seven options on the main menu:

Color, Grid, Function, View, Draw, Help

and Quit. Click on the Help button to

see the instructions for using the pro-

gram. There are seven help screens and

you can move backward and forward

through them as necessary.

Watch out for one thing: When ad-

justing the display colors, it is possible

to set the background and text colors to^
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the same color. If this should happen

you will not be able to see the mouse

arrow on the color selection screen!

Fortunately, there's an easy remedy-just

press the Escape key to restore the de-

fault colors and leave the Color option.

You'll find that the most time-

consuming aspect of 3-D Grapher is the

calculation of the z-coordinates. With

16 grid lines per positive axis (the de-

Figure 1. One way of drawing graphs of

three-dimensional functions. The graph is

thought of as a wire-mesh. You can see right

through it.

fault) there are a total of 33 grid lines

crossing each axis and 1089 points de-

termined by the grid. The calculation

for each of these points involves a num-

ber of floating point operations and

function calls. In addition, the program

has to evaluate the expression you en-

tered at the keyboard, which takes more

time

The second most time-consuming

aspect is the transformation of the point

coordinates based on the view

parameters. A new transformation is re-

quired every time you change the view-

point, change the perspective option, or

change the screen scale.

For both the coordinate and transfor-

Figure 2. In many cases the graph is thought

of as a solid surface. In that case, nearer

portions of the graph may hide portions far-

ther away.

mation calculations the execution time

is roughly proportional to the square of

the number of grid lines. Consequently,

1 suggest that you stick with the default

values (16 for each positive axis) until

you're satisfied with the appearance of

the graph.

If you increase the number of grid

lines, you must also adjust the grid scale

if you want the graph to have the same

general appearance. Suppose the grid

scale is 0.15 with the default number of

grid lines. If you multiply the number of

grid lines by 1.5 (up to 24 per positive

axis) you must divide the grid scale by

the same factor That is, the grid scale

would need to be changed to 0.10

(0.15/1.5 - 0.10). In both cases, then,

the coordinate values would range from

-2.4 to 2.4; by steps of 0.15 in the first

case and by steps of 0.10 in the second.

In choosing colors, I've found that

graphs on a black background (color in-

tensities: 000) look really nice. I often

Figure 3. Sometimes ihe graphs are drawn

with only one set of grid lines.

use blue (007) for the top and red (700)

for the bottom of the graph.

Figures 5 thvough 9 illustrate what the

program can do. It takes a little bit of

playing around to get a graph to look

nice. In particular, a change in the grid

scale can make a tremendous difference

in how a 3-D graph looks. Such changes

increase or decrease how much of the

function will be displayed.

HOW THE PROGRAMS WORK
Grapher and 3-D Grapher face a com-

mon difficulty; evaluating the mathe-

matical formula that you type in. The

problem is that certain types of compu-

Figure 4. The hidden line algorithm used in

the program is based on the fact that the

graph is drawn from front to back. The exact

order in which the line segments were drawn

on thi s graph are indicated by the numbers

next to each segment. Enough segments are

numbered to indicate the drawing order.

tations have a higher priority than

others. For example, to evaluate the ex-

pression

3 + 2*4
the multiplication should be done first

(2*4 = 8), followed by the addition

(34-8= 11 ). If we want to do the ad-

dition first, we put it inside paren-

theses:

( 3 + 2 )
< 4

Because of different priority levels, it

is fairly difficult to write a routine that

directly evaluates mathematical expres-

sions in the form we usually write

them. (This form is called infix notation

because the arithmetic operators come

in between the corresponding oper-

ands.) Most compilers (and my pro-

gram) first convert the infix expression

into a form more convenient for com-

putation. This form is called postfix

notation.

In postfix notation, an arithmetic

operator follows its operands. For exam-

ple, the infix notation to add 2 and 3 is

"2 4- 3'! In postfix notation it would be

written "2 3 4-"; the plus sign means

"add the last two numbers." The big ad-

vantage to postfix notation is that the

computations are performed as they are

encountered. You don't need to worry

about priorities, so parentheses aren't

necessary.

After you've typed in the equation
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for your function, the infix expression

you've typed is converted into a postfix

expression by the procedure Convert.

As the graph is drawn, the value of the

postfix expression for different values of

X is returned by the function Evaluate.

Understanding how each of these

procedures work depends on under-

standing a data structure called a stack.

A stack is a temporary buffer for

holding data, and it works something

like a stack of dishes: you only add a

dish by putting it on top of the stack,

and only remove it by taking a dish off

the top. As a result, the last dish added

to the stack is the first one removed. A

data stack works the same way. Values

are always added to the "top" of the

stack, and the only value that can be re-

moved is the topmost one Because the

last number you added to the stack is

the first one you can remove, a stack is

often described as a LIFO, or last-in-

first-OUt, structure.

To see exactly how these programs

use a stack to interpret and execute an

infix expression, let's look at two of the

procedures in Grapher (the 2-D ver-

sion): Convert and Evaluate.

CONVERT

The Convert procedure changes an

infix expression to postfix. It uses a

data stack for temporary storage of the

Figure 5. This is the default graph. If yau

click on the Draw option when you first get to

the main menu, this is what you'll get.

operators. (In this case "operators"

means mathematical functions as well

as the ordinary arithmetic operators.)

The data stack is initialized by pushing

a null element onto it, which makes it

easier to detect errors in the postfix ex-

pression.

The processing algorithm scans the

expression from left to right. Whenever

a numeral ('0'-'9') or a decimal point is

encountered, the program continues

scanning until it reaches a non-numeric

character. The string is then converted

into its numeric form, and appended to

the postfix expression.

When an alphabetical character is

encountered, the program assumes it is

Figured. Z = (Y*SIN(X)+X*SlN(Y))*4; grid

scale + 0.50; default number of grid lines.

either a function or the variable X. If it's

an X, it's appended to the postfix ex-

pression. If not, the program continues

to get alphabetical characters to check

the spelling. The only other valid

characters are arithmetic operators and

left and right parentheses. Invalid

characters will cause a syntax error

message to be printed with an arrow

pointing to the approximate location of

the error

When an operator is encountered,

the program compares the operator's

priority with whatever is on top of the

stack. Operators on the stack with a pri-

ority greater than or equal to the current

operator are pulled from the stack and

appended to the postfix expression.

The current operator is then pushed

onto the stack. Notice that if the current

operator's priority is greater than that of

the topmost operator, it is placed on the

stack immediately.

When a left parenthesis is encoun-

tered, it is pushed onto the stack. When

a right parenthesis is encountered,

operators are pulled Irom the stack (one

at a time) and appended to the postfix

expression until the corresponding left

parenthesis is on top of the stack. Both

parentheses are then discarded.

This algorithm is repeated up to the

end of the infix expression. When the

last character has been processed, the

operators left on the stack are pulled

from the stack one at a time and ap-

pended to the postfix expression. Fi-

nally, the null element is pulled from

the stack, leaving it empty. Throughout

this process, the routine must watch out

for errors; for example, if the algorithm

is processing a right parenthesis there

had better be a matching left one.

Here is the routine restated in pseu-

docode PUSH places an item on top of

the stack, PULL removes the top ele-

ment, and "TOS" means the operator on

the top of the stack.

PUSH(NULL)

WHILE THERE ARE MORE TOKENS

SCAN FOR NEXT TOKEN
CASE TOKEN OF

OPERAND: APPEND TOKEN TO

POSTFIX

"("
: PUSH(TOKEN)

")"
: WHILE TOS <> "('

DO

APPEND TOS TO

POSTFIX

PULL(TOS)

ENDWHILE
PULL(TOS)

OPERATOR: WHILE PRIORITY

(TOKEN) <=

PRIORITYCTOS) DO
APPEND TOS TO

POSTFIX

PULL(TOS)

ENDWHILE

PUSH(TOKEN)

ENDCASE

ENDWHILE

WHILE TOS <> NULL DO
APPEND TOS TO POSTFIX

PULL(TOS)

ENDWHILE
PULL(TOS)
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Lee's work through an example: [he

infix expression 1 + SIN (3*4 4- 2).

h SIN(3*4 2)

right, performing the necessary arith-

metic operations as it goes. Unlike Con-

vert, which uses a stack only for opera-

tors, Evaluate uses the stack only for

values. As numbers are encountered

First, the "1" is appended to the postfix

expression.

+ SIN(3*4 + 2) 1 NULL

The next character is "+", which goes

on the stack.

SIN{3*4 + 2) 1 NULL 4-

The next item is "SIN", which has

higher priority than "+" so it's added to

the stack.

0*4 + 2) 1 NULL + SIN

The next item is "(" and it is pushed

onto the stack.

3*4 4- 2) 1 NULL 4- S1N(

"3"
is appended to the postfix

expression.

*4 + 2) 13 NULL 4- SIN (

The "*" goes onto the stack since "("

has low priority.

4 4-2) 13 NULL 4- SIN (

*

The "4"
is appended to the postfix

expression.

+ 2) 134 NULL t SIN (
*

The next item is "4-". Since
"*" has

higher priority than "4-"
it is appended

to the postfix expression and pulled

from the stack- The "4-"
is then pushed

on the stack.

4-2) 1 3 4 * NULL 4- Sl\(

2) 1 34 * NULL 4- SIN ( 4-

L2" is appended to the postfix

expression

) 13 4*2 NULL 4- SIN ( 4-

")" causes the top "+" to be appended

to the postfix expression, then the

parentheses are both discarded.

)
134*24 NULL 4- SIN (

134*24- NULL 4- SIN

Since there are no more new characters,

SIN and 4- are appended to the postfix

expression.

1 34* 2 + SIN NULL +

1 34* 2 + SIN 4- NULL

Finally, NULL is pulled from the stack.

The resulting postfix expression, 13 4

* 2 4- SIN +, can then be evaluated

with the procedure Evaluate.

EVALUATE

The Evaluate procedure takes a postfix

expression and evaluates it from left to

Figure 7. Z 4- 1.25*{COS(D)+COS(2*D)*2

+ COS(6*D)/4); grid scale - 0.10; 32 grid

lines per positive axis. The "Lines both

ways" feature was turned off in the View

option.

they are placed on the stack. When an

operator is encountered, the top one or

two (depending on the operator) num-

bers come off the stack for the opera-

tion, and the result is returned to the

stack.

For example, the postfix expression

we just generated with Convert, 1 3 4 *

2 4- SIN 4-, is evaluated as follows.

STACK

Push 1 onto the stack 1

Push 3 onto the stack 1 3

Push 4 onto the stack 1 3 4

Remove top two, multiply, and

push result onto the stack 1 12

Push 2 onto the stack 1 12 2

Remove top two, add, and push

result onto the stack 1 14

Remove top value, find Sine, and

push result onto the stack 1 0.24

Remove top two, add, and push

result onto the stack 1.24

The single value remaining on the

stack is the final value of the postfix ex-

pression If at any time there are not

enough values on the stack to perform

an operation, or if there's more than one

value left at the end, then a postfix error

occurs. This is caused by an error in the

original infix expression.

When the postfix expression is

evaluated the program checks for illegal

arithmetic operations, such as division

by zero. If this should occur, a Boolean

"Undefined" is set to TRUE. The pro-

gram then continues with the next

value of X.

It's easy to see that evaluating the

postfix expression is much more

straightforward than working with an

infix expression. If you're writing a pro-

gram that needs to decipher arithmetic

expressions, procedures like Convert

and Evaluate are useful to have.

3-D COMPLICATIONS

3-D Grapher has special problems that

arise because of the hidden-line and

perspective features. Perspective is the

easier problem; let's look at that first.

We're all familiar with perspective: If

two lines are the same length but differ-

ent distances away, the nearer one ap-

pears to be longer than the farther one.

If this property is missing, a 3-D graph

somehow just doesn't look quite right.

3-D Grapher includes a "Perspective"

Type a

mathematical

function into your ST

and Grapher will draw

a graph of the

function on your

monitor screen.

feature you can turn on (the default

condition) or off from the View menu.

The perspective transformation simply

moves points that are logically behind

the screen a little closer to the origin

and points in front of the screen a little

farther away. The distance is propor-

tional to how far the point is behind or

in front of the screen.
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-Laser printers including Postscrip! and Hewlett Packard Laser J
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Spectrum HcAoByte
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On rare occasions (with vertical or

nearly vertical line segments) this fea-

ture can fool the hidden-line logic be-

cause the orientation of the line is al-

tered by the perspective transformation.

Changing the view angle slightly or

turning off the perspective feature will

correct the problem.

But what about that hidden-line

logic? How does it work?

The most common way of drawing

3-D graphs is to plot sections along

lines of constant x and/or lines of con-

stant y. The graphs can be thought of in

two different ways. One approach is to

think of the graph as a wire mesh

where you can see through the "surface"

j$ i v *

'^

FigureB (Aand B). Z = 2"(2 - (-((X-.5) " 2 + (Y-l) ~ 2))-2.5 - {-((X+2) - 2 + (Y+l) * 2))}*COS(R);

grid scale = 0.10; 32 grid lines per positive axis. This function basically superimposes two hills

(the exponential functions] on cosine curve symmetric about the origin. Two views are shown.

4). Let's suppose that the lines of con-

stant y are more nearly parallel. In addi-

tion, one end of these more nearly par-

allel lines will usually be closer to the

viewer than the other. Let's suppose the

positive end of the line is closer.

The first (that is, closest) line of con-

stant y is drawn from right to left (posi-

tive to negative). Next, the first segment

of each line ol constant x is drawn,

again from right to left. Then the second

line of constant y is drawn right to left,

then the second segment of each line of

constant x, and so on. Each succeeding

segment in a given line is farther from

the viewer than the previous one.

The program uses an array to store

defined by the function (see Figure I).

The second approach is to consider the

graph as a solid object (Figures 2 and 3).

In that case, parts of the graph closer to

the viewer can hide other portions of

the graph.

There are several ways of preventing

these hidden lines from being shown.

The method 3-D Grapher uses is fairly

old but quite effective The key is the

order in which the lines are drawn:

They must be drawn starting with the

closest line and working backwards to

the rearmost line.

HIDING FROM FRONT TO BACK

But it's a little more complicated. Each

line is drawn as a series of line seg-

ments. In most cases, one of the two

sets of lines- either the constant-x lines

or the constant-y lines-will be more

nearly parallel to the screen (see Figure

the highest and lowest points plotted in

each column of pixels. A point whose

y-coordinate is less than (or equal to)

the minimum value for the correspond-

ing x-coordinate would be visible since

it lies below the graph (or the point has

already been plotted). Similarly, a point

whose y-coordinate is greater than or

equal to the maximum value is visible

since it lies above the graph. Other

points (with y-coordinates between the

maximum and minimum values) would

be hidden by a solid surface and thus

are not shown.

To make sure that the first point

tested will automatically be visible, the

array of maximum values is initialized

at -32767, so the first y-coordinate will

always be greater than the current maxi-

mum. For similar reasons, the array ol

minimum values is initialized at 32767.

While the screen x-coordinates range

from to 639 at most, the arrays extend

from -640 to 1280. In effect, the pro-

gram is drawing the graph on a virtual

screen that is three times wider than

the physical screen and hundreds of

times higher.

(On the ST's screen there's a compli-

cation to all this. While a graph's y-

coordinates increase from the bottom of

the screen to the top, the actual screen

coordinates are the opposite: The top-

most row has a y-coordinate of zero and

the coordinates increase as you go

down. Thus in the program, if a point

has a y-coordinate less than or equal to

the current minimum, that point is

above the graph.)

Before drawing a line segment, the

program checks the visibility of the two

endpoints. If both endpoints are visible,

the program assumes that the entire line

segment is visible and it is drawn. If

both endpoints are hidden, the entire

line segment is considered to be hidden

and nothing is drawn. If only one end-

point is visible, the program moves

along the line segment plotting the visi-

ble portions. As the graph is drawn, the

minimum and maximum arrays are up-

dated. Since the graph is drawn from

front to back, regardless of the viewing

angle you choose the program can

figure out how to draw the graph

properly.

The hidden lines feature is active

when you start the program; you can

turn it off from the View menu. If you

turn it off, the graph is drawn much

faster, but of course it may be a little

harder to visualize.

THE SLOW OPTION

It may have occurred to you that even if

both endpoints of a line segment are

visible, that doesn't necessarily mean

the entire segment will be visible. That's

a good point, although it's quite rare for

only the middle portion of a line seg-

ment to be hidden. If it should occur

with an equation you're trying to graph,

try increasing the number of grid lines.

That makes the tine segments shorter
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perspective. Includes several full-length

utilities and programming tools thai

enable you to further explore to ST disk

drives. Available March. 450pp $24.95

IA
ST Disk Drives

Inside

and Out

STPEEKS & POKES
Enhance your programs with the

examples found within this book.

Explores using different languages
BASIC, C, LOGO and machine
language, using various interfaces,

memory usage, explore the VDl
using BASIC, more. 280pp $16.95

Intro to MIDI Programming
Discover the magic of MIDII Learn

MIDI programming, how to program

your synthesizer, how to buy MIDI

software, how lo buy a synthesizer,

use extended BIOS. Includes source

code for ST music box auto-player

from Xlenl Software. 250pp $19.95

ST BASIC Training Guide
Thorough guide for learning ST
BASIC. Detailed programming fun-

damentals, commands descriptions,

ST graphics & sound, using GEM in

BASIC, file management, disk

operation. Tutorial problems give

hands on experience. 316pp $16.95

ST BASIC to C
Move up from BASIC to C. If you're

already a BASIC programmer, you
can learn C all thai much faster.

Parallel examples demonstrate Ihe

programming lechniques and con-

structs in both languages. Variables,

pointers, arrays. 230pp $19,95

ST3D GRAPHICS
FANTASTIC! Learn how lo create fantastic and impressive 3D
graphics on your Atari ST. Rolale, zoom and shade 3D objects. All

programs wrilten in machine language for high spaed. Learn the

mathematics behind 3D graphics. Hidden line removal, shading. With

3D pattern maker and animator. 350pp $24.95

Phone (616) 241-5510

Telex 709-101- Fax (616) 241

m you can count on

Abacus
P.O. Box 7219 Dept. S5 Grand Rapids, Ml 49510
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WHAT'S YOUR SINE?...

and decreases the chances of this kind

of error.

3-D Grapher also offers a second so-

lution. Normally the program runs with

the "Fast plot" option turned on (the

default). If you turn this feature off from

the View menu, the program will no

longer make assumptions based on

endpoints. Instead, it will plot only the

visible points in each line segment on a

wrapher

works in either

monochrome or color,

and allows you to choose

the color of

the graph.

point-by-point basis. This approxi-

mately doubles the drawing time,

though it's still quite fast.

THE PRACTICAL ST

With its graphics power, processing

speed and low price, the ST is the per-

fect computer for students, or anyone

who wants a practical tool for exploring

higher math. Many people complain

that there isn't more practical applica-

tions software for the ST. I hope

Grapher and 3-D Grapher fill a need,

and become a useful tool for students,

mathematicians, and anyone who's sim-

ply curious about what an equation

looks like.

Delmar Searls hopes to use the StereoTek

glasses to produce 3-D Grapher in true ste-

reo vision.

STMT, The ST Quark-rh
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THE

GAME
OF KINGS

THREE ST CHESS PROGRAMS
FIGHT IT OUT

By Christopher F. Chabris
Contributing Editor

J| t the first START magazine ST chess tournament, there

^^ weren't huge crowds. In fact, there weren't any specta-

^^m tors at all -just the participants, battling with knight

and rook and pawn for days on end, in round after round of

the Game of Kings. When it was finally over, and three hu-

man and five computerized players had ended their final

matches, a new computer champion had emerged - one

stronger than the best 1970s-era mainframe chess programs!

THE ST PLAYERS

There were three ST chess programs in the tournament:

Chessmaster 2000 from The Software Toolworks and Elec-

tronic Arts, Psion Chess from Psion Limited and Atari Corp.,

and Techmate, from Szabo Software and MichTron. All three

programs run on any ST- 520 or 1040, monochrome or color.

Each is completely graphics-oriented; the positions of the

pieces on the two- or three-dimensional mouse-controlled

board displays are readily disccrnable and don't strain your

eyes. Each game will play either White or Black, allow you to

take back moves, and recognize (and use) all the standard

rules of chess.

CHESSMASTER 2000

1 had high hopes for Chessmaster 2000 from The Software

Toolworks (distributed by Electronic Arts). It arrived on the

ST scene with a fanfare of glowing reviews for all the previous

versions and David-and-Goliath stories ol its victory at the

1986 U.S. Open Computer Championship. I was very im-

pressed with every aspect of the program, including its

A\ File Play Board Display Extras Setup Analyze SoLveHatc

/V Player 33, g3 A CHESSKASrER 33. Oh

BB:17;22 Mi - ™ 08:98:95

< &i
L4J
r.\ isr try

L £ i.i

m v ill a
r i 1*1 ' H
FIGURE 1: Chessmaster 2000

documentation and support of unusually high quality for the

computer game industry.

Chessmaster 2000 offers the most, and best, features of

any chess program on the market. You can adjust or turn on

or oil almost every ieature, and alter the default settings as

you desire. The play screen displays two chess clocks, and the

GEM user interface conventions are followed well. Even

though it's the most complex of the three programs and offers

no online help, Chessmaster 2000 is easy and straightforward

to use. The three-dimensional board display is realistic and

pleasant, although the mouse control of piece movement is

quite rough. Since you have to hold down the mouse button

while you move your chosen piece to its destination square,

start. The ST Quarterly 45 Ml. 19X7
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it's easy to slip and make the wrong move; the requirement

that you place the base of the piece fully within the desired

square only makes this problem worse.

Although Chessmaster 2000 provides twelve levels of play,

represented by various average time consumptions and rang-

ing from 60 moves in five minutes to one move in 100 hours,

1 would also like to see "sudden death" time controls and un-

limited board layout customization. An alternate screen, ac-

cessible from a menu or the Escape key, displays the captured

pieces, game score, and Chessmaster 2000's analysis and

evaluation of the position. You can set up positions, save and

load games (your own or 100 provided classics, including two

by Chessmaster 2000 itself!), request hints, and have the

program display all legal moves in a position (both useful for

beginners).

Among Chessmaster 2000's more exotic features are its

choices of "metal" or "wood" pieces, differing board colors

(color monitor only), an "If the Boss Wanders By" menu

selection that pops up a mock spreadsheet screen, and a

coffeehouse playing style for novices that randomizes its

move selection a little bit. You can even enter your name for

display on screen instead of simply "Player." A very under-

standable digitized voice is available to announce the program

and its moves -good if you don't pay full attention to your

game, but a waste of time if you do. Fortunately, you can

toggle the voice or the program's alternate music on or off.

The well-written documentation for Chessmaster 2000 in-

cludes a generic introduction to the game of chess and brief

commentaries on the classic games as well as an ST-specific

leaflet that explains the use of the program. Chessmaster

2000 suffers from only- a couple of unimportant bugs-

occasionally, a drop-down menu will remain down until you

close it. The main disk of the two supplied in the package is

copy-protected, but a backup is available for $5. Although 1

would have prelerred no protection whatsoever, The Software

Toolworks surprised me by offering a hard disk-installable

version for S10.

PSION CHESS

Like Chessmaster 2000, a GEM-based program, Psion Chess

projects a sophisticated European image with built-in support

for six languages (English, French, German, Swedish, Italian

and Spanish), online help files, and German-style pieces in

the two-dimensional board display, the only one to occupy a

movable window. Unfortunately, this port from the original

Macintosh version underurilizes GEM (for example, many dia-

log boxes ask the generic "Are you sure? Yes/No" question

rather than a task-specific "Begin a new game? OK/Cancel")

and presents a simple but substandard user interface, I would

have liked control key equivalents for menu choices and to be

able to use desk accessories.

Judging from the impressive tournament results, though,

STart. The ST Quarterly

Psion has chosen to emphasize playing strength at the ex-

pense of bells and whistles. The program offers more playing

levels than Chessmaster, including a unique "Equal" mode

that makes it spend just as much time as its opponent, and

superiast two- and four-second speeds. The three-

dimensional display is similar to Chessmaster's in appear-

ance, but the better accuracy of the mouse control system is

achieved at the expense of speed, since two long mouse clicks

are necessary to pick up and deposit a piece.

In general, Psion's features are a- well-chosen subset of

FIGURE 2: Psion Ch.

Chessmaster's. All the essentials are available, but you won't

find anything particularly innovative. The 24-page manual

seems impressive until you notice that only four of those

pages are in English.

Unfortunately, the real problem with Psion Chess is its

unique "limboware" status; Psion Chess is a finished product,

not vaporware or beta test rumor, but is simply unavailable as

of this writing. Psion was released in late 1986 in final form

and was available for a few months at several dealers, but by

early 1987 it was off the market. Shortly thereafter, Atari an-

nounced plans to assume worldwide marketing of the ST ver-

sion, but nothing has happened since. Atari's plans on distri-

bution, as well as copy protection and other issues, are

unknown. We can only hope that by the time you read this.

Psion Chess is available again.

TECHMATE
Compared with Chessmaster and Psion, Techmate is in a

different class in both features and playing strength In this

age of feature-laden, easy-to-use, GEM-based chess software,

Techmate seems out of place with its spartan display, single

mode of play, and stubborn refusal to resign even when faced

with mate in one move. It has no three-dimensional display,

although its two-dimensional pieces are the best of the three

programs. It offers only sudden death time countdown, al-

though you can set the number of seconds for each player to
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complete the game. It has no facilities for saving games, keep-

ing score, replaying games, or setcing up arbitrary positions;

for no apparent reasons, it does not "think" on its opponent's

time and uses only a minuscule opening book.

But despite its numerous flaws, Techmate has entertained

me by giving an exciting game of 100-second chess, an ex-

treme form of blitz that would be difficult with Chessmastcr

or Psion given their awkward mouse controls. With Tech-

mate, you just click as fast as you like on the piece and the

square you want to move it to, and bang! the move is made. It

can be disheartening at first to see Techmate respond just as

fast (Chessmaster spends two or three seconds just sliding its

pieces across the board, even in book openings). The support

provided by Szabo Software for Techmate serves as a model

for the entire software industry, and includes/ree newsletters

and updates (I have received two of each) as well as a 50 per-

cent discount on the next major revision, which is promised

to have plenty of the bells and whistles missing here

THE COMPETITION

There were five other players in the tournament: three human

and two high-tech. All five-humans and machines-have rat-

ings from the United States Chess Federation (USCF).

The USCF rates each player on a scale from to 3000. A

perfect player would be 3000, but a 3000-rated player could

never really exist. The (human) world champion and his top

rivals are rated around 2700, whereas the highest rated chess

computer, HiTech, is rated around 2400. 2200 is Master level,

2000 is Expert level, 1800 is Class A, 1600 is Class B, and

1400 is Class C. The average serious novice is usually rated

between 1100 and 1300 after his or her first tournament.

Each tournament performance changes your rating according

to the strength of the opposition and your score against it, al-

though you always gain some points from a victory and lose

some from a loss. (All three human players below are ex-

perienced tournament players.)

• Christopher Chabris is a computer science student at Har-

vard and is rated among the top 50 chess players in the

US. under 21 years of age. He has a USCF rating of

2206-a Master

• David Keck is a full-time programmer who works on IBM

minicomputers. He has a USCF rating of 2127.

• Paul Keck is a freelance photographer He has a USCF rat-

ing of 1455.

• Sargon 111 is often called the dean of microcomputer chess

programs. We used the Apple Macintosh Plus version for

the tournament (an ST version should be available soon).

Sargon Ill's IBM PC version has a USCF rating of 1850.

• The Novag,Superconstellation is a $200 dedicated chess

computer with its own pieces and auto-sensory board; its

brain is a 6502 processor, the chip that serves as CPU for

the Atari 8-bit computers and the Apple 11. It has a USCF

rating of 2018.

ROUND I

The tournament ran two rounds and 42 games, conducted

over a period of nine days. You'll find the 12 most interesting

games from Round 1 and all the games from Round 2 of the

tournament on Antic Online, the Atari online magazine on

CompuServe. Just log on to CompuServe and type GO
ANTIC, then check the "What's New" menu to find the

CHESS file. You can download and study the games, which 1

refer to below. Also, consult Figures 1 through 3 in this article

for piece positions, which I refer to in the game descriptions.

In the first round, five "test players" - three human beings

and two computer programs -played two games each, one

with white and one with black, against the three ST programs.

In the second round, the three ST programs squared off in

head-to-head competition, with each playing the two others

four games each; by the end of the tournament, each program

had played 18 games against rated opponents.

Figure 4 shows the crosstable for Round 1. On the left are

the three ST programs being evaluated; on top, their five op-

ponents. The notation is straightforward-for example, "W0 /

Bl" in the upper-left corner box indicates that when Chess-

master 2000 had the white pieces against Chris Chabris, the

program lost, but with black it won. A score ol 1/2 indicates

a drawn game for both players.

In order to complete the 30 games reasonably quickly (af-

ter all, who likes to watch computers play chess against each

other?), I established a time limit of 40 moves in 10 minutes.

1JH sill
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FIGURE 3: TechMate

While not truly "blitz" chess speed, this average rate of 15

seconds per move is too fast for official rated tournaments but

slow enough, I believe, to demonstrate the approximate play-

ing skills ol the participants.

Unfortunately, not every computer participant had a 15-

second playing level available. We chose the 10-second level
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for the Novag Superconstellation because its dedicated hard-

ware was likely to compensate for its 8-bit processor Tech-

mate has no discrete levels, allowing only "sudden death"

time controls of a certain number of seconds to complete the

entire game. We allotted it 900 seconds, or 15 minutes, for

each first-round game (holding its opponents to the standard

40 moves in 10 minutes limit). Given the tournament's aver-

age game length oi 48 moves, Techmate averaged over 18 se-

conds per move. Szabo Software says Techmate uses an aver-

age of 2 percent of its remaining time per move, so its time

usage was in the same range as that of its opponents. Addi-

tionally, since Techmate does not "think" while awaiting in-

put moves, we followed the manufacturer's recommendation

and whenever possible set its computer opponents to the cor-

responding "handicap" mode.

Chessmastcr 2000 had mixed results in Round 1. Al-

though it managed to score full points against the two

highest-rated players, including a fine victory over me in

which it nicely exploited my incautious play (see Game 1), it

could do no better against Sargon III and was lucky to escape

with a single draw against the Superconstellation. Its 55 per-

cent score earned it a performance rating slightly but not

significantly lower than its advertising claims.

Techmate was simply outplayed by all its opponents but

tester Paul Keck, who was troubled by time pressure in all his

games. Its small opening book allowed its opponents to con-

sistently get an advantage going into the middlegame, where

its play was marked by serious blunders, including both lost

pieces and positional gaffes. Techmate's performance rating

was largely a function of the quality of its opposition.

Psion Chess posted the best score by handling its com-

puter opponents better than Chessmaster 2000; interestingly,

it scored an astonishing 90 percent with the Black pieces but

only 40 percent with the White, compared to a more normal

36 percent-64 percent ratio for Chessmaster. Its two wins

over Sargon II were impressive demonstrations of technique;

in one instance, it pounced on a positional error and pa-

tiently held the edge for twenty moves before converting it

into a material advantage and simplifying into an endgame.

But against me, despite playing creatively to obtain clear ad-

vantages in both games, it could only draw an endgame two

pawns up in one and lose a winning position in the other

(see Game 2).

ROUND 2

In round 2 the programs met in head-to-head competition.

The time procedures used in Round 1 were applied here as

well. Figure 5 shows the results of the three four-game

minimatches between the programs, their final ratings, and

their total scores for the tournament.

After being disappointed with Techmate's performance in

Round 1, we tried various increased time settings ranging

from 1200 to 2000 seconds to complete the game in Round

2. But despite consuming as much as 35 seconds (on average)

over some move sequences, Techmate registered little im-

provement. Against Psion Chess, three of four losses were at-

tributable to wild lunges with the pawns guarding the king,

which also often failed to castle into safety. In one game it

missed three winning attempts in the endgame. However, it

played Chessmaster 2000 evenly for most of one game and

actually defeated it in another with some well-executed

defensive ideas (see Game 3).

The crucial match was the final battle between Chess-

master 2000 and Psion Chess, which had each already

proven superior to Techmate. But although Chessmaster

2000's loss to Techmate suggested that it would lose to Psion

Chess, we hardly expected an 87.5 percent blowout. Psion

built up impressive positional pressure as Black in the first

game, but after Chessmaster's clever counterattack forced a

trade of all the pieces but the rooks, we abandoned the game

as a draw.

Figure 4: Crossfable of Results for Round 1 of Expei il Tourr
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'What's wrong with

copying software?"
"I use a lot of programs on my personal computer, and
I copy them all the time."

"I'm a programmer. Every time you copy one of

my programs, you're taking away my income

—

I depend on sold programs for a living."

"Oh, come on. I bought it: I have a right to copy it."

"You do have a right to make a back-up, that's true.

But when you start copying programs for your
friends and co-workers, that's breaking the law."

"What law? Any copying I do is in the privacy of my own
home."

"It doesn't make any difference where you do it.

Every time you copy a program without permission
from the publisher, you're committing a federal

offense."

"That's all right, I won't get caught."

"You're missing the point. The issue isn't "What
can I get away with?"— it's "who am I hurting?"

Remember, lots of people worked hard to produce
every program you use: designers, programmers,
distributors, retailers, not to mention all the

people who support users. They have a right to be
compensated for their efforts, and their major
compensation is through software sales."

"Well, I don't mean to hurt all those people—or anyone,

really."

"Unfortunately, that's what copying does: it hurts

people. And, ultimately, it hurts people like you,

who want new and innovative software."

Do you copy
software?
Think about it.

The unauthorized copying of software is a crime.

Created by Halcyon Associates, Brooklyn, New York

Software Publishers Association

Suite 1200
1111 19th Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20036
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ISK INSTRUCTIONS

E
very issue of START, The ST Quarterly, contains

articles written by some of the finest developers and

writers in the Atari computer community. Many of

these articles are programming tutorials, detailing how the

wizards of the Atari world practice their arcane art. But any-

one can benefit from the disk-we provide everything from

tax templates for your spreadsheet to full-featured word

processors, easy-to-use drawing programs and spectacular

graphics demos.

START was designed as a magazine with disk, containing

the finest ST programs available. If you purchased the $4 non-

disk version of START you can still obtain the disk by sending

us the bound-in order card or mailing $10.95 plus $2 for

postage and handling to: START DISK #5, 544 Second Street,

San Francisco, CA 94107. (Be sure to specify the disk you

want.) Note: If you want same day service, call (415) 957-

0886 and ask for the Disk Desk. Give us your MasterCard or

Visa number, and we'll send your START disk out that very

day!

All programs on the START disk are for your own private

use, and are not public domain. Please don't copy your disk

for your friends, accept a copy from someone, or upload these

programs on a bulletin board system. That makes it more

difficult for us to afford to bring you quality ST programs and

incisive technical material. Software piracy hurts everyone

GETTING STARTED
Use scissors to open your disk envelope along the outside

vertical edge, then put the disk in drive A and double-click on

the disk icon to see its contents. Refer to your ST owner's

manual if you're uncertain about using the Desktop.

Important: Before you do anything else, back up your

START dish-it's not copy-protected. Format a fresh disk as

single-sided, and copy your entire 5TART disk to it. Finished?

Now place your original START disk in a safe place and begin

using the new copy

Your START disk contains eight ARC files. Each ARC file

corresponds to a particular START article. To uncompress an

ARC file, first copy the file and the program ARCX.TTP to a

freshly formatted disk. Double-click on ARCX.TTP, then type

in the name of the file you want to uncompress and press the

Return key. ARC will un-ARC the files and place them on the

disk.

ON THE DISK
ARCX.TTP The un-ARCing utility. Double-click on this

to uncompress a file.

URIKYARD.ARC START Technical Editor Patrick Bass

creates a GFA BASIC version of what might be the most fa-

mous video game ever To play, you'll need the program

(BR1KYARD.PRG) and menu file (BRIKYARD.PI1); source code

is also included.

CALC.ARC The START Scientific Calculator by Alex

Leavens is a Tl-35 programmable calculator desk accessory

for your ST. Here's the program (STRTCALC.ACC) and re-

source file (STRTCALC.RSC).

GRAPH.ARC and GRAPH3D.ARC These two

programs can graph almost any math function you can type

The programs are GRAPHER.PRG (2-D version) and

3DGRAPH.PRG (3-D version), and Delmar Searls's source

code in Personal Pascal is included, too.

MWC2.ARC Here are Arick Anderson's benchmarks

for the newest version of the Mark Williams C compiler.

PIXELPRO.ARC Matt Loveless lets you perform some

professional effects with your ST pictures. Turn your favorite

image into a slick video oil painting with this program (PIX-

ELPRO.PRG) and resource file (P1XELPRO.RSC).

STWRITER.ARC Here's the latest, greatest version of

ST Writer, the free word processor for the ST. Version 1.75

clears up some bugs and adds powerful new functions, in-

cluding deadkey and merging non-ST Writer files. Here's the

program (STWR1TER.PRG), along with the manual

(STWMAN) and all the files you need to use this fast, power-

ful word processor.

TRANSPUT.ARC Tom Hudson tested his ST with

Kuma's 7.5 million instructions per second K-MAX transputer

against an ordinary ST to see how much faster the K-MAX is,

and these are the benchmarks he used.

START
Programs on CompuServe

There's not enough room on the START disk for the

source code from all the programs in this issue.

You'll find the source code for Pixel-Pro and the

START Scientific Calculator in Antic Online, Com-
puServe's Atari online magazine. Just log on to

CompuServe, type GO ANTIC and check the

"What's New" menu for PIXELPRO and CALC
source code files. You'll also find Antic Online's

regular features—the latest Atari news and show
reports, online graphics, user group listings, user

surveys and electronic feedback to START and
Antic magazine, Tim Oren's online column on
using GEM, and the Cyber Connection for owners
of Tom Hudson's CAD-3D and Cyber Studio

programs!
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MasterPlan
FINANCIAL SPREADSHEET

MasterPlan ] M
is an inexpensive, powerful, easy to use

spreadsheet written totally within Digital Research's "GEM"
operating system. MasterPlan utilizes extensively the graphics and
mouse capabilities of the ATARI ST personal computer. HELP is built

right into the program. You will be able to create worksheets and

graphs within minutes.

Atari ST™ Special Features.

Mouse or keystroke operation.

GEM interface with pull-down menus, icons, dialog boxes, ranging,

scroll bars, column grabber, etc.

Sparse matrix for conserving memory.
Supports hard drives & printers supported by GEM.
Supports color or monochrome monitors.

Ultra-fast floating point math. Multiple windows for viewing graphs

and worksheet at the same time.

Spreadsheet Features

Reads/Writes .WKS data files, so MasterPlan will work with both

Lotus 1-2-3 or VIP Professional data files. Giant 8192 x 256

spreadsheet grid. Date, Financial, Logical, Mathematical, Special and
Statistical Functions. Cell and range operations. Cell and range

naming. Cell Pointer expansion. Automatic, manual & natural

recalculation. Optional display of forjnulas in cells. Print formatting

options include printing borders, margin control, headers & footers,

automatic pagination. Separately formattable windows. Frozen titles

horizontally, vertically or both. Copy or move cell or range contents.

Delete or insert rows or columns. Undo editing command. Protection

of all or portions of the worksheet. Change column-width globally or

with mouse. Import data from other business programs.

Graph Features

Line, bar, stacked-bar, pie, and scatter graphs. "Exploded" pie graph.

"UNDO" toggle graph. Displayable in color or monochrome. Up to

six separate data ranges. Four different graph titles. Automatic or

manual scaling. Symbols, line or data-labels for line graphs. Legends
for labelling data ranges. Horizontal and/or vertical grids. Multiple

graphs can be created and stored for each worksheet. Saves files

compatible with DEGAS & Publishing Partner.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENT: Atari ST minimum 512K. 0.5 meg drive & color or monochrome monitor.

MaslerPlan is a trademark of DITEK International; Atari and STare trademarks of Atari Corp.; GEM is a

trademark of Digital Research Inc.; Lotus and 1-2-3 are trademarks of Lotus Development Corp

All specifications subject to change without notice.

Receive all the power of MasterPlan with color presentation
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Game of Kings...

In the second game, Psion's unorthodox opening confused

Chess master, which dropped a pawn and squandered oppor-

tunities for counterplay in a long endgame But Chessmaster

seemed ready to turn things around in the next game (see

Game 4), when it "outbooked" Psion's French Defense in the

opening and built up a powerful attacking position. After a

sudden blunder lost it the exchange, it fought back in dis-

tinctly non-computer style with a kingside attack and trans-

posed to an unclear endgame with chances for both sides.

However, Psion prevailed as Chessmaster lost two key pawns

and was pushed back on the defensive, resigning after a ti-

tanic 77-move struggle. Now the clear winner, Psion demon-

strated its clear superiority in the final, anticlimactic game

with a pretty 5-move mating combination against Chess-

master's wayward king (see Game 5).

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The 42 games of the tournament illuminated several interest-

ing aspects of the programs' play. Psion Chess demonstrated

the most innovative opening repetoire, gaining early advan-

tages in several games by taking its opponent "out of book," a

tactic normally used against computers, not by them. Its crea-

tive, human-like style, comparable to that of the Superconstel-

lation, generated fewer awkward "computer moves" than its

competitors. But perhaps most significantly, Psion managed

its time and analysis well enough to simply look deeper than

its opponents.

Chessmaster's strength was in orthodox play- except when

trapped by Psion's opening tricks, it reached a good position

in the middlegame; it also countered to some extent the com-

mon tendency of chess programs to aim for reduced tension

by keeping the queens on the board. However, it overlooked

mate-in-2 in one game, and a tendency for illogical maneu-

vers continually got it in trouble. With its tiny opening book,

often extending no more than four obvious moves, Techmate

rarely survived the opening without losing pieces. But when

it did, as in its three victories, its play was reasonably solid,

leading us to speculate that its basic algorithms are little

worse than those of Psion and Chessmaster, but that its sup-

porting facilities are inadequate.

FINAL RESULTS

The final ratings for the programs, which include all 18 tour-

nament games for each, show 200-point gaps between them.

Techmate comes in at Class-B level, Chessmaster 2000 at

Class-A, and Psion Chess as an Expert player. It was a sur-

prise to see Chessmaster and Psion finish in the order oppo-

site the one we had initially predicted.

I can't stress enough that these results are meant only as

guidelines. The tournament adhered carefully to time proce-

dures and other relevant chess rules, but it provided too small

a sample of games to guarantee statistical accuracy USCF

rules specify that 25 games are necessary to establish a rating,

and that those games may be played at speeds no faster than

one move per minute. Neither condition was satisfied in our

toumey, so you should view these results as experimental

rather than definitive.

Which game is the best for you? If you are an expert-level

or stronger player, Psion Chess is the best choice for an ST

chess program, followed by Chessmaster 2000; Techmate is

out unless you want a challenge at blitz time controls of two

or three minutes for the entire game. If you are a serious tour-

nament player but are still at a level below high Class-A, I

recommend Chessmaster 2000 for its features and all-around

high quality Techmate would provide a blitz challenge, but is

inadequate as a complete study tool. Beginners should also

choose Chessmaster 2000, but should keep in mind that the

ratings mentioned in the tournament section of this article

can be altered easily by allotting more or less time or using a

handicap mode-dorit get scared away!

On a personal note, I'd like to thank David and Paul Keck

for providing their time, expertise, and computers for this

tournament, without which it would not have succeeded.

Figure 5: Crosstable of Results for Round 2 of Experimental Tournament
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Though they were the only participants in the first START

ST chess tournament, Chessmaster 2000, Psion Chess and

Techmate are by no means the last word in chess for the Atari

ST. Later this year we can look forward to a new and im-

proved Techmate II, along with the ST version of Sargon III

from Spinnaker/Hayden. They'll be participating in the next

START chess tournament-coming soon to a magazine near

you

!

B

Chris Chabris, chess player extraordinaire, has just finished his first

book—Artificial Intelligence and Turbo Pascal, published by Dow

Jones-irwin/Multiscience Press.

Psion Chess. Atari Corp., 1196 Borregas Avenue, P. O. Box

3427, Sunnyvale, CA 94088. (408) 745-2000; or Psion

Limited, 2 Huntsworth Mews, Gloucester Place, London NW1
6DD, IMted Kingdom. Cunent program status and price are

unknown.

CIRCLE 206 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Chessmaster 2000, Electronic Arts, 1820 Gateway Drive, San

Mateo, CA, 94404 (415) 572-2787. $44.95; orfrom The Soft-

ware Toolworks, One Toolworks Plaza, 13557 Ventura Boule-

vard, Sherman Oaks, CA, 91423. (818) 907-6789.
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Techmate Michtron Inc., 576 S. Telegraph, Pontiac, Ml,

48053, (313) 334-5700. $49.95; orfrom Szabo Software, P.O.

Box 623, Borrego Springs, CA, 92004

CIRCLE 209 ON READER SERVICE CARD

United States Chess Federation, 186 Route 9W, New Windsor

NY, 12550. (914) 562-8350.
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Does a magazine
have to be

only paper and ink?

m

No!
When on CompuServe, type GO ANTIC
and check out Antic Online, our elec-

tronic magazine. Late-breaking Atari

news, graphics demos, technical help

and downloadable software are yours

for the asking!

MODULA
the successor to Pascal

FULL interface to GEM DOS. AES Streams, MathLibO and all standard

and VDI
Smart linker \-j- yeaily reduced Directory search paths

Supports real numbers and
Full Screen Edilor linked lo compiler

True native cede nnpiciTionUHion

(Nol UCSD p-Code Or M-code)
Sophisticated multi-pass compiler

allows forward references and code 3?0-page manual

Edil/Compile/Link cycle
•

FileSystem. ReallnOut. LonglnOui.

InOut, Strings. Storage. Terminal

rly identical Modula-2 should be thought

of as an enhanced superset ol Pascal -roisssoi Niklaus Wirt", (the creator ol

Pascal) designed Modula-2 lo replace Pascal.

Added features ol Modula-2 not found in Pascal

CASE has an ELSE and may contain Dynamic strings that may be any

Programs may be broken up into " Multi-tasking is supported

Modules lor separate compilation " r.
ro

^
e° l"e ua,lables

Machine level interface n pIOgrammer definable scope of

Direct port and Memory access Open array parameters (VAR r

Absolute addressing ARRAY OF REALS:)
Interrupt structure Elegant type transfer functions

Ramdisk Optomized
Benchmarks (sees) Compile Link Execute Size

Sieve of Eratcslhijnui i] 2 '. 3 35 2600 bytes

Floal 64 4.8 8.3 4844 bytes

CalC 5.5 4.2 3.3 2878 bytes
Null program 5.1 32 - 2370 bytes

MODULE Sieve; MODULE Float;

CONST Size = B190; FROM MathLibO IMPORT sin. In, exp.

TYPE FlagRange = [0..Size];

FlagSel = SET OF FlagHangu; VAR x,y: REAL; i: CARDINAL;
VAR Flags: FlagSet;

i: FlagRange:

BEGIN CSS-.SR-.SA- ')

FOR Iter:- 1 TO 10 DO
x:= i • 0.01;

Flags:= FlagSeU); (' empiy sel ']

IF (1 IN Flags) THEN
Primer* (i

"
2) * 3: k:= i + Prime:

WHILE K < Size DO
INCL (Flags, k); VAH a.b.c; REAL; n. i; CARDINAL.
k:= k ' Prime; BEGIN i-3T-.SA-.SS-")

END:

END;
END;

END;

FORi-
I
TO n DO

END'
Ca

'
°

Cb
'
C C3 ' C

"

Cb '

END Sieve. END caic.

Product Hlalory

The TDI Modula-2 compile? has ueen ainmnr; on :-e Pinnacle si.permicro (Aug.

B4), Amiga Ua-, S6i and wil. urion apneai o- trr; Mac i
:.-?.- a-d JMIX in the 4th

Qtr. 86.

Regular Version 579.95 Developer's Version 5149.95 Commercial Version 5299.95

Trie regular version contains all the features listed above. The developer's version

disassemblers - a souice lie cuss reforencer - symbolic debugger - high level

Windows horarv Module Ramd sk and Pr n: r-poolo- source files - Resource
Compiler. The commercial version contains all ol the Atari module source files.

Other Modula-2 Products

Kermil - Contains full source plus S15 connect lime lo CompuServe. S29.95

advanced programming techniques S24.95

GRID - Sophisticated rul'i-nev fi e access method Willi over

30 procedures to ,-irxess vftnab't; length records. 549 95

TDI SOFTWARE, INC.
10410 Markison Road Dallas, Texas 75238 (214] 340-4942
Telex 688442 CompuServe Number 75026,1331
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make
Your
Own

magic.

A\ File Edit filter

Connand

Ok. print pi/4
785238
, info

File size 31 lines
fit line 11

Free nenorij 651552 b

c:\3dlib\zt

LIBRARY "3DLIB.TRC 1

CALL PersUindQW(-p
LET x = -3

LET y = -5

LET z = 4

00

PRINT "Eye; ";x;y;z
CALL SetCanera3(x,y,z,work$)
CALL Zplot(0,30,workS)
GET KEY xxx

| CLEAR

Speed, great graphics and a little

bit of magic: that's what you expect

from your Atari® ST. And that's

what you get from programming

in True BASIC.

It's a structured language that's

easy to use. A compiler, editor and

debugging tools rolled into one.

It's the latest from Kemeny and

Kurtz, the inventors of BASIC.

If you crunch numbers, you'll

appreciate floating-point math

that's very fast. Support for large,

dynamic arrays, and built-in

syntax for matrix algebra.

And True BASIC makes graphics

easy. Define your own coordinate

schemes and color palettes. Plot

entire arrays with a single state-

ment. Apply built-in 2D trans-

forms. Or use the 3D Graphics

Library to put some depth in the

picture.

You can change line styles, add

pull-down menus and get at all

the GEM and AES routines. But

if portable code is important,

there's True BASIC for the PC,

Macintosh"' and Amiga'' as well.

True BASIC lets you build your

own libraries. They can be

separately compiled, in BASIC,

C or assembly. Debug with break-

points and immediate mode.

Visually trace program execution.

Create macros and script files

to complement True BASIC'S

fantastic mouse-based editor.

But if you're just learning, True

BASIC will coach you with on-

line HELP and friendly error

messages. If you need more, we

have textbooks and videotapes.

Find out why thousands of engi-

neers, developers, and students

use True BASIC to make a little

magic. Visit your Atari ST dealer,

or call us today at 1-800-TRBASIC.

Now Shipping!

Language System $ 79.95*

Runtime 79.95*

Both 149.95

Libraries 49.95 each

;: Speck' liiroclucu y price

Of CDtnmadi

Macintosh is licensed lo Apple Compuiei

registered trademark of Atari Corp. True BASIC is ;

k of True BASIC, li
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LANGUAGE

• multi-line, user-defined (unctions

• local, global variables

SELECT CASE, DO/LOOP
• recursion, modules

GKS graphics, 2D transforms

access to GEM, AES features

COMPILER

• compiles to fast, compact b-code

parameter type-checking

• optional LET statement

• optional declared variable names
• Runtime package creates stand-alone file

LIMITS

• strings, program lines to 1 megabyte each

floating-point 5e-309 to 1 .8e+308

• 14-digif floating-point accuracy

unlimited program size, data space

• variable names up to 31 characters

EDITOR

• full-screen, mouse-based editor

global search, replace

• block copy, move, delete

• menu, function key, command line interfaces

• keyboard macros, script files

DEBUGGING

• set breakpoints and continue

• immediate mode execution

• visual trace, single-step execution

cross-reference utility

BASIC,.
39 South Main Street

Hanover, NH 03755
(603) 643-3882



ST WRITER
RETURNS!
ST Writer version 1.75

It's new, it's improved, and it'sfree! It's ST Writer

1.75, the latest version ofthe simple butfast ST word

processor. Dr. Bruce Noonan took afantastic voyage .

into the source code ofST Writer, debugged the

living dayligbts out of it, and here recounts the

amazing story. You '11find theprogram on your

START disk.

File STWRITER.ARC
on your START disk.



ST WRITER...

In
the Winter 1986 issue of START, I

described the genesis of ST Writer,

the fast, powerful non-GEM word

processor for the ST. Now it's back, bet-

ter than ever, with bugs fixed and new

features added. There're even versions

in Spanish, German and French.

Permit me to recap for a moment.

When the ST first appeared, Atari

decided they wanted to bundle a new

word processor for the ST- and they

needed a program quickly. In just two

weeks, assembly language programmers

Dan Oliver and John Feagans converted

AtariWriter, a word processor for the

Atari 800, to the ST-and ST Writer was

bom.

However, as with many products

rushed to the market, ST Writer was not

bug-free. In September of 1985 1 spoke

with Leonard Tramiel and Sig Hartmann

and asked them when the bugs were go-

ing to be fixed. The discouraging an-

swer was that ST Writer was "com-

plete." 1 got permission to examine the

ST Writer source code for bugs, and

thus began one of the most time-

consuming but educational challenges

of my life-improving an already-fine

product, just for the benefit of all ST

owners.

BACK TO THE PRESENT

Since "ST Writer Secrets" and ST Writer

version 1.50 appeared in START, I've

had an overwhelming number of letters

and electronic mail on CompuServe

regarding the program. It seems many of

you (like myselD prefer the "vanilla but

fast" ST Writer to whatever else is out

there as your first-line word processor

So, in the last six months, I've taken

many of your suggestions and incorpo-

rated them into the current version,

1.75, which you'll find jree on your

START disk!

In my quest for aftermarket support,

I've tried to answer as many of your

questions as possible personally by

mail, electronic or otherwise, but the

task has been somewhat overwhelming,

what with my involvement in Seattle's

Atari Trek '87 and other commitments.

Nevertheless, 1.75 is now here, and 1

think it's darn near bullet-proof by now!

1 hope this article will help answer any

additional questions you may have

about this great public-domain word

processor.

NEW AND IMPROVED

Some of the ST Writer bugs 1 corrected

included fixing up some annoyances

left from previous versions. For exam-

ple, in version 1.50 you couldn't enter a

IControl Ml in the command line for

searches or replacement. As many of

^

The deadkey

allows you to get all

those foreign vowels.

you may recall, (Control Ml is the nor-

mal carriage return character to the rest

of the ASCII world, but ST Writer uses a

null to terminate paragraphs.

One person asked if he could trans-

mit SAVEd ST Writer files by modem to

UPI, since ASCII files PRINTed to disk

contain carriage returns (ASCII 13) and

line feeds (ASCII 10) at the end of every

line. I told him that SAVEd files always

have the "DO RUN RUN STWR1TER

.PRG" identification string followed by

the tab data at the top of a file. For-

tunately, the computer that received his

file would ignore all data except that fol-

lowing a special code, which he entered

at the beginning of the file to be saved.

Then, just before saving the file, he sub-

stituted [Control M) for all those carriage

returns, using the global replace feature

[Shift F71.

A number of you wrote to say that

the START disk files LONGREF and

QU1CKREF were mangled. Before you

can print these files to screen or paper,

\
they must be LOADed into ST Writer,

and PRINTed from the master menu.

Printing via the desktop option will not

work, as the files contain nulls for car-

riage returns, and are not ASCII files.

FASTER THAN A SPEEDING BULLET

Some people wrote to complain about

how fast the screen scrolled past in

print preview. I agreed, and fixed it.

Print preview still scrolls rapidly, but

now almost any key except [Esc] will

stop and start scrolling (I prefer to use

the space bar). In addition, if a page

wait code is present (a [Control Wl), the

scrolling will not occur until a key is

pressed.

I found that when page numbers

were double-wide, they did not appear

with extra space in the print preview. I

rewrote that portion of the code. I tried

to fix it so that double- and triple-digit

page numbers in headers and looters

would be flush with the right margin

when justification was on, but I couldn't

find a way to do it. To work around the

problem, print out pages 1 to 9

separately and find the page break.

Then, just before the text for page 10,

repeat the header line, including a (Con-

trol Rl command to set the right margin

one column less. (This will not affect

the body of the text, only the header.)

For pages 100 to 999, decrease the

[Control R) in the header line by two

less than the right margin for the body

of the text. You can use the same tech-

nique for centering page numbers.

(Thanks to John Woodley of Mont-

gomery, Alabama, for the work-around.)

I

also improved header and footer

formatting. For example, if a header

was wider than the selected mar-

gins, some of it would overflow (unpre-

dictably) into a footer. I changed the

routine to ignore any text extending past

the right margin in a header or footer,

but to observe any control functions

that may have been placed there, such

as a command to turn off an underline

This results in less calculation and al-
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ST WRITER

Q&A

When afilename is already

selected and I want to save to an-

other file, do I have to hack space to

erase the path/filename?

No. Press [Control X] to delete it.

My Brother 60 typewriter is con-

nected to my ST through its buffer

interface I have to print two first

lines in order to get the first line to

print, as the print head moved to the

extreme right, center, then extreme

right again, printing on the roller.

Try deleting the Epson printer reset

command from the CONFIG.TXT

file, replacing the 27, 64 with 255,

255, or check to see what a printer

reset code should be for your printer.

I can only print 16 columns when

using 12 print pitch with (Control RI

set at 96.

Remember to set IControl GI to 8

when using elite (12 pitch) print.

This will allow up to 96 columns on

a normal width carriage.

How about a printer driver in Ep-

son configuration to enable the use

of the Atari ST character set as

printed in the manual?

You can change the translation table

in the CONFIG.TXT file to insert the

ASCII code for the equivalent charac-

ter in your printers character set to

match that in the Atari set. If the

equivalent character does not exist in

your printer's set, maybe you can

download a font to your printer

However, this would require a sepa-

rate program to design and down-

load the font.

I am having trouble getting ICon-

trol 01 to output a particular charac-

ter at a specific point in my text.

(Control 0] sends a string of printer

commands to the printer immedi-

ately as it is read by the formatter in

ST Writer. Unlike Atariwriter for the

8-bits, however, the bytes are sent be-

fore the text is formatted on its "page"

in computer memory. Trying to pre-

serve the byte on the formatted page

in memory messes up the character

count per line and word wrap. Sorry.

When I use [Control G! before a

word, the first letter is omitted.

Correct! Suppose you want to bold

the number 2. If you type [Control

GI[1I followed by 2, the program

would interpret this as a 12, or italics

elite! The proper way is to leave a

space or some other character (such

as a hyphen).

If I want to use carriage returns

within a paragraph, the prior ICon-

trol PI always inserts a gratuitous

linefeed.

To avoid the line feed, simply change

the paragraph spacing [Control DJ

from 4 to 2 prior to the paragraph in

question.

Super and subscripts don't work

properly

Atari printers differ from Epson

printers in that they use [ESC HI to

terminate super- and subscripts, in-

stead of [ESC TJ. For dot matrix

printers, no "half roll" is performed

as might be required by a daisy

wheel printer. Adjust the printer

driver file accordingly! Also, remem-

ber, if ST Writer is in a folder, the

printer driver file XYZZX.DAT must

be in the same folder directory! The

exception to this is AUTO folders, in

which case place the XYZZX.DAT

file outside the AUTO folder.

I can't see die second column

print preview when using a con-

densedfont

Try splitting the columns by using

only the dimensions of the first

column, and setting the IControl Ml

(second column, left margin) to zero

temporarily. The second column will

show up as page 2 on print to

screen, but at least you will b

to see it intact.

Sometimes while typing, I find

that the space bar deletes characters

rather than inserting a space.

Perhaps you have inadvertently hit

the !lnsertl key, which toggles the

typeover/insert modes on and off.

I thinh I have a defective copy of

ST Writer Sometimes when I load it I

see a capital "C" in the lower right

corner in the message window. Some-

times there is an "F!

No, your copy is not defective. C tells

you the CapsLock key is active, I

means you're in insert mode, and T

means you're in typeover mode. [Al-

ternate X3 produces an A, showing

you are using the alternate character

set. Deadkey mode puts a D there.

Since the [Alternate XI mode causes

only alternate characters to come

from the keyboard, A will appear on

the menu screen to inform you that

the keys you press to get menu items

will not work unless you toggle out

of [Alternate XI mode

STart, The ST Quarterly



ST WRITER...

lows more flexibility when creating

headers that extend the width of a page

even though the page width is later

altered.

BETTER DEAD, THEN READ

A further annoyance was that the letter

flags (A.C.1 or T) at the end of the mid-

dle line of the command box did not

show up on every screen. This is

troublesome if, for example, you're using

special characters ((Alternate XI mode)

and you are trying to type a menu com-

mand. Now, in [Alternate X] mode, an A
is always present in the command box

to alert you of this fact.

An additional flag has been added,

too: D signals the deadkey mode. The

deadkey allows you to get all those for-

eign vowels, such as umlauted ones, un-

derlined a and o, and Scandinavian

slashed os-in fact, just about any char-

acter in the ST character set that resem-

bles a combination of a vowel and some

other mark (** ,_,
'

,

" ,/" ,

'
,-) can be

produced. Toggle the deadkey function

on and off with [Control Clr/Homel.

For a u with an umlaut, for example,

first type" Nothing will appear on the

screen. Next, type u. An umlauted u (ft)

appears. This is simpler than looking

up the character in a table and going

through the [Alternate X] toggle. While

deadkey is turned on, to get regular

quotation marks requires hitting

twice in succession.

Tom Hudson, author of DEGAS

Elite and CAD-3D, uses ST Writer

as his first-choice word processor

Thanks to his suggestion, you can now

select or de-select letter quality printing

(provided, of course, that your printer

supports it) without having to type in

the [Control 01 codes or pre-setting the

printer configuration desk accessory.

I also could not leave the disk for-

matting feature alone. The new TOS

ROMs in the Mega STs (coming with the

Witter chip) support skewing of sector

placement in disk tracks to enhance

reading speed. This version of ST Writer

will support that formatting system with

the new ROMs. (Editor's note: For an in-

depth technical look at this procedure, see

Dave Small and Dan Moore's article "Hard

Disk Warfare" in the Spring 1987 issue of

START.)

In earlier versions, underlining more

than one word while out-denting ex-

tended the underline all the way to the

left margin; I've rectified that little prob-

lem. I've also corrected a bug in form in-

sertion that caused an extra page to be

printed while retrieving data from a

database, such as in mail merge.

Remember, a database containing six

ST Writer Version 1.75

is here, and it's darn

near bullet-proof!

names and addresses must be printed

to disk (ASCII format), and requires that

copies be set to 1, unless all six addres-

sees are to receive more than one copy

of the letter each.

Finally, I've fixed one of the most an-

noying ST Writer bugs: You can now

merge a non-ST Writer file into a file al-

ready in memory without scrambling

things into an unreadable mess.

ST WRITER 2.0

Many of you are asking "What about

the GEM version of ST Writer?" Well, I

got tired of waiting for Atari, so I'm now

in the process of doing it myself. No, it's

not yet complete, and no, it won't be

Thunder! compatible, but it will let you

use dialog boxes for selecting printer

options, file selection, and global for-

matting. Further, all menu functions can

be selected with the mouse, and warn-

ing messages arrive in alert boxes.

It won't be Thunder! compatible be-

cause it must go through evenr_multi,

a GEM function that handles input from

the keyboard, mouse, timer, and mes-

sage pipe. The function is also the rea-

son such programs as 1ST Word are so

slow. I had many pleas from ST users to

produce a GEM version, while main-

taining ST Writer's noted attribute -

speed. I can't maintain this if using

event_multi

For
those who don't want GEM, the

program looks and runs as usual.

But if you want to use the GEM
features, clicking the left mouse button

allows you to work in GEM. This is the

only program I know of that allows this

kind of toggle. Also, the GEM version

will work in all three resolutions, mak-

ing ST Writer the only word processor

for the ST that can make that claim.

The final two features still waiting to

be implemented are cursor positioning

with the mouse and deselection of the

GEM portion if the program is booted

from an AUTO folder. John Feagans of

Atari has promised to do this as soon as

he can, but remember, he does this in

his spare time -so if you want to prod

him, prod gently, okay?

When and where can you get ST

Writer 2.0? As of this writing (mid-

June) John Feagans has said "several

months," so it might be available on

CompuServe and other online services

by the time you read this. If not, be pa-

tient, and keep your eyes peeled. A fu-

ture issue of START will probably in-

clude Version 2.0 of ST Writer on its

disk.

Bruce Noonan, M.D., is the godfather of

Atari's public domain word processor, ST

Writer, and is currently debugging ST

Writer version 2.0.

FLASH!
Just as we were going to press, Bruce Noo-

nan colled the START offices and told us ST

Writer version 2.0 is finished. It's still being

debugged right now, but well bring you the

completed version on the Winter 1987

START disk. Future START disks will also

feature the Spanish, German and French

versions of ST Writer.
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15 Million
Instructions
Per Second!

The Kuma K-MAX RISC Processor Development System

by TOM HUDSON
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

Computer graphics take a lot of computing power

I found that out early on. It started with my Compucolor II

and its 8080 microprocessor. Compared to c

math by hand or on a calculator, the Compucolor II

seemed as if it were all the power I would ever need.

However, when 1 tried to create complex computer

graphics, it just didn't cut it- the machine bog-

ged down to a crawl.

Along came the Atari 400 and 800, with

their 6502 processors and special graphics

chips. They ran much faster than my Comp- >

ucolor, and had better graphics to boot. But I

still wanted more: more power, more speed,

better graphics. The ST, with high-resolution

colorgraphics anda high-performance.68000

microprocessor was fine for a while. But even

the ST wasn't enough for doing complex scenes

like my ray-tracing demo (START, Spring 1987).

Creating a single image could take an hour or more!

Simulating complex scenes on a computer takes a very

high-speed machine, Whole computer systems are designed to do the

number-crunching- like the Pixar computer developed by Lucashlm (for the Genesis

Planet sequence in Star Trek II) and the Cray X-MP (it did the animation in The Last

Storjftghter). But a super-high-speed processor costs a lot of money, and most of us

don't have tens of thousands of dollars sitting around for a Pixar

I File TRANSPUT.ARC
\ on your START disk.
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ENTER THE TRANSPUTER

Fortunately, there's another way. Kuma Computer's K-MAX is

an add-on box for the ST that lets your computer run at spec-

tacular speeds-up to 15 million instructions per second

(MIPS). It's not a consumer product but a serious develop-

ment tool, requiring a solid knowledge of computers to use.

For the experimenter, though, K-MAX is a fantastic

experience- it gives a taste of what computers are really capa-

ble of.

Physically, the K-MAX unit is a simple, off-white box with

about a foot of ribbon cable that plugs into the ST's cartridge

port. There is no power supply necessary; the K-MAX takes

all power from the ST, and it connects in just seconds.

Once you've connected the K-MAX, you simply run the

XPA program from the disk provided, and you're off. XPA

contains a built-in screen editor, line editor, cross-assembler

and symbolic debugger; according to Kuma, you can compile

up to 50,000 lines of code per minute with XPA, and it sup-

ports multiple transputers as well.

But, like any assembler, XPA does you no good if you don't

already know the processors instruction set. To program the

K-MAX, you've got to know something about how this power-

house works its magic. It all depends on a specialized micro-

processor called the Inmos T414 transputer-a 7.5 MIPS

processor that outruns the ST's 68000 because it's designed

for speed, using two advanced features: RISC design and par-

allel processing.

RISC-Y BUSINESS AND PARAEEEE EINES

RISC stands for Reduced Instruction Set Computer. A general-

purpose processor like the 68000 has a fairly complex,

powerful instruction set- for example, it can multiply or di-

vide two numbers with a single instruction. But that power

has a price: each instruction takes time, sometimes a (rela-

tively) long time, 150 clock cycles or more. By contrast, a

RISC processor's instructions are much simpler and less

powerful—but each one is performed in a single clock cycle.

Case in point: The 68000 can divide two numbers with

one instruction in about 160 clock cycles. A RISC processor

doesn't have a divide instruction-it has to perform a whole

subroutine to divide the two numbers-but as long as the

subroutine is less than 160 instructions long, the RISC ma-

chine will outperform the 68000. And for some simple oper-

ations, such as moving data around in memory, the RISC

processor does have individual instructions -making it much

faster than the 68000 (You can read up on the current think-

ing on RISC in the April 1987 issue of Byte magazine.)

Parallel processing is the technique of dividing computing

tasks between processors running at the same time. It's used

by some of the expensive high-speed computers available to-

day With several processors number-crunching at the same

time, the work can get done several times faster than by one

processor alone.

Say we want to create a low-resolution ray-traced scene for

the ST. Normally, the scene would take an hour to create. But

suppose we use two 68000 processors -one to create the top

half of the image and the other to create the bottom half. That

would cut the time in half, to 30 minutes. Now imagine we

have 200 68000s, one for each scan line of the image; the

scene will now take only 18 seconds to create! Then there's

the ultimate setup: 64,000 processors, one for every pixel on

the screen. The picture would take less than l/16th of a sec-

ond to finish. Now that's computing power!

By using

several processors, we can

perform several times faster

than if the operations

were performed by one

processor alone.

The Inmos transputer is designed for both RISC operation

and parallel processing. K-MAX comes with one or two

transputers, and you can add even more. But with just a

single transputer, K-MAX is still blisteringly fast.

K-MAX PERFORMANCE
Just how fast is it? I set out to compare the K-MAX's speed to

that of the ST's 68000. 1 programmed both in assembly lan-

guage to get the best performance possible, with maximum

use of registers in the ST so that its highest speeds could be

reached. The K-MAX code was written to utilize its odd,

stack-like, three-register architecture and the fast on-chip

RAM.

The K-MAX unit 1 used for these tests is a single-

transputer unit; the performance of a two-transputer unit will

probably be a little less than twice as fast with proper pro-

gramming. In order to get maximum performance out of a

multiple-transputer configuration, the program task must be

divided up carefully between the transputers by the program-

mer or compiler—a tricky operation.

You'll find the benchmark programs on your START disk

under the name TRANSPUT.ARC. BENCH.XPA is the trans-

START, The ST Quarterly 6/



15 Million Instructions. .

.

puter version of the benchmark; it requires a K-MAX unit and

the XPA assembler, of course, but I've included it so you can

compare the K-MAX code and the 68000 code. BENCH.C

and BENCHASM.S are the ST versions of the benchmark; the

C source handling general user-interface details and the as-

sembly source performing the actual benchmark routines.

The K-MAX has its own timer conveniently built-in, and 1

used the ST's system timer for the ST version.

In the first benchmark test, both processors perform ten

million additions in a simple loop. As Table 1 shows, the K-

MAX easily outran the ST, clocking in at just over four times

as fast. (All times shown are in seconds.) The transputer can

TABLE 1

Benchmark #1 (10,000,000 additions in fast RAM)

68000 K-MAX (1 ) SPEED (X)

46.12 11.34 4.067

use two different kinds of RAM - 2K of fast on-chip RAM or

256K of regular RAM. Just to see what effect the fast RAM has

on program execution, I moved the entire program and data

area out of the fast RAM area and into the main RAM work-

space. The times for this run are shown in Table 2. As you can

see, the use of the slower main RAM in the K-MAX resulted in

a time that is still faster than the 68000, but only slightly

Clearly, using the on-chip fast RAM gives the K-MAX a big

advantage.

TABLE 2

Benchmark #la (10,000,000 additions in normal RAM)

68000 K-MAX (1) SPEED (X)

46.12 38.56 1.196

The second benchmark test examines the effect of more

complex operations on the processing speed of the K-MAX.

Here, each processor executes ten million multiply operations

($ABCD * S1234J. As shown in Table 3, the K-MAX wins

again, but by a narrower margin. Remember, the K-MAX was

TABLE 3

Benchmark #2 (10,000,000 multiplies in fast RAM)

68000 K-MAX (1) SPEED (X)

122.99 40.02 3.073

performing a subroutine to manage what the 68000 could do

in a single instruction -but it was still three times as fast as a

68000. Even using slow RAM (Table 4), the K-MAX was still

almost twice as fast as a top-speed 68000 operation.

As these benchmark demonstrations show, a single trans-

TABLE 4

Benchmark #2a (10,000,000 multiplies in normal RAM)

68000 K-MAX (1) SPEED (X)

122.99 65.98 1.864

puter can run rings around even a 68000 microprocessor,

thanks to its streamlined design. And while these times are

impressive, remember that the transputers may be teamed up

to provide exceptional performance far beyond that of the

68000. A single transputer runs three or four times as fast as

a 68000; a two-transputer configuration could potentially run

up to eight times faster, and even more transputers could

make the system run faster still!

TECHNICAL DETAILS

The standard K-MAX, which I tested, comes with a single

Inmos T414 transputer RISC processor Each transputer has

2K bytes of on-chip, high-speed RAM, an external block of

256K RAM and a few support chips. There's also a set of

empty sockets for a second processor chip/RAM set in the K-

MAX box; to upgrade to a two -transputer system, you simply

return the unit to Kuma for them to add the appropriate

chips. You can add even more transputers to the system if you

like.

In a two-transputer setup, the transputers are connected

via the standard transputer link, a 10 million bit-per-second

serial link (an optional 20 megabit per second link is also

available). This allows the transputers to communicate with

each other, an essential part of parallel processing. For exam-

ple, transputer 1 can work on the first part of a process, feed-

ing output to transputer 2 through the link. After the data is

relayed to transputer 2, transputer 2 can perform the second

part of the process, while transputer 1 performs the first part

of the process on the next piece of data.

Theoretically, links can be set up among hundreds or

thousands of transputer chips in many configurations, creat-

ing a complex network of serial and parallel processing. In

practice, it doesn't take hundreds of transputers to outperform

almost anything else around. If you're seriously interested in

parallel processing, Inmos makes a computer called the

ITEM-400, with 40 10-MIPS transputers linked together for

400 million instructions per second capability!

The K-MAX comes with a manual describing system setup,

the transputer and its instruction set, and instructions for the

XPA cross-assembler. XPA allows the ST to be used as a front-

end for the K-MAX; code is entered via the ST's keyboard,

and saved and loaded using the ST's disk drives. When the

code is assembled, it is loaded into the K-MAX automatically.

You can then have the K-MAX run the program, with mes-

sages printed to the ST's screen. The K-MAX XPA disk con-

tains routines which allow the K-MAX to access the ST key-^
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FINALL Y! Affordable true what-you-see-is-what-you-get word processing,

longer be limited to your printer's built-in fonts. With WordLIp™ and
Macintosh*-like fonts, producing typeset guality documents is a snap.

Import Graphics
• auto-routing of text around graphic

• size and crop

No
its

Mail Merge
• print multiple copies with

text merged from a file

Automatic Footnotes/Endnotes
• see on screen

• automatic numbering or selectable

Glossary
• recall text with an abbreviation

General
• versatile headers/footers

• fast search and replace

' GEM- based
• CDOS* output

• 4 windows open at once

• centering and justification as you type

• variable line spacing in

I point (1/72 inch) increments

• automatic pagination

• left, right, center and decimal tabs

• unlimited number of sections

• restore files from before last save
• insert, save and delete

Ascii and Wordtlp™ files

• and too much more to list!

Multiple Fonts
• proportional and monospaced fonts

• selectable size and type face

Multiple Font Styles
• bold, light, sAetverf, outline

• single , double , and broken underline

• strikcthrough

Effects Cursor
• cursor visually changes to indicate

style, super/subscript, and font size

Variable Superscript and Subscript
• variable to 99 points

Minimum Requirements
• monochrome or color 520ST*
• single-sided disk drive

only $79.95

/V£07?M/VfiVG/MFfiWG" ™

908 Comino dos Rios
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360

(805) 498-3840

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

American Express

and COD accepted

'Macintosh is a trademark of Mcintosh Laboratory, Inc. Atari and Atari St are trademarks or registered trademarks of Atari
Corp. GEM and CDOS are trademarks or registered trademarks of Digital Research Inc.
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board, screen, printer and serial pore. The manual also gives

details of the transputer memory map, cartridge port connec-

tions used and how to access the K-MAX from 68000 assem-

bly language.

Through my testing of the K-MAX unit, I suffered no sys-

tem crashes at all, even with some serious syntax errors -the

system seems very solid and dependable. But remember that

the K-MAX is not a consumer product. Don't buy it thinking

you'll be able to program it unless you have the time and ex-

pertise to master the transputer's instruction set.

WHATS AHEAD?

According to Tim Moore of Kuma, several new languages are

on their way for the K-MAX. These include a special parallel-

processing language compiler known as Occam-1, a C com-

piler, and a Modula 2 compiler, due late this year These will

certainly open up the possibilities of the K-MAX beyond the

experimenter who is accustomed to working in assembly

language.

The K-MAX is not a product you'll see in every home, but

its potential is virtually unlimited. It's a well-done, solid prod-

uct, but to use it you'll have to do some additional research

(see the References sidebar). But if you're a serious user, it can

take you as far in the pursuit of speed and power as you

desire.

Tom Hudson is the author of the DEGAS and CAD-3D series ofST

programs and is a sysop on CompuServe's Atari SIG.

Kuma Computers Ltd., 12 Horseshoe Park, Pangbourne,

Berkshire RG87JW, England. Distributed in the U.S. by:

Megabyte Computers & Electronics, 109 West Bay Area,

Webster, TX 77598, (713) 338-2231, $1995 (Single trans-

puter cost-price may vary due to the exchange rate be-

tween the U.S. dollar and the British pound.)

CIRCLE 191 ON READER SERVICE CARD

REFERENCES
For more information on the Inmos transputer, and other

RISC processors, check out the information in these books

and articles:

"Peripheral Gives ST 15-M1PS Potential." Electronic

Engineering Times, September 15, 1986, pp. 65-72.

"How Much of a RISC?" Phillip Robinson, Byte, April

L987, pp. 143-150.

"The RISC/CISC Melting Pot." Thomas L. Johnson,

Byte, April 1987, pp. 153-160.

"The Fairchild Clipper." Mike Ackerman and Gaty

Baura, Byte, April 1987, pp. 161-174.

A Tutorial Introduction to Occam Programming. Dick

Fountain, Inmos Corporation, P.O. Box 16000, Colorado

Springs, CO 80935.

Transputer Reference Manual. Publication number 72

TRN 006 01. Inmos Corporation (see address above).

T2/T4 Instruction Set Manual. Publication number 72

TRN 106 00. Inmos Corporation (see address above).

Kuma K-Max Transputer development system

Optional Upgrade\

BUFFERED \ ™*™™D
LINKS * LINKS ST COMPUTER

Diagram: Courlesy Kama Computers Ltd.
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Don't Get Lost!! Order from the ST Specialists

STPIus
8US:NESS_

DATAMANAGER 56 GOLDRUNNER 27.95

WORDWRITER 56 CRYSTAL CSTLS 21

SWIPK"AI i; 5B S-ARRAIDERS 21

LOGIS1 X 104.35 JOUST 21

5UPERBASE KM.96 riMEBANDITS 27.95

PHASAR 63 SUEBATTLE 27.95

PAYHOLLMSTH 56 OGRE 27.95

OPT SCAM
PRNTR "

NEOCHROME1 27.35

DEGAS ELITE 56
SART 22.95
PAINT PRO 42

iNVENTORYMGR 56 OLIIZAM 24.95 CERTIFICATE 35

Z0OMRACKS2 icy..«s v;A\::i- ; ;nn:..cs:sv.<!!- h.':)RAvv ?.o

DEMAN 104.95 ROADWAR2000 27.95 PUB PARTNEI
SHANGHAI 27.95 FONTPAK 1.2.3 21

TECHMATE 27.95 P. P. CLIP AF1T 21

42.00

ST O.'-rj-.-VRITE 49.95 CHHnSMS'P. 35.00 PRINTMASTER 87.95

VIP(L0TUS1GEM 175 K IS.MMONO 35

27.95
AIP.BALL 27.95

DACEASYPAYRL42 ST WARS 27.95 REALTIZER 149

POWERPLAN 56 STARGLIDER 32.50 MAGICSAC* 119.95

Arakis Cham 1 C Made Easy 18.95

Abacus (mosl)15.95
- A'qobra 1

Geometry Alan ST Eiplored 13

Main Talk 35

ST Special*4 ™9 board $200
c*"° cz

PRCCZAVULHS: G- ,\ hA.'.ICsof Gi

l.'FGAUAX -C- 1159.95 MARK
LOW COMPILER 5S GFA VECTOR

NATIONAL (800) 433-6222
CALIFORNIA (800) 874-4789

BAY AREA (415) 849-8717
We sell all ST

'

P.O.BOX 1197

BERKELEY. CA
94701

RDWARE
,
Laser Primers. Panasonics & Epsons
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AT LAST... A MULTITASKING

INTERFACE TO GEM

Introducing

VSH Manager'" from

Beckmeyer Development
Tools

Open a window to

MTC-Shell" and bridge

the GEM" multitasking gap.

VSH is a "Visual Shell" interface to MT C-Shell. It manages
a "virtual" terminal session with a GEM Desk accessory
window, where you can type commands and run jobs —
while using your favorite GEM Application! Start a
command running, and then return to your GEM application

while it finishes!

All the fantastic features of our Multitasking MT C-Shell

system have never been easier to use. You have on-demand
access to electronic mail, print spooling, and over70
commands and utilities — plus you can easily add your
own commands and combine existing ones to produce a

never ending array of features.

If you've been waiting for a multitasking system that was
cost effective and simple to use, wait no longer. It's here
with MT C-Shell"' and VSH Manager"* from Beckmeyer
Development Tools the leader in Atari ST TU

multitasking

multiuser systems.

Beckmeyer Development Tools

478 Santa Clara Ave.. Suite 300 MT C-Shell system $129.95
Oakland. CA 94610 VSH Manager 534.95
415-452-1129 B.BS. 415-452-4792 On-Line Manual $19,95
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START Giving...

. an easy and inexpensive way to get the jump on the

Holiday Season.

Give START, the ST Quarterly, to your

favorite ST enthusiasts and help them get the

most from their computers, year-round.

Like a high-tech Christmas stocking, every

issue is packed with valuable articles, stuffed

with practical tips and techniques. And, there's

the Disk, loaded with programs both useful

and fun.

A great gift for all seasons! Plus each subscriber

will receive our additional Holiday Gift—The
Atari ST Buyers Guide—A Bonus issue perfect

for the ST owner!

So, skip the long lines at the cash registers. Just

fill out an order card and mail right away* (And,

we won't bill you until after January I, 1988.)

It's time to start giving . . . START!

For fast service on subscription orders:

800-234-7001
(6 am-6 pm PST. Monday-Friday)

Until December i. we will send Gift

yonrglft subscriptions to

you. At'ti^r December I . w
will mail die cards direct

to those on your Gift List
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Crystal Castlt

Atari 520 ST Mono System
Atari 520 ST Color System
Atari SF 314 Disk Drive
Atari SH 204 Hard Drive
Atari Hardware

BECKEMEYER

BATAFACiriC
Haglc

SOFTWARE

.te Reality

ELECTRONIC ARTS

HYBRID ARTS
EZ Track
CZ Android

LOGICAL DESIGN WORKS
LDW Basic Compiler

HARXSHAN TECHNOLOGY

!FA Basic. Intel

pace Shuttle 1

arate Kid II

CROLEAGUE
aaeball
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ilent Service

Call
For
Best
Price

QUANTUM
ST-Talk

GUICKVIEV

SPECTRUM HOLOBYTE

SPINNAKER
Homework Helpers

Modula-2 Develp

JIHEWORKS

VIP Lli
X-LENT

Typeset

PANASONIC
KX-P 10801
KX-P 10911

Avatex 1200 HC

CABLES

ST to Modem

ST ACCESB0RIH1

Disk Cleaning Kit
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Inter Bis
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1 ST Tips Tricks
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1 ST Basic Training

1 ST
1 ST Peeks i Pokes
1 ST for E glnners

5205T Computet
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SF1221 Color (

SH124 Mono Hor
1040ST Cnmputi

To order call TOLL FREE

1 -800-824-7506
^ * No extra charge -^r

^ (or MasterCard jS*
*L or Visa V*-

ORDER LINE ONLY

COMPUTER CREATIONS, Inc.
P.O. BOX 493 - DAYTON, OHIO 45459

For information, order inquires, or lor Ohio orders (513) 435-6868
Mon.-Frl; 10a.m. to4:00 p.m. Sat. (Eastern Standard Time). Minimum S15perord8r. CO. D. (ad

is and availability. Prices and availability are subject to change without notice. We ship CO. D. to C
Tdars(mln $4.00). Software and accessories add 13.00 shipping and handling In continental U.S
.Puerto Rico and APO. Ohio residents add BW%sales tax. Canadian ordere add 5% shipping, (m

zz
C*P

d $3 00). Please specify computer sys-

ontlnental U.S. addroasesonly! Please
Actual freight will he charged outafde

(5.00). All other foreign orders, please

w price

ashler's check, money order or direct bank transfers. Personal ar

ellnal.NOCREDITS. All defective returna must have a return aulhorlza'tlon'number. Please call (5131 *3"s-B8BB"i
acement or repair. FOR YOUR PROTECTION WE CHECK FOR CREDIT CARD FRAUD. We do not bill until w
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HARD DISK
DRIVES

Massive storage without massive prices

by Howard Root

A hard disk drive is a bit like an electric

can opener Basically, either it works or

it doesn't. Some can openers are slightly

faster than others, but unless you run a

restaurant and open hundreds of cans a

day, the speed difference doesn't matter

very much. You can mount can openers

in different ways-on a counter, on a

wall or under a cabinet- Some can

openers are more convenient to use

than others. And some can openers are

built better and will last longer than

others.

Likewise, some hard disk drives are

faster than others (though unless you

are doing an extraordinary number of

disk accesses, the differences are

negligible). They come in different

shapes, sizes and levels of convenience

And the quality can vary, too-

un fortunately, this is not something that

may be readily apparent when you buy

a hard disk.

Here I review three hard disk drives

for the Atari ST. the Astra System HD+ ,

the SupraDrive, and the Atari HD204. In

many ways they are different, and your

personal preferences may lead you to

choose one over the others. But they all

have the same essential characteristic:

They store and retrieve large amounts of

data quickly and reliably.

THE ASTRA SYSTEM HD +
The Astra System HD+ is a combina-

tion unit consisting of a hard disk drive

with 20.8 megabyte (Mb) capacity and a

double-sided 3-1/2-inch floppy disk

drive. It measures a compact 5-1/2

inches wide by 4-1/4 inches high by 12

inches deep and has some convenient

extras, such as a lighted power switch

on the front of the unit, built-in power

supply, and 36-inch hard drive cable

Setting up the HD+ is quite simple

with a 1040ST, but somewhat more

complicated with a 520ST due to the

boot disk software being supplied on a

double-sided disk. Thus, while doing

the initial setup, you must disconnect

the SF354 floppy disk drive and use the

one built into the HD+. After complet-

ing this procedure, you can reconnect

the SF354 into the chain as Drive A and

copy the boot program onto a single-

sided disk if you wish. Alternatively,

you can designate the double-sided

drive in the HD+ as drive A and make

your SF354 drive B.

When the HD4- comes out of the

box, it is already formatted and parti-

tioned into two 10.4 Mb logical drives

(C and D). The autoboot program

shows icons for floppy disk drives A

and B, and hard disk drives C and D,

along with directory menus for drives

A, C, and D. If you are happy with that

arrangement, you need do absolutely

nothing except start using the system.

On the other hand, you may wish to

partition your disk differently. Your

constraints basically are: two to four

logical drives, each with a capacity of 2

to 15 Mbs, for a grand total of 20.8 Mbs.

It is important to think out your parti-

tioning scheme when you first install

your hard disk, since repartitioning in-

volves reformatting which means de-

struction of all your files. Sure, you can

back them up on a set of floppy disks,

but your life will be a great deal easier if

you think things out in advance

An interesting section of the Astra

manual is devoted to file maintenance.

It contains an excellent discussion of

Astra System HD +

file tree structures, noting that "the

directory structure of a properly devel-

oped hard disk resembles a tree. That

is, it has a root from which grow

branches, limbs, and twigs." An illustra-

tion of such a structure is included,

along with further discussion on how to

best organize your own hard disk files. 1

agree strongly with Astra that "it may

take a few minutes (or more) to set up

such a system, but it will pay handsome

dividends in the time you'll save track-

ing down files, and keeping things neat

and available."

S'Tart, The ST Quarterly
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USING THE HD +
After this initial setup, you are ready to

use the system. To do so, you mm on

the HD+ and wait about ten seconds

for it to come up to speed- You then

turn on the computer with the Astra

boot disk in floppy drive A (you can

boot directly from the hard drive, al-

though Astra doesn't recommend it).

Actually, with the hard drive connected,

about the only thing the boot disk does

is say to the computer. "Nope, nothing

here. Look over on hard drive C for

your instructions." Three menus will

appear on the screen for drives A, C

and D, from which you can select any

program you want.

Just what does a data transfer rate of

7500K bits per second (bps) and an

average seek time of 8.5 milliseconds

mean to you? Well, a double-sided

floppy disk has a data transfer rate of

250K bps so you might expect the hard

disk to be 30 times as fast as a floppy.

Sorry, but that's wishful thinking; in

most real world applications, a hard

disk will be three to ten times as fast as

a floppy disk. On disk-intensive appli-

cations, the hard disk will be somewhat

faster, for example, loading color images.

That is why at computer shows, hard

drive manufacturers like to display color

images in rapid succession. What more

dramatic (if somewhat unrealistic) way

to show off the speed of a hard drive?

Astra advises against trying to copy

protected software onto the HD+ un-

less the publisher has provided a means

for "installing" the software onto a hard

drive. Some computer programs have a

form of copy protection called a "worm"

which slowly and inexorably destroys

all of the software on the copied disk-a

diabolical device which could play ab-

solute havoc with a 20 Mb hard drive

It's advisable when shutting down a

hard drive to "park" the read/write

head over an unused part of the disk so

when the disk comes to a stop, the head

will not land on live data and possibly

destroy it. Astra has provided a park

program lorjust this purpose; it takes

about three seconds to run and is a

cheap insurance policy against the risk

of lost programs or data.

SOFTWARE AND
OTHER EXTRAS
With the HD+ , Astra includes an excel-

lent backup and restore program (BRS)

created by R1K Software that will work

on single files, root directories,, or entire

partitions (logical drives). BRS formats

floppy disks in a different way than

TOS, a process that increases the storage

capacity of a double-sided floppy disk

by about 150K. BRS is a flexible and

valuable utility, but, of course, for it to

be of benefit, you must use it regularly.

I mentioned some features at the be-

ginning of the review that deserve fur-

ther comment. Putting a lighted power

switch on the front is so logical and

continued on page 78

MARK
WILLIAMS

C2.0
The most complete development systemfor the

STnow works withfloppy-based systems, too!

by Arick Anderson

Mark Williams Company has released a

new version of the Mark Williams C

compiler for the Atari ST. Version 2.0

adds some very nice features to a solid,

mature package. The company seems to

have examined those areas where previ-

ous versions were weak and listened to

suggestions from customers.

The biggest improvement for many

buyers is that the compiler can be used

on a floppy disk-based system. You can

now compile small to medium-sized

programs with only one drive and a

RAMdisk (though with single-sided

drives it's a cumbersome process-l

would recommend two drives). A hard

drive is still optimal, but it is no longer

absolutely required.

The package includes an Install pro-

gram that will have anyone - novice, stu-

dent or developer-up and running

with minimal problems. The Install pro-

gram asks you what your environment

is and then builds either the disks or

directories you need; all you do is swap

disks periodically. If you are using

single-sided disks, you can copy the

compiler and utilities directly off the

distribution disks.

THE COMPILER
I originally chose Mark Williams C

rather reluctantly. It wasn't the fastest

continued on page 82
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THE

MUSICAL ST,
PART II

MIDIpatch editors

byJim Pierson -Perry

Last issue (Summer 1987) 1 covered

three different categories of MIDI

software -player, sequencer and librar-

ian programs. This time I'll look at

patch editors, with a mini-review of

each program, and I'll highlight some of

their specific features in the summary

chart.

As I said last issue, many consumer

MIDI programs are equally suited for

the professional musician, and if you

make your living (or at least try to) by

performing music, then you should

definitely examine the software covered

here. To use most of these products, you

need only your ST and a MIDI-

compatible synthesizer such as the

popular Casio CZ-101, Yamaha DX-7 or

Ensoniq ESQ-1. Also, I'm assuming that

if you're reading this, you're already

somewhat familiar with the world of

MIDI and music software, but if not, I've

listed several good references at the end

of this article to get you up-to-date.

PATCH EDITORS
If a music sequencer is the musical

equivalent of a word processor, then

patch editors are the printer drivers that

make sure the translation from idea to

performance gives the desired final re-

sult. If the powerhouse heavy metal

synth lead you wanted comes out

sounding like a duck being run over by

a school bus, your audience may be

nonplussed, to say the least.

At its most basic, a patch editor

should provide an easy way to enter

values for a synthesizer's various instru-

ment parameters, which shape its musi-

cal tones. Some instruments, such as

the Yamaha FB-01 synthesizer, have lit-

tle or no way to manipulate the

parameters with hardware; for these

machines, an editor is the only effective

way to create desired sounds.

Beyond simple parameter input,

graphic display of sound envelopes can

help you visualize how different com-

ponents, such as pitch, volume and fre-

quency filtering, will change with time.

Some of the better programs extend this

to let you directly edit each voice by

manipulating the envelope graphs.

Other uselul editing leatures include the

ability to copy envelopes between com-

ponents, insert or delete segments into

envelopes, and compare modified

patches to the originals. Some programs

even use internal artificial intelligence to

generate new sounds.

Since most synthesizers contain

banks of multiple voices (such as the 16

presets on the CZ-101), most patch edi-

tors contain integrated librarian func-

tions. These serve to upload and down-

load patch data between the

synthesizers and the ST, select in-

dividual patches for editing, and com-

bine various voices to form new banks.

CZ PATCH
CZ Patch ($99, Dr. T) was the first patch

editor program released for the ST. It's a

reworking of the original Commodore

64 version, which has achieved indus-

try standard status. CZ Patch works

with Casio CZ-101/1000/5000 syn-

thesizers but does not support the new

CZ-1 or CZ-230S. It is extremely easy to

use and can hold up to four banks of

sounds in memory at once You can use

either function keys or the mouse to se-

lect program options. The edit screen

shows the three Casio envelopes (pitch,

filter, volume) simultaneously for a sin-

gle voice. Although you can't edit the

graphs, they dynamically follow changes

to the parameter data to give visual edit-

ing leedback.

One unique feature of CZ Patch is

the option to see parameter data in a

time-based format; another is the ability

to scale entire envelopes to change

duration or amplitude. The program al-

lows you to input parameter data by

clicking on a location and then typing

the value or moving an on-screen slider

You can also make printouts of patch

data, though they may look cluttered.

CZ Patch uses some GEM features, but

doesn't support desk accessories and

has no provision for formatting a data
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disk from within the program- It comes

with 15 banks of preprogrammed

patches to get your sound collection

started. 1 have used this program for

several months and am quite satisfied

with its dependability and features.

CZ-ANDROID
The CZ-Android ($99.95, Hybrid Arts)

offers an alternative patch editing pro-

gram for Casio synthesizers; it's the only

one that fully supports the new CZ-1

and CZ-230S. You can choose between

entering parameter data by clicking the

mouse buttons (left to increase values,

right to decrease them) or by editing

graphs of the envelopes. Unfortunately,

only one graph can be displayed at a

time, which makes it difficult to visual-

ize an entire voice. The program uses a

full GEM implementation, including

desk accessories and options to rename

and delete files and format disks. Patch

data printouts are clear and well or-

CZ-Android is designed to use

artificial intelligence to either modify

existing patches or create new ones. It's

fun to play with, but this particular Al

implementation does not often come up

with startling new sounds. Two banks of

patches are included on the disk, many

of which are fairly good. The program is

easy to use and 1 can recommend it.

Whether you should use CZ-Android or

CZ Patch will depend on whether you

prefer graphical editing and AI patch

generation or more extensive envelope

editing capabilities and faster data in-

put. I cheat and use both, but you

should try each program to see which

style best fits your needs.

DX HEAVEN
DX Heaven ($99, Dr. T) is a patch editor

for the Yamaha DX-7/TX series of syn-

thesizers and, like CZ Patch, is a rework

of the original Commodore 64 program.

Patches for the DX/TX synthesizers are

much more complex than those for Ca-

sio synthesizers; each patch consists of

up to 6 independent sub-voices (opera-

tors), each with its own envelope, and a

host of additional parameters. DX

Heaven is an easy-to-use program

which offers both librarian and patch

editing functions. Numeric data can be

entered using an on-screen slider via

the mouse or by graphical editing of the

operator envelopes.

MIDI Thru with channelization is

supported, which allows you to test-

play a patch from a master keyboard,

with the MIDI data sent through the ST

and back out on a different MIDI chan-

nel to the target synthesizer/expander.

This is especially useful in program-

ming a TX-816 which can sound differ-

ent patches on each of 8 channels at

once!

Although some GEM features are im-

plemented, desk accessories are not

supported. You can format a data disk

continued on page 74

VIP
PROFESSIONAL

The Lotus 1-2-3-compatible GEM spreadsheet

By Matt G. Loveless

START Consulting Editor

In the world of IBM spreadsheets, Lotus

1-2-3 is the name of the game. It makes

sense, then, that 1-2-3 compatibility

would earn high marks for an ST

FIGURE 1
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spreadsheet. But to ST owners, mere

emulation of an IBM program is like a

slap in the face-with the STs mouse-

based GEM interface, a simple conver-

sion of a text-and-keyboard program

seems not only archaic but counter-

productive.

VIP Technologies learned this when

they released the first version of their

Lotus-compatible ST speadsheet, VIP

Professional. The reviews were clear: It

was a solid program and closely

matched the Lotus standard, but it

needed a GEM interface. Like any good

company interested in improving its

market position, VIP revised the pro-

gram to use GEM. The result; the same

high-quality spreadsheet with a greatly

improved user interface.
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VIP Professional...

LOTUS LAND
If you're familiar with Lotus 1-2-3, you

will immediately feel at home with

Professional. You can type in any Lotus

slash-command (as they are called be-

cause each command is preceded with

a slash character) and it will perform

exactly as it would on 1-2-3. But Profes-

sional also allows access to all spread-

sheet functions through the mouse and

drop-down menus.

Unfortunately, Professional's mouse-

and-menu interface is just another way

of performing Lotus commands- it's

still just a GEM veneer On the plus

side, this lets Professional maintain

much of the Lotus "look and feel." But

personally, I never thought much of the

Lotus command structure in the first

place. An interface that uses it, mouse-

driven or not, doesn't impress me

greatly.

The Professional spreadsheet ap-

pears inside a GEM window (see Figure

I), Below the window is the spread-

sheet Control Panel, which gives you

status information-the contents of the

current cell, cursor location, CapsLock

status and entry mode. You may also

move around the spreadsheet using the

arrows in the lower left corner, recalcu-

late, get help, or start drawing a graph

from the Control Panel.

Although the Control Panel is very

useful and time-saving, it takes up ap-

proximately one-sixth of the screen.

That, combined with the space needed

for the window's controls and the GEM
menu bar, reduces the visible portion of

the spreadsheet to 13 rows on a color

system (15 rows in monochrome). This

isn't crippling, but it can be frustrating

when you are porting spreadsheets

from Lotus 1-2-3 that are designed as-

suming you have a full-screen display.

SPREADSHEET FEATURES
VIP Professional sports the full comple-

ment of Lotus 1-2-3's calculation facili-

ties- These include the standard math

operations, of course, as well as

sophisticated financial calculations,

trigonometric functions, lookup tables,

constants (such as Pi), and time/date

variables. It also supports a wide range

of logical operations such as and, or,

not, greater than, less than, and related

items.

Built into both Lotus 1-2-3 and VIP

Professional is the ability to create two-

dimensional graphs such as bar charts,

line charts and pie charts. The graphing

facility is flexible and sophisticated, yet

it can be as simple to use as specifying

a range of data to graph. Professional

VlP Professional

allows access to

all spreadsheet

functions through

the mouse and

drop-down menus.

also lets you print graphs on your

printer, but it only works with printers

supported from the GEM Desktop. This

limits you to Epson-compatible

printers, unless you have a special

printer driver for your printer (like the

ones you can generate with Tom Hud-

son's printer- driver program from the

Summer 1986 START).

Professional also duplicates 1-2-3's

macro facility. These spreadsheet

macros allow you to automate multi-

step functions. The macro facility is

fairly sophisticated, approaching the

complexity of a high-level programming

language. Its high level of flexibility lets

you create spreadsheets that can, for ex-

ample, duplicate many of the features of

complete accounting and inventory

packages. There are many public-

domain and commercial spreadsheet

templates for Lotus 1-2-3 that will actu-

ally walk you through your data entry

and, at a keypress, graph the data, do

simple analysis or massage the numbers

into some more useful form-and

Professional's Lotus compatibility lets

you use them all.

LOTUS 1-2-3 AND
VIP PROFESSIONAL
Because VIP Professional is completely

file- and function-compatible with the

IBM PC version of Lotus 1-2-3, you can

also use spreadsheets you create with

Professional with Lotus. In fact, if you

have an IBM-compatible with a 3-1/2-

inch drive, or an ST with a 5-1/4-inch

drive connected to it, you can use the

same disk in both machines. This file

compatibility also allows you to down-

load .WKS (Lotus worksheet files) from

bulletin boards and online services. On
CompuServe, for example, you can join

the Lotus SIG (type GO LOTUS) and

download spreadsheets that do every-

thing from manage a small business's

accounting to calculating the pressure

capacity of pneumatic valves.

There are also many books on using

Lotus 1-2-3, building Lotus spread-

sheets and programming Lotus

macros-you'll find them in the com-

puter books section of most well-

stocked bookstores. Almost anything

you read in such books will work with

VIP Professional; Professional's manual

even offers a bibliography.

PROBLEMS AND
CAVEATS
But, alas, Professional is not perfect. In

compromising between keyboard and

mouse, VIP made some sacrifices and

some less-than-desirable design deci-

sions. Scrolling, in particular, is slow.

According to the manual, this is because

of the ST's bit-mapped display, but 1

don't buy that; scrolling is only this

slow if you don't optimize screen up-

dates. In a $250 product such as Profes-

sional, I would hope for at least this

STakt, The ST Quarterly
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ALICE
The Personal Pascal -

Multiple window editing

Programming

Made Easy

If you're into programming, or if you

want to be, you won't find a better

system for your Atari ST than ALICE:
The Personal Pascal. Already popular

on the IBM-PC, ALICE now brings

easy, interactive programming to the

Atari ST.

ALICE is, without question, the best

way around to learn about computers

and programming. Beginners can even

order our ALICE based textbook for

only $19.95 with ALICE.

Even if you're an expert, ALICE
makes it easier to write, test and

especially debug programs. ALICE'S
extensive Pascal improvements in-

clude a GEM interface even beginners

can use and most of the extensions of

Turbo Pascal. The surrounding

examples just give a glimpse at how
easy it is to put programs together

using ALICE.

. !.]

'"'""

Powerful variable trace

"If I needed to learn Pascal all over again, or

were going to leach a course in ike language, I

can't imagine using any program other than

ALICE.-

— Adam Green, Infoworld

Visit your dealer or send us $79.95 (USD) plus

15 for shipping and handling. Major credit

card orders may phone collect. Dealer inquir-

ies invited. IBM-PC version S95.

.IBM-PC -IBM,*

Breakpoints, Single Step

"ALICE may be the most advanced pro-

gramming environment currently available for

— Michael Covington, PC World

Looking Glass Software

roo((ii/ifj|g?2 2opm
!T- Atari Corp., GEM - Digital Research Inc. ALICE refers
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Instant-run Pascal interpreter

Every error fully explained

Easy graphics in wi .do»s
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Ask for possible input at any lime

"If you enjoy programming languages, this

comes pretty darn close to being as muchfun as

a video game."

— Gene Wilburn, Computing Canada

Looking Glass Software Limited

124 King St. N. Waterloo, Ontario

N2J 2X8
519/884-7473

U.S.A. Orders Phone 1-800-265-2782
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Musical ST...

from within the program in either

single- or double-sided format. Printout

options are for listing patches within a

bank and all parameter data for a single

patch. For those "occasional" boo-boos,

an Undo function is available.

Computer-generated patches can be

created using a randomization function

which works on all patch parameters or

just selected ones which you specify.

In using DX Heaven, my only criti-

cism is with the mouse-driven slider to

enter numeric data; I would prefer to be

able to simply click on the parameter

and type in its value. It would also be

nice to include the function parameters

on the same display with the operator

parameters and to go with a full GEM
implementation. The documentation is

clear and complete, with the maddening

exception that no screen displays are

shown for reference Despite this, the

program is a good workhorse patch edi-

tor and can be recommended.

PERFECT PATCH
Perfect Patch ($59, Aegix) is a patch edi-

tor program for the Yamaha DX-7/TX

series of synthesizers. The program is

well named; put simply, this is the

finest patch editor 1 have ever seen for

any computer and/or synthesizer. All

patch parameters are accessible from a

single screen, with simultaneous display

of all envelope and scaling graphs. With

the touch of a button, you can change

all graphs to display their numeric

values. You may edit graphically or by

numeric values. Keyboard scalings,

envelopes and even entire operators can

be copied from a source to multiple

destinations in a single pass.

The program is fully GEM-based and

holds up to three banks of 32 patches

in memory at once. MIDI Thru with

channelization is supported. The

documentation is thorough, well-

written, and includes descriptions for

various instrument configurations with

which the program can be used. My
only complaints: There is no provision *

PATCH EDITOR COMPARISON CHART

PERFECT
GENERAL FEATURES CZ PATCH CZ-ANDROID PATCH OX HEAVEN

Version reviewed 1.0 9/24/86 2.0 1.0

Cost{$) 99.00 99.00 59.00 99.00

# banks stored/SS disk 87 146 74 43
# sample patch

banks supplied 15 2 1 24

Need TOS in ROM yes yes yes yes

Copy protected yes yes yes yes

GEM utilization some full full some

Allow desk accessories no yes yes no

Keyboard equivalents

to mouse yes yes no some

SET-UP

Assign MIDI channel no yes yes yes

Synths supported CZa,b CZa.b DX-7/TX DX-7/TX

# displayed patch banks 4 2 3 4

MIDI thru/channelization no no yes yes

LIBRARY FUNCTIONS
Display file name for bank yes no yes yes

Store patch/envelape files yes/yes yes/no yes/no yes/no

Move single patch/bank yes/yes yes/yes yes/yes yes/no

Patch name length 8 16 10 10

Hardcopy bank patch names yes yes yes yes

File edit options no D.F.R D.R F

EDIT FUNCTIONS
Smart editor yes yes yes yes

Graphical envelope editing no yes yes yes

# simultaneous graphs 3 1 12 1

Voice edit options C,SW C,SW C C

Envelope edit options C.SWJD C,SW c C

Envelope scaling yes no no no

Compare edit to original yes yes yes yes

Unedit no yes yes yes

Al patch generation no yes no yes

Test sound from keyboard yes no yes yes

OVERALL IMPRESSIONS (0-5)

Ease of use 4 5 5 4

Program features 4 4 5 4

Documentation completeness 5 5 5 4

Documentation clarity 4 5 5 4

Quality of patch hardcopy 3 5 5 4

STart, The ST Quarterly



Lyco Computer
Marketing & Consultants

HOURS
Mon.-Thurs. 9AM-8PM

Fri. 9AM-6PM
Sat. 10AM-6PM

NP-10

t*° $1 29.95"
• 100 CPS draft Great Performance
• 25 NLQ
• 1 Year Warranty

Great Pace.

Panasonic
1091 i

FOR I

ONLY!
$179.95\
• 1 60 CPS draft ,

• 32 NLQ
• 2 Year Warranty

SEIKOSHA
SL-80 Al

SLASHED!

$349.95 |

. 135 CPS draft

i 45 NLQ
i 2 Year Warranty 24 Pin Printer!

The Real

SAVE onthese PRINTERS
STAR MICRONICS

BROTHER

.$129

. S169

.£209

.£229
195

.£299

.5349
; S79

.5399

.$439

. $499

. $599

PANASONIC

DIABLO

.5155

.£179

. $299

.£259

.$379

.$379

.$419

. . S499
. .J779

EPSON

LQ-

. $179

. $295

. S36S

. $419
. $429

SF
SEIKOSHA

SI 29

2500 .

CITIZEN
120D 5165
MSP-10 $259
M5P-20 5299
MSP-15 5329
MSP-35 5399
Tribute 224 , $629

SP-100C $159
SP-1200 A S179
SP-1200 AS AS23? S195
3131 S249
SL-80 A $349
MP-1300 A: $329
3151 S379
MP 5300 A S429
BP542C A £999

OKIDATA
6 20 .

.$475
..£595
.$779

SILVER REED TOSHIBA
EXP 420P $209 321SL SCALL
EXP600P $539 P341E £699
EXP 800P $649 P35i Model II 51099

Plug n Print SCALL
120 NLQ S205
182 S235
192+ £339
193+ S519
292 AViniPftace S519
293 v.'inie.'tace S655
1B0 SCALL

AATARl
SYSTEMS

520 ST Mono

$479
520 ST Color

zy $609
1040 ST Color 1040 ST Mono

$825 $679

MODEMS
AVATEX

Avatex 1200hc Modem
• with cable purchase

HAYES
Smartmodem 300 .$125
Smartmodem 1200. . . . .$369
Smartmodem- 1200 B . . . $339

Micromodem He .$125

ATARI HARDWARE
130 XE S125.95

65 XE S89.95

SM 124 MONO MONITOR... S1 39.95

SC 1224 Color Monitor S299.95

XM 801 Printer S185.95

XM 804 ST Printer S1 85.95

SX 212 Modem S95.95

SHD 204 Hard Drive SCALL

SF314 Double Drive S1 99.95

1050 Drive S135.95

SX551 Drive S179.95

Champion. Baseball .... $24.95

Champion. Basketball £24.95

Championship Gol( £New
GFL Football $24.95

Hacker 2 524.95

Leather Goddesses .... 524.95

Firebird:

Pawn S2S.95

Starglider $26.95

Golden Parr- $26.95

Guild ol in.evos £27,95

Tracker S27.95

Strategic Simulations:

Phantasie S24.95

Phantasie II S24.95

Road War 2000 S24.95

Colonial Conquest 524.95

Leader Board S24.95

Tournament w\ S13.95

10th Frame
. S24.95

Risk Free Policy
-. .

.
.' .;,,,:....

.

.
.

.
... .... :.. .

.....

or send to J2^— I °"

Lyco Computer J
^°

P.O. Box 5088 on

Jersey Shore, PA 17740

:hipping on prep,
mis available. PA
add $5.00 plus .

r. NO deposit on C.O.D. orders,
n [tie Crjniinental U.S. Volume
:a>. APO, FPO and intamatinnal

1-800-233-8760,
p:nn Al; merchandise ca
; .-.ii :-!npii;.;ibl8. Return au
We accept purchase ore

lo c:'i!-K:u wit-'jur nrr.ir.i
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Musical ST...

for formatting a data disk (though it

could be done through an appropriate

desk accessory), and the only way to get

a printout of patch parameters is by us-

ing the built-in ST screen dump routine.

I strongly endorse this program; it's

worth looking at even if you don't own a

DX-7, just to admire its design features.

SIDE BY SIDE
The accompanying chart compares the

features of these four programs side by

side Whenever possible 1 have tested

and verified the features myself, rather

than just listing the manufacturers'

claims.

Consumer MIDI programs often

prove to be high-powered bargains for

musicians. If you own a MIDI keyboard

and you're just interested in seeing what

your ST can do with it, you'll probably

find the programs I've covered in this

issue and the last to be more than ade-

quate If you're a professional musician,

consumer programs are worth a careful

look, though they may not be quite

enough. You'll find a survey ol profes-

sional MIDI software in an upcoming is-

sue of START

Jim Pierson -Perry is a research chemist for

DuPont, who leads a double life as a

programmer, musician and START'S MIDI

expert.

LIST OF
MANUFACTURERS
Perfect Patch, Aegix, P.O. Box 9488,

Reno, NV 89507, (702) 329-1943

CIRCLE 195 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CZ Patch, DX Heaven, Dr. Ts Music

Software 66 Louise Road, Chestnut Hill,

MA 02167, (617) 244-6954
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CZ-Android, Hybrid Arts, Inc., 11920

West Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, CA

90064, (213) 826-3777
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REFERENCES
• "The Ins, Outs, And Thrus Of MIDI.

"

Tom Jeffries, START, Spring 1987.

"The Musical ST. "Jim Pierson Perry,

START, Summer 1987.

"Save Your Synthesizer Sounds." Tom

Bajoras, START, Summer 1987.

MIDI For Musicians. Craig Anderton,

AMSCO Music Publications, 24 E.

22nd St. New York, NY 10010, (212)

254-2100. $14.95.
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Introduction to MIDI Programming.

Abacus Software, Inc., PO. Box 7219,

Grand Rapids, MI 49510, (616) 241-

5510. $19.95.

CIRCLE 200 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Keyboard Magazine, 20085 Stevens

Creek, Cupertino, CA 95014, (408)

446-1105. $23.95 per year.

CIRCLE 201 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Electronic Musician Magazine, 2608

Ninth St., Berkeley, CA 94710, (415)

843-7901. $22 per year

CIRCLE 202 ON READER SERVICE CARD

VIP Professional...

much. Fortunately, moving around the

spreadsheet using the scroll bars and

the express icon is straightforward and

simple.

Another problem: scattered through-

out Professional are the annoying ves-

tiges of Lotus's IBM heritage. For exam-

ple, to select a file in Professional you

don't use the standard GEM item selec-

tor box; instead, you must actually type

in the name of the file manually.

VIP Professional also has a few bugs,

though fortunately most of them are not

serious. However, Professional did crash

more than once for me. It is best to play

it safe by saving your spreadsheet often,

especially when you're doing very large

copy operations.

The manual is thorough, but it's a bit

dry and wordy, making it hard to look

up specific information quickly. For-

tunately, there is a quick- re ferenee sheet

included. Finally, on an unexpanded

520ST, Professional doesn't leave much

room for you to work with. VIP recom-

mends at least one megabyte of RAM-
an expanded 520, a 1040, or a Mega ST

To ST owners,

mere emulation of an

IBM program is like

a slap in the face.

CONCLUSION
Bugs and problems aside, VIP Profes-

sional is a solid program. It comes on

single-sided disks with help files and

sample macros and spreadsheets. It's

not copy protected and it easily installs

on a hard disk.

All in all, Professional is a good

spreadsheet that does what it claims,

bringing Lotus compatibility to the ST.

Its only major drawback is the $249

price tag. That's about what you'd pay

for Lotus 1-2-3 on an IBM, but it may

be a bit steep for most ST owners. If all

you need is a spreadsheet, you should

carefully examine the other programs

on the market.

But if you need a full-featured Lotus-

compatible spreadsheet, VIP is the only

way to go.

VIP Professional, GEM version 1.2. VIP

Technologies, 132 Aero Camino, Santa

Barbara, CA 93117. (805) 962-8815.

Availablefrom ISD Marketing, Inc., P.O.

Box 3070, Markham Industrial Park,

Marfeliafn, Ontario, Canada L3R 6G4.

(416) 479-1880. $249.95

STart. The ST Ouiirlcr!} 76
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ENTHUSIAST

E.ARTHUR BROWN,

* Copyright 1987 - E. Arthv

ST Solderless" Installation
1*4 Meg Upgradeable Upgrade

for Atari 520ST
v

'' Solderless
7
" Installation

Plugs into existing MMU Socket and
onto data buffer chips . . . fits inside

RF shielding.

V 1-4 Meg Upgradeable
You're not stuck with 1 Meg. Our
board is socketed for adding 1 Meg
chips to 2.5 and 4 Meg capacity. (4

Meg Req. Some Mods to Solderless

RAM Board).

</ Quality Construction
Clean, reliable AEHCO technology
assures you of safety and consistant

operation. This is no "Piggy-Back"
upgrade

y Full One Year Warranty

a full year.

RAM $199.95 (add $6.95 S&H)

ST PictaScan" $199.95
Converts Your Printer to a 400+
DPI Scanner !

330-400 ST Solderless™

Run IBM Floppies With Your ST
OurST/PCFIoppyCable connects your ST d

drive (3.5 as well as 5.25 format]. The cable fi

these drives Free formatting software inclu

127-403 ST/PC Drive Cable 839.95 (plus S3.95 S&H)

Run Color Rez In Monochrome and
Vice Versa

•S Connects to Your Printer
Mounts on prinfhead We hi

figures with vour printer's control codes

/ Publishing Partner/
Degas Compatible

Insert PictaScan Images Into graphi

and desktop publishing documents... I

• High REZ Ram Data
PictaScan* samples 6600 dots pei

ond and stores them in RAM. Your

dots per inch(dpi) resolution depan
printer speed. Here's the formula t

ureby:

dh4

127-402 ST Video Box

our color or monochrome rr

v. Medium and High resoluti

"e Cable

>uble duty. For 1040

V Gray Scale & Brightness
Low Rez Color gives 6 shades of gray.

Med Rez gives 2. (Double both in

DEGAS], Monochrome gives 1 shades
of brightness.

$49.95 (plus $3.95 S&H) 22O-420 STPictaScan $1 9fl.95(plus$6.95 S&H}

ST Invisible" Clock Setter $39.95
Inch RAM Disk, Spooler, Alarm Clock Utilities

\/ Auto Sets Time and Date
Turn on your ST and it's automatl

correct time and date No more manua

v7 Easy A Invisible"
Plugs into the chip socket under your

Out of sight

v' Sell Charging
Ni-Cad batteries (included) recharge

</ Free Utilities Included
RAM Disk, Print Spooler, Corm
Clock, and more.

2S1-400 ST Invisible Clock $39.95 (plus $3.95 S&H)

Connect Your ST to Composite Monitors
Our ST Composite Cable connects your 520ST to any standard color or monochrome
composite monitors Displays low and medium resolution modes

127-400 ST Composite Cable $1 9,95 (plus S1 .95 S&H)

AlariST and IBM' aretrademarHsotAtari Corp. and IBM Corp respectively. Prices are

Call Now: 612/762-8847, 763-6393

E. Arthur Brown Company
3404 PAWNEE DRIVE, ALEXANDRIA, MN 56308

Check/MO Enclosed DVISA DMastercard DDisi

Card# exo

'

I
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Item* Description Price

Master
|

|
Discover

|
Shipping (Max. $6.95/Order]

ot.dthv TOTAL ENCLOSED
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Three Hard Disk Drives...

sensible that I find it inconceivable that

so many manufacturers refuse to do it.

Hurray for Astra! A 36-inch cable be-

tween the drive and the computer is

only 12 inches longer than the Atari ca-

ble, but makes a vast difference in flexi-

bility of where to place the drive. I have

a low shelf behind the computer; the

Atari drive won't reach it, but the Astra

drive will. Very nice! And, of course, the

built-in floppy disk drive is a big help; 1

just leave the boot disk in the floppy

drive on the side of the computer and

use drive B in the HD+ for my floppy

disk operations.

Do I have any complaints about the

HD-F? Sure, the fan is a bit loud, but if

it keeps the drive cool (read: reliable),

I'm willing to live with that. And appar-

ently Astra does think the unit is relia-

ble since they are providing a one-year

limited warranty, four times longer than

the usual. I'd be picking nits if I com-

plained that the manual was not type-

set; against that is the fact that it con-

tains more thorough information than

any of its competitors.

All in all, the System HD+ by Astra

is an outstanding 20 Mb hard disk

drive, made better than its competition

by the inclusion of a built-in floppy

SupraD:

disk drive, lighted front panel switch,

one-year warranty, versatile software,

and several other thoughtful features.

THESUPRADRIVE
The first thing that strikes you on seeing

the SupraDrive is its diminutive size.

From the front, it's only 1/4-inch higher

than a floppy disk drive. If you consider

the power supply part of the floppy

drive, the SupraDrive is actually one

inch shorter from front to rear. The

difference is even more striking when

compared to the Atari SH204 hard

drive; although the SupraDrive has less

than one-half of the bulk (cubic vol-

ume) of the SH204, it boasts the same

20 Mb capacity.

Like most ST components, the power

switch is on the back, although a small

green light on the front indicates when

power is on. When turned on, the fan

of the SupraDrive produces an unobtru-

sive whir.

Setting up the SupraDrive with either

a 520ST or 1040ST is equally easy. You

simply plug in the SupraDrive cable

into the hard disk port, turn on the

drive and wait 15 seconds until it

comes up to speed, pop in the boot

disk into floppy Drive A, turn on the

computer, and you are set to go. Since

the boot software is not protected, you

can copy the Auto folder from the

SupraDrive disk to any other disks with

which you may want to start up.

GETTING STARTED
As it comes out of the box, the Supra-

Drive is pre-formatted and partitioned

into two 10.2 Mb logical drives (C and

D). If you like this arrangement, you

need do nothing. If you don't, you can

re-format the disk into two to four logi-

cal drives, each of which may have a ca-

pacity between 0.13 and 16.25 Mbs. A

utility program leads you by the hand

through this process, and it is difficult

to go wrong

Whether you use the preformatted

set-up or one of your own, upon subse-

quent power up, the screen will show

icons for each disk drive on the system,

along with the menu for hard drive C.

From then on, using the SupraDrive is

exactly the same as a normal ST floppy

disk drive.

The SupraDrive manual contains

some good rips, notes, and warnings.

For example, it reminds you to never

copy a file to itself because of a bug in

the T05 operating system that may

wipe out the entire hard disk if you do

so. It also notes that the SupraDrive will

work best if TOS is in ROM because the

disk-based TOS has some bugs that

may adversely affect the use of the

drive. The manual also reminds you to

backup files periodically, critical files at

least daily. Speaking as one who just re-

cently lost the entire contents of a hard

disk and did not have it backed up, 1 am

living testimony that a hard disk mis-

hap can make a grown man cry, and

that making backups is worth however

much time it takes.

The SupraDrive utilities disk also

contains a program to park the heads, a

procedure that Supra recommends if

the drive is to be moved or shipped.

Complaints about SupraDrive? "Well,

I'd like a longer cable, a front panel

power switch, and a slightly more com-

prehensive manual. But these are nits.

Overall, the SupraDrive is an excellent

performer, admirably compact, and a

welcome addition to any ST system.

THE ATARI SH204
The Atari SH204 hard disk drive con-

sists of a 20.3 Mb hard disk, controller,

interface, and power supply in one

box— a rather hefty box measuring 7

inches by 15 inches by 3 !4 inches.

Where do you put a box that big? Al-

though it's not quite the right size, I find

it serves nicely as a monitor stand if you

turn it sideways.

STart. The ST Quarterly



HERE, BYPOPULAR DEMAND,
OS-9 FOR THE ATARI ST

Up until now, if you wanted a true multi-tasking environment on an Atari, you
were out of luck. The concept of powerful system software on personal computers

was just that, a concept, not reality. But not any more!

OS-9 for the ST!

Introducing multi-tasking support for the Atari-ST: OS-9/ ST. Now you can

have a professional operating system that delivers real-time performance ^
and a UNIX-style system environment.

Choose Personal or Professional

OS-9/ST is available in two flexible configurations:

Personal and Professional. ^^ 5et; plus easv.t _use , easy-to-read
• Personal OS-9/ST combines the power £^.

^^ documentation for the neophytes
of OS-9 with an interactive, struc-

J am0ng us.

tured Basic and handy utility ^~S . Professional OS-9/ST turns

your Atari ST into a full C Language

workstation. You'll open new doors with your

ST using the powerful Assembler, Linker and User

Debugger. And if that's not enough, you can add

optional tools like Pascal, FORTRAN, Electronic Mail, Print

Spooler and other popular productivity packages.

SupportANYTIME You Need It!

Included with both versions of OS-9/ST is twenty-four-hours, seven

days-a-week "support" — via your modem and CompuServe. And
while you're there, browse through the OS-9 User Group Libraries

* or leave a message for your friends.

With either version you'll get true multi-user support and the

^> software tools to exploit it. And with your purchase of OS-9 /ST,

you'll receive a free copy of the OS-9 Software Sourcebook— a

valuable reference guide to third-party software. For further

information, call Microware today, or contact your local distributor to

find out how to put the power of OS-9/ST to work for you!

Personal OS-9/ST $150.00

Professional OS-9/ST $600.00—Tntctotvate^-
Microware Systems Corporation

1900 N.W. 114th Street

Des Moines, Iowa 50322

Phone 515-224-1929

Microware Japan, Ltd.

41-19 Honcho 4-Chome, Funabashi City

Chiba 273, Japan

Phone 0473 (28) 4493

Telex 781-299-3122

Mlcromaater Scan
S:1 Peisgatan 7
Box 1309

S751-43 Uppsala
Sweden
Phone: 018-13359!
Telex: 76139

Porphyslrasse 15

-6905 Schriesheim
Wesi Germany
Phone: (0 62 03) 67 4
Teiex: 465035

Elsoft AG
Zelweg 12
Ch W05 3sc!H,T-fJ3|rw

I

Phone: 03-919-4917

Microdots Soft
97 bis, rue de Colombes
92400 Courbevoie

a trademark of Microware and Motorola.

CIRCLE 031 ON READER SERVICE CARD
trademark ot AT&T.
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Three Hard Disk Drives...

Like other Atari components, the

power switch is on the back so you

must either locate it so the back is ac-

cessible or use it in conjunction with a

switchable power strip. Actually, I prefer

the power strip arrangement, since the

hard disk must be fired up for about 15

seconds before the CPU is turned on. A

red LED on the front of the SH204 indi-

cates when disk accesses are being

made; there is no "Power On" indicator

Setting up the SH204 is equally easy

with a 520ST or 1040ST. It is connected

to the computer with an interface cable

that plugs in to the high-speed DMA
channel- Once connected, you simply

turn it on for 15 seconds to let it come

up to speed, put the boot disk into

floppy drive A, load the HDX program,

and follow a fairly simple procedure to

format and partition the disk.

The HDX menu contains four pro-

grams to format, partition, zero (erase),

and mark bad sectors on the hard disk.

Before you can do anything, you must

format the hard disk and partition it.

Partitioning means dividing the disk

into separate logical disks. As the largest

permissible logical disk size is 16 Mbs,

you must partition the SH204 into at

least two logical disks -but no more

than four The partitioning program

provides eight preselected partitioning

schemes (4-6-10, 10-10, 16-4, etc.) or

you can design your own. Chances are

you will find one of the preselected

schemes satisfactory.

In order to access any logical drive

other than the first (C), you must install

the drives from the GEM desktop. The

procedure for doing this is described in

detail in the manual. After you install

the partitions and save the desktop with

the necessary drive icons (and menus,

if you wish) showing, the hard disk will

then boot up as you have specified

whenever you turn on the system. As

the boot software is not protected, you

can copy it onto any floppy disk with

which you wish to boot up. Unlike MS-

DOS systems, you cannot boot up

directly from the hard disk, but you

must have the autoboot program in

floppy drive A.

The boot disk also comes with a

program called "Ship" which parks the

disk drive heads in a safe place for se-

cure shipping and handling. This pro-

gram must be run from a floppy disk.

A COMPREHENSIVE
MANUAL
The manual contains a page of helpful

notes and warnings. Here you learn that

you must have TOS in ROM to run a

A hard disk

drive is a bit like an

electric can opener.

hard disk, that you cannot have more

than 40 directories (folders) and sub-

directories in total on your ST, that you

cannot copy one entire partition to an-

other, and that a hard drive main direc-

tory can hold a maximum of 256 items.

The manual also describes how to

set the DIP switches to address multiple

hard disk drives. Unfortunately, it gives

no clue as to how to hook up multiple

drives other than to say, "additional

hardware and software are required."

Systems software enthusiasts will be

pleased to note that Atari has included a

10-page appendix describing the com-

mand structure, operation codes, status

structure, and several other items in-

comprehensible to normal human

beings.

What didn't 1 like? Well, the 24-inch

cable severely restricts where the disk

can be located. Forget about a shelf or

the floor-it won't reach. Also, I'd like

the power switch on the front along

with a Power On indicator. And why is

the box so large? Both Astra and Supra

have proved it could be one-half the

size. And while partitioning the disk is

relatively easy, I would've preferred it to

be shipped preformatted and parti-

tioned along with a program to alter it if

you want a different partitioning

scheme.

But all in all, the HD204 is a physi-

cally solid unit, admirably fast, well

documented, and, if months of heavy

daily use are an indication, dependably

reliable.

CONCLUSION
I've tried to make some comparisons

here and in the accompanying chart

that I hope will help you decide which

of three excellent hard disk drives cur-

rently available for the ST will best suit

your preferences. The really important

thing to remember, however, is that

when it comes to floppy drives, there is

no comparison. You have heard and

read it before, and believe me, it is

true-once you have used a hard disk

drive, you will never want to rely on

floppies again.

Howard Root is a travel writer who's been

working with microcomputersjor more than

ten years.

Astra System HD + , Astra Systems,

2500 South Fairview, Unit L, Santa

Ana, CA 92704, (714) 549-2141, under

$1000; call for dealer nearestyou.
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SupraDrive, Supra Corporation, 1133

Commercial Way, Albany, CA 97321,

(503) 967-9075, 20 Mb S699, 30 Mb
S995, 60Mb $1995.
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Atari SH204, Atari Corporation, 1196

Borregas Avenue, P.O. Box 3427, Sun-

nyvale, CA 94088, (408) 745-2367,

$699.95
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SOFTWARE DISCOUNTERS
\J I" r\ IVI L. I\ I V» f\ • Free shiDDine on orders

S.D. of A.

For Orders Only- 1-800-225-7638

PA Orders- 1-800-223-7784

Customer Service 412-361-5291

• Free shipping on orders

over $100 in continental USA
• No Surcharge for VISA/MasterCard
• Your card is not charged until we ship

/-wjuulz-xl/lt

Play the world's

great courses. Or
your own.

Mean 18 Golf

List $44.95

Our Discount Pr

MEAN

ce $25

ABACUS BOOKS

ST Gem Prog. Ret I

ST Graphics* Sound ..!

ST Internals .1

ABACUS SOFTWARE

ARTWORX
Biker St. Deb
Bridge 5.0.

AssemJPro .

Data Trieve

Forth/MT . .

T«1 Pro , . .

.

ACADEMY

Tenth Frame ..

ACCOLADE
Hardball

Mean 18 Golf

Peggammon
Strip Poker

BATTERIES [I

CENTRAL PQIN

Cap* J

CDA
America Cooks

epyx
The most detail-

ed, historic WWII
sub simulation

ever!

Sub Battle

Simulator

List $39.95

Our Discount Price $23

Chessmaster 2000 529
Financial Cookbook 114

EPYX

Chimp. W,estlin
(

. ...523

Rogue . . . .523

Sub Battle Simula

Super Cycle $14

Temple ApshaiTr ogy S14

Winter Games . . .523

World Games .. . S23
World Champ. Ka ate .123

500XJ loystick . . 514

FIREBIRD

Golden Path ... . . ..529

Guild of Thieve! . .... 529

Slarglider . . . .529

ThePawn .529
FIRST BYTE

First Shapei . ..533

Kid Talk .... 533
Math Talk 533

Speller Bee .... 533

GFADratl 565

GFA Vector 533
Goldrunner 525

Karate Kid 2 525

Major Motion 525

M Disk Plus 525

Match Point 525
Pinball Factory 525

Space Shutlle2 525
Stuff 525
Superconductor $49

Time Bandit 525

MICROLEAGU E

Baseball 2 539
WWFWreslling Call

F-TS . .

Silent Service 525
MI-GRAPH
EasyD.aw2.0 549

FAST 533
Label MasterElite . ...529

MILES COMPUTING
Harrier Strike Mission .529

ST Wan 525

MINDSCAPE
afn . 531

500XJ Joystick List $19.95

Our Discount Price $14
(for right-handed players only!)

FTL

Sundog
GAMESTAH

Champ. Basketball

CFLChamp. Footh

INFQCQM
Bureaucracy
Hitchhiker's Guide
Leather Goddessei

MASTERTRONiC

Brataccai 533

High Roller 533

Plutoi 519

Q-BalJ 119

MINDSCAPE-
CINEMAWARE
Defender of IheCrown 533
S.D.I 533
MONOGRAM
DollarsASensever.2 -565

OMNITREND

ORIGIN
Autoduel 533

Ogre 526
Ultima 3 529

OS 5

Personal Pascal ver. 2 559
PCA

Graphic Artist 5129

nt Edik
. .531

Geopolitics in the

nuclear age, by

Chris Crawford.

Balance of

Power
List $49.95

Our Discount Price $33

BALANCE » POWER

S.D.I.

List $49.95

Our Discount Price $33

P.O. BOX 111327-DEPT. ST-BLAWNOX, PA 15238

G CUSTOMER SERVICE - 412-361-S:

lion number. Defective merchandiii

i our on line catalog of 1000 sofrwar

tVM be the urn againt HOURS: Mo

5100. AK. HI, FPO,

inUldayifromS.D.

e ctly to the manufacturer. Custom-
ore. Atari, Apple, IBM and Amiga!
, Sat. 10AM-4PM Eastern Time. Be
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RE VIE WS 1

Mark Williams C 2.0...

compiler available; the compile times

were significantly slower than the com-

petition. In fact, I used to run my previ-

ous compiler from within the Mark

Williams shell just so 1 could use the

environment and utilities without

sacrificing speed. I liked the Mark Wil-

liams compiler's error checking, which

can be set to different sensitivities. A

real Unix-style "make" utility was also a

plus.

Version 2.0 goes after this from two

directions. First, it compiles about 25

percent faster than version 1.0. To speed

things up even more, version 2.0 in-

cludes a RAM disk program that sur-

vives resets and most crashes. Using the

RAMdisk for temporary files cuts com-

pile times in half, and puts Mark Wil-

liams version 2.0 in the same ball park

as the fastest compiler currently avail-

able for the Atari ST.

The timings in Figure 1 are for the

Dhampstone benchmark, a set of rou-

tines more fully described in the Fall

1986 START, and for compiling Doodle,

the public domain GEM drawing pro-

gram. All times are in seconds.

One new feature is the -A option on

the compiler; if a fatal error causes your

compile to halt, you automatically re-

turn to your source code in the editor at

the location of the first error A single

command moves you to the next error.

When you leave the editor you can ei-

ther return to the shell or resume com-

piling. This makes the compile/edit/

compile cycle a lot smoother.

The editor is a reasonably robust

RAM-based version of MicroEMACS, an

adequate editor that more or less by de-

fault has become my editor of choice on

the ST. With this version you can sus-

pend an editing session and temporar-

ily return to the shell, examine files or

whatever, then return to your editing

session with a simple command. It's not

mouse-based, and the keyboard com-

mands are fairly standard, using control

keys and escape sequences. As with

previous releases, the source code to the

editor is included with the package.

THE SHELL
For a Unix user, the Mark Williams

shell will be familiar. The new version

adds some delightful features, including

"aliasing," which allows the user to give

more familiar names to the rather cryp-

tic operating system commands by

changing the profile file (The profile file

contains the shell commands that you

Un File MWC2.ARC
HI on your START disk.

CVIEW
By the time you read this, Megamax

should have released the second ver-

sion of their C compiler. They prom-

ise new documentation, a smoother

interface and even faster compile and

link times. Also, the new compiler

and linker will use absolute code

generation. This will remove the 32K

limitation on your data and code

segments. The new linker will use

and produce the DRI format. This

will allow your object modules to be

linked in with Pascal, assembly or

object modules from other languages

who use the same format.

A new version of the Lattice C

package is almost complete. However,

there's a new address for all sales,

upgrades, and technical support:

Metacomco PLC

26 Portland Square

Bristol, BS2 8RZ

UK
The new phone number is Oil 44

(272) 428781. If you try to call the

California phone number, you'll just

be referred to the English address.

And Manx is now beta-testing an

Atari ST version of their Aztec C
compiler At press time there was no

projected release date or price; when

the package is available, it will have

the full assortment of utility and li-

brary routines that are available on

other Aztec development systems.

want executed every time you enter the

shell.)

The shell also incorporates "environ-

mental variables," which let you specify

paths for temporary and Include files

while compiling (complete with multi-

ple pathways and directories to be

searched). There's a command history

capability, but it's quite primitive; your

previous commands can be re-executed

but not edited.

From the shell you can archive,

change the cursor, run a symbolic

debugger, check free RAM and disk

space, run either TOS or GEM pro-

grams, manipulate the mouse, add and

delete files and directories, show and

save screens in any of the major graphic

formats, reset an entire directory's file

modification dates with a single com-

mand, count the words/lines in a file

and a host of other things. In short, the

shell has utilities and features that in

many packages you would expect to pay

extra for. No other compiler package

currently available on the ST offers any-

where near the utility support that Mark

Williams does.

There is a gap in the utilities, though:

the lack of a resource construction set.

Mark Williams has one in development,

but it probably won't be available until

the next release.

THE RAMDISK
Mark Williams made the RAMdisk

"permanent" — if you crash your sys-

tem, you can reboot and retrieve any

source code left there. You can also

make a bootable image of the RAMdisk

so you don't have to reload your RAM-
disk each time by hand. The system can

also boot off the RAMdisk.

That, at least, is how it's supposed to

work, In practice, 1 have never been able

to get the Mark Williams RAMdisk to

work. In fairness to Mark Williams, I

have an unusual hardware/software en-

vironment: a one-meg 520 ST with two

double-sided floppies, a Z-Time internal

clock chip, the Beckemeyer Hard Disk

Cache program and a 20-megabyte

STart, The ST Quarterly



DOUBLE SIDED
DOUBLE DISK DRIVE

FOR YOUR ATARI ST

C-SYSTEMS^^WfG^Dfl/lT
DF 2000" $349"

. DOUBLE DISK DRtVE

• DOUBLE SIDED

• l\H!J'JA. KJWii; i'.i-l'.-

DF 1000" $229 &£
• SINGLE DISK DRIVE

• DOUBLE SIDED

• INTEGNAl POWER SIJPPi'

C0MPUTERIYI8

Capture Color Video Images: only $249.
Now you can easily and inexpensively acquire images

from any standard video source -videotape, camera, disk -

for display on your ST. Capture time is less than six seconds,
and you have complete control ot displayed color levels

(or gray scales in monochrome).

ComputerEyes has everything you need:
Interface hardware, complete easy-to-use software support

on disk, and owner's manual. It fully supports all

ST graphics modes and a variety of image formats and
is compatible with virtually all popular graphics programs.

Think of the possibilities!

ComputerEyes is backed by a one year warranty and the
success of over 10,000 systems sold. Satisfaction

guaranteed or return it within ten days for full refund.

Demo disk available, $3. See your dealer or order direct.

For more information call 617-329-5400 4V^
To order call 800-346-0090

y. mail your order lo: Digital Vis on. he.
6 Eastern Avenue, Dedtiam, MA 02036

VISA M/C. or COD accepted.
S&H: $4 tor ComputerEyes.

Mass. residents

add 5% sales tax £
CIRCLE 006 ON READER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 009 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ST
'©!¥

1. L. . . .-1 L_j--Mr"_ 1

M i-r U-i \-r— A

Jfc-/^

1- P "

i T (H^Ty)

-M % —14--- -*—

—

Mouse Mem, driven for maximum speed i

ADVANCED DRAWING FUNCTIONS
— MIRROR Allows you to draw in up to lou.

— LINE Always draws a straight line.

BOX Draws boxes or rectangles

— CIRCLE Always draws perfect ci

— FLIP H'ps nange horuonti'iVii

— ROTATE Rotates image 90 Degrei

-SHIFT Shifts the image Left, Right, Up. or Dowr
-SHRINK Allows you to shrink the image.

— DISTORT Disturb Hie ./.'. ci ,',(• horizontally or vertico

— FILL 4-Woy or 8-Way Fill routines.

— COPY Copies one frame to another.

— INSERT Copies frames from another Hie.

— CUT Alio.vs :/oi: :.o cop:,- '.mall sections of a fr

-PASTE All of the above editing options are avail

out small sections ol a frame and move
"PASTE" them where you wont them on I

— UNDO Moves current tile into buffer and restor,

FILE STORAGE
— Uses standard "DEGAS" file format

— Up to 60 Frames per file

— Generates MASK data automatically

— Saves color pallette for later use
— Compatible with "THE ANIMATOR" from MICHTRO.

ANIMATION

animated long before they

—Joystick prograr

%
XetQ,

'S9esteg

$39
VAr'ce
9S

o the paste buffer.

Id the paste buffer so (ft

you.

.'i i/ou: program.

100 frames

'""" FUTURE SOFTWARE
SYSTEMS

PROGRAM EXAMPLES AND TUTORIALS
— Animation techniques

— SPRITE PRIORITY handling

-SPRITE COLLISION detection

— Page flipping

— Came map yrmeiotion useig primitives Creole ir

program

ips with only 60 bytes per screen. Include

PASCAL. BASIC, and 68000 MACHINE

if Electronic Arts.
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RE VIEWS
Mark Williams C 2.0...

Supra hard drive partitioned into drives

'C through
l

K' with drive 'M' drive set

aside as a RAMdisk. (The 'C drive

doesn't show up on the desktop -it's set

as a system/boot disk.) This is obvi-

ously not the ideal environment to try

out what appears to be one of the niftier

RAMdisk programs available.

I talked with Mark Williams' cus-

tomer support about the problem, and

they gave me a program fix over the

phone. Since the source code to the

RAMdisk is also included with com-

piler, recompiling the RAMdisk was

easy. Unfortunately my problems with

this RAMdisk program just wouldn't go

away. Mark Williams Company knows

for sure that the Beckemeyer cache pro-

gram is incompatible, and the Supra

Bootstrap program may also be colliding

with the program.

Though other developers reported

favorably on the RAMdisk, 1 simply

wasn't able to get it going. However, us-

ing the same idea, the TMPDIR environ-

mental variable, and a public domain

RAMdisk, 1 was able to perform the

benchmarks for this article.

DOCUMENTATION
AND SUPPORT
The documentation for earlier versions

of the Mark Williams compiler was in-

FIGURE 1 ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Dhampstone

novative, but it had some significant

shortcomings: AES/VDI documentation

was not included and the editing was

very poor. The current manual is much

improved, with GEM documentation

and additional example programs. In

order to fit the additional information,

they made the manual wider (8-1/2 by

7 inches) and reduced the print size

(though most users won't have any trou-

ble reading the text).

Overall, the editing is much better,

with only an occasional typographical

error instead of the content errors 1

found in the original manual. The style

is very readable; it's easy to simply start

reading the manual, one entry after an-

other. Like the original version, the

manual uses a lexicon format, very

similar to an encyclopedia. It's very easy

to locate information on how to use the

compiler, operating system, GEM or

anything else covered in this manual.

However, it's difficult to learn about

functions, features and utilities if you

don't already know they exist. There is

no "function library" section or "Xbios"

section to turn to in order to see what is

available; you are more or less left to

stumble across little gems and treasures

as you peruse the manual. Thus, those

who don't have the time to read the

manual all the way through won't be

able to make optimum use of the excel-

Doodle

ard disk with RAMdisk

Hard disk without RAMdisk

Floppy with RAMdisk

Floppy without RAMdisk

object code in bytes

without symbol table* 12,889 bytes 15,587 bytes

with symbol table 1 5,749 bytes 1 9,965 bytes

*the utility "strip" removes the symbol table used by the debugger.

compile link compile link

0:28 0:22 1:23 0:25

0:40 0:22 2:00 0:25

1:19 1:12 3:00 1:30

2:05 1:12 5:48 1:30

Dhampstone times

strings

7.53

integers

2.22

longs

.28

unsigned

1.88

double

.58

disk I/O

14.88-16.45

lent library support routines available.

The manual is loaded with examples.

They are generally very good and

demonstrate not only the specific appli-

cation, but often some of the more eso-

teric features of C, such as unions. The

examples are short, concise and do a

better job of illustrating the material

presented than many of the books writ-

ten on the subjects.

Some significant gaps do show up.

The symbolic debugger has inadequate

documentation, even with two example

sessions in the manual. I also had trou-

ble with documentation on the linker

when 1 tried to get separate compile and

link times for the benchmarks. I finally

had to call Mark Williams for clarifica-

tion, since all my attempts to use the

linker directly for an independent link

were unsuccessful. (The final answer

was not to call the linker itself but to do

all linking through the "cc" command.

This is a standard Unix technique, but 1

didn't find it mentioned in the manual.)

Mark Williams' support has im-

proved since 1 first called them; they

now have a toll-free number you can

call to get help. The support personnel

are quick, and when the phone lines

are tied up the receptionist will take

your name and number; usually they

get back to you the same day. The toll-

free number and the call-back proce-

dures are a real relief when you're call-

ing from across the country. Without

question, Mark Williams' concern for

support is exceptional.

CONCLUSION
With the exception of the resource con-

struction set, the Mark Williams com-

piler environment is the most complete

development system currently available

in one package on the market for the

Atari ST. In terms of its phone support,

utilities, libraries functions and overall

environment, it is in a class by itself. If

you have a hard disk and prefer the

traditional DOS shell environment with

its variety of tools, Mark Williams 2.0 is

without equal on the ST Even if you're

START. The ST Quarterly



working with a floppy system, Mark

Williams is a development system that

warrants consideration.

(If portability to other systems is im-

portant to you, you may also be in-

terested in the Mark Williams C com-

piler for the IBM PC. The new PC

version contains both the compiler

package and C source level debugger for

only $75.)

Arick Anderson is technical leader with the

Curriculum Enhancement department at

WICAT (World International Computer-

Assisted Training) in Orem, UT.

Mark Williams C Version 2.0, Mark

Williams Company, 1430 West Wright-

wood, Chicago, IL 60614, 1-800-692-

1700 or (312) 472-6659, $179.95
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COMING
THIS
NOVEMBER
The START Atari ST Buyer's Guide! A listing of the

best ST software and hardware, and it's free for

START subscribers! Reviews, comparison charts,

new products listings and articles you won't find

anywhere else! Subscribe today to reserve your

free issue!

800-232-6342
INSIDE UTAH (801) 752-2642
FAX (801) 752-8752

AVATEX
1200 baud modem
Hayes compatible

$85.00
FREE Shipping!

We'll beat any advertised price.

MEGATRONICS, INC., P.O. BOX 3660, LOGAN, UT 84321
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THE START

CALCULATOR
Afullyprogrammable scientific calculator

by Alex Leavens

I

needed a calculator for my com-

puter It was frustrating- here I was

with an incredibly powerful micro-

processor, hundreds of K of RAM, a ma-

chine that could blister its way through

almost any benchmark. And every time

I wanted to perform a calculation in the

middle of another program I had to turn

on my old Texas Instruments TI-35 cal-

culator.

1 didn't want a little four-function ad-

ding machine, either. 1 wanted one with

fancy features like the ones I saw in

stores, calculators costing hundreds of

dollars. I wanted extended math func-

tions, multiple levels of parentheses,

and, to top it all off, programmabHity-

but no matter where I looked, I couldn't

find an ST calculator desk accessory

that did what 1 wanted

So 1 stopped looking and started pro-

gramming. The result is START Calc,

START'S desktop scientific calculator. It

may well be the only calculator you'll

ever need. Just look at the features you

get:

• full floating point math, including 10

tou say you wantyour

computer to work like a

calculator? You want to

use extended math func-

tions, complex expres-

sions, andprogrammabil-

ity? That's what Alex

Leavens wanted, so he

created afeature-packed

desk accessory program

called START Calc. You'll

find this programmable

desktop calculator on your

START disk!

HFile CALC.ARC
on your START disk.

levels of nested parentheses

log, trig and power functions

100 data memories

1000 steps of program memory

full program control, including

nested subroutines, label addressing,

and much, much more.

GETTING STARTED

To use the calculator, first copy

STRTCALC.ARC to a fresh disk, along

with ARCX.TTP Run ARCX, and type in

the filename STRTCALC.ARC. ARCX

will un-archive the files, and in a few

minutes you'll be ready to go.

START Calc is a desk accessory, so

you'll next need to reboot your ST.

Then, when the desktop reappears,

point at "Desk" to drop down the

menu, and click on "START Calc." and

the START Desktop Scientific Calculator

will appear (see Figure 1).

You can, of course, copy the calcula-

tor to any other disk you boot from, in-

cluding your hard disk. Just copy

STRTCALC.ACC (the desk accessory

program) and STRTCALC.RSC (the re-

S'Taut, The ST Quarterly



source file) to the disk; when you boot

from that disk, you'll have the calculator

immediately available.

USING THE CALCULATOR

Before we get into how to progmm the

calculator, let's just get acquainted with

how to use it. At its simplest level, it's a

standard mathematical calculator-you

type in an equation just as it appears,

and the calculator solves it. Thus, for

example, you can type in the equation

2 -f- 3 * (5 4- 9 / 6 * (3 4- 8)) ENTER

on the numeric keypad on the right side

of your ST keyboard, at which point the

calculator will evaluate the entire ex-

pression, and give the answer, 66.5. Or,

instead of typing, you can click on the

equivalent keys on the screen's keypad:

2 + 3 X (5 + 9 + 6 X (3 + 8)) =

and you'll get the same answer. Note

that, either way, the calculator does not

evaluate intermediate steps of the prob-

lem, with the exception of parts of the

expression that are entirely enclosed in

parentheses.

(Speaking of parentheses, you should

also note that you can have up to 9

parentheses open before you must close

one. That is, you could enter:

2 X (((((((((3 + 5))))))))) =

and still be safe. If you do exceed the

parentheses level, there is no waming-

but the results are guaranteed to be

wrong.)

The calculator understands al-

gebraic precedence -that is, it will

evaluate multiplication and divi-

sion before addition and subtraction. It

will also evaluate any expression com-

pletely enclosed by parentheses first,

before evaluating other parts of an ex-

pression. Thus the expression

(2 + 3)X(4 + 5)

will be correctly evaluated as 45, and

not 19, as would be the case if the

parentheses were ignored. For a com-

plete breakdown of the ordering of ex-

pression precedence, see Tabic 2.

The highest priority functions in the

table are the immediate mode functions.

which are processed immediately and

affect only the contents of the display

register. For example, 1/x always

changes the displayed number to its

reciprocal, but affects nothing else.

THE KEYS

OFF Turn the calculator off and exit.

Clicking on the close box in the upper

left corner of the window does the same

thing.

CLR Clear the calculator of any equa-

tions or results, and reset the display to

0.

CE Clear the current entry in the dis-

Every time

I wanted to perform

a calculation in the

middle of a program I

had to turn on my old

Texas Instruments TI-35

calculator.

play. If you enter a number incorrectly

(for example, you type a 3 but you

wanted a 2), press this button to clear

only the currently displayed number

This key does not affect calculations in

progress, nor will it clear the result of a

previous calculation. For example,

keying

2 X 3 CE 4 =

results in the answer 8.

2nd Activate the secondary function of

a key. These secondary functions are

displayed immediately above the main

function of a key. For example, the

secondary function or the key 5IN is

Sink.

INV Activate the inverse of a function.

For example, lux takes the natural loga-

rithm of a number, so INV lnx takes the

inverse natural log of a number (that is,

e x
). INV does not work with all keys-

see the list below for those it does work

with.

Note: Some functions require both

the 2nd and INV keys. In those cases,

you may press either key first- 2nd INV

and INV 2nd are equivalent.

MATH FUNCTIONS

+ ,
—

, X, 4- Add, subtract, multiply or

divide two numbers.

• Insert a decimal point.

SIN Take the sine of the number in the

display. INV SIN takes the arcsine, 2nd

SIN takes the hyperbolic sine and INV

2nd SIN takes the hyperbolic arcsine.

COS Take the cosine of the number in

the display. INV COS takes the arcco-

sine, 2nd COS takes the hyperbolic co-

sine, and INV 2nd COS takes the

hyperbolic arccosine.

TAN Take the tangent of the number in

the display. INV TAN takes the arctan-

gent, 2nd TAN takes the hyperbolic tan-

gent, and INV 2nd TAN takes the

hyperbolic arctangent.

lnx Take the natural logarithm (base e)

of the number in the display. INV lnx

finds e to the value in the display.

log Take the common logarithm (base

10) of the number in the display INV

log finds 10 to the value in the display.

x
2
Take the square of the number in the

display, that is, x times x.

V^ Take the square root of the number

in the display.

1/x Take the reciprocal of the number

in the display.

y
x Take the number in the display and

raise it to the power of the next number

entered. For example, to raise 2 to the

third power, you would type 2 y* 3 =.

INV y* takes the displayed value to the

root of the next number entered; to find

the cube root of 8, type 8 INV y
x 3 =.

|x| (2nd -f ) Take the absolute value of

the number in the display.

DEG (2nd X) Switch the calculator to

Degrees mode, and convert the number

STart. The ST Quarterly
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FIGURE 1

in the display from radians to degrees.

DEG affects only the trig functions (SIN,

COS, TAN and variants). The calculator

starts out in Degrees mode.

RAD (2nd - ) Switch the calculator to

Radians mode, and convert the number

in the display from degrees to radians.

RAD affects only the trig functions.

rc (2nd 3) Enter the value of n to 10

significant places.

CONTROL FUNCTIONS

+ /— Change the sign of the number in

the display. If a number is positive,

pressing this key makes it negative. If

the number is negative, pressing this

key makes it positive. When entering an

exponent, this key is used to make the

exponent positive or negative as well.

EE Enter the exponent of a very large or

veiy small number

X<->T Exchange the contents of the

display with the test register. The test

register is used mostly when program-

ming the calculator, although it can act

as a simple "temporary memory" area.

STO Store the displayed number to one

of the calculator's data memories. After

pressing this key, you must enter two

digits to specify which memory the

number is to be stored into. The mem-

ory addresses range from 00 to 99. This

function does not affect the displayed

number, other than to store it. CMS
(2nd STO) will clear all data memories.

RCL Recall a number from one of the

FIGURE 3

data memories into the display Like

STO, this key must be followed by two

digits to Specify the memory number.

The current contents of the display are

lost. EXC (2nd RCL) will exchange the

current display register with the

specified data memory; that is, the cur-

rently displayed number is saved in the

I couldn't

find an ST calculator

desk accessory that did

what I wanted, so I

stopped looking and

started programming

START Calc.

specified data memory, and the number

originally in the memory is displayed.

SUM Add the contents of the display to

one of the data memories. This key

must be followed by a two digit address

(00 to 99), specifying which memory to

use. INV SUM subtracts the contents of

the display from the specified data

memory. PRD (2nd SUM) multiplies

the contents of the specified memory

by the number in the display; INV PRD
(INV 2nd SUM) divides the contents of

the specified memory by the number in

the display.

IT'S PROGRAMMABLE, TOO

In addition to being a powerful

scientific calculator, START Calc is

programmable as well. It can load and

save programs, perform tests on num-

bers and branch to different locations

as a result of those tests. Each function

is explained in detail below. (Note, how-

ever, that it is beyond the scope of this

article to teach you programming per sc.

If you've never programmed anything

before, I wouldn't recommend this as

the place to start.)

LRN Enter or exit programming mode.

If you are in calculator mode, LRN will

put you in programming mode; in pro-

gramming mode, it will put you back in

calculator mode

LOAD (2nd .) Load a previously saved

program from disk. This will erase any

current program and labels that you

have stored in memory.

SAVE (2nd + / — ) Save program to

disk. This saves the entire contents of

the program area (1000 steps and all

labels and locations) to a file you

specify. This function leaves the con-

tents of the memories unchanged once

it has finished.

R/S Run or stop a program. If program

START, The ST Quarterly



is running, R/S scops it. If no program is

running, R/S starts it.

RST Return to the start of the program.

RST is used in calculator mode only.

CP (2nd X<->T) Clear out the entire

contents of program memory.

When you first click on LRN after

starting the calculator, you'll see the dis-

play in Figure 3.

Each program address has three

fields: a label, address and an opera-

tion. In Figure 3 you can see the address

(000) and the operation (NO_OP). No

label is currently set to program address

000, so there's nothing in the label held.

There are 1000 program addresses, so

you can create a calculator program up

to 1000 steps long. When you first be-

gin programming the calculator, all ad-

dresses are set to NO_OP which

means "no operation," or "do nothing."

You can move forward and backward

through your program by using the ar-

row keys on your ST's keyboard.

Almost any operation or series of

operations that the calculator can per-

form when in calculation mode it can

also perform in program mode. Thus, if

we have the equation

22 + 34 =

we could enter it into the calculator in

calculation mode:

22 + 3 y* 4 =

and get the answer, 103. However, we

could enter the following instead:

2nd X<->T LRN 2 2 + 3 y* 4 = R/S

LRN

This sequence will clear the pro-

gram memory, then enter the pro-

gram and return to calculator

mode. Now, if you click on RST and

then R/S to run the program, the calcu-

lator screen will go blank briefly, then

display the result, 103.

This is not particularly exciting- after

all, we had to enter a lot of extra key-

strokes and do some fancy gyrations to

get an answer we could find more easily

just by using the calculator normally.

However, when combined with the

other programming capabilities of the

calculator, we can get much more in-

teresting results.

LABELS

A label is a way for a program to tell the

calculator to remember a particular pro-

gram step. To use a label, you must first

set it, using the LABL function (2nd

TABLE 2

Precedence Function

(Highest)

1

1

2

2

3

3

4 (lowest)

4

Sin, inverse

sin, sinh,

inverse sinh

Cos, inverse

cos, cosh,

inverse cosh

Tan, inverse

tan, tanh,

inverse tanh

Lnx,
e
"

x

Log, 10 "x

x"2

root(x)

1/x

+/-

|x|

(

}

y root x

x (multipli-

cation)

/ (division)

SBR). For example, to set label A at pro-

gram step 000, you'd type

2nd SBR A

and the display would change to read:

LB: A000NO_OP

You can add a label to any program

step whenever you're in program mode.

Then, when you're in calculator mode,

you can start the program beginning

with the step at label A by clicking on

the A button on your screen. The but-

tons A through E and 2nd A through

2nd E can all be used as labels that you

can execute from the calculator mode.

For example, suppose you want to

multiply several numbers by 2/3. You

can write a short program to do this us-

ing the A key:

2nd x<->tClear program memory

LRN Enter leam mode

2nd SBR A Set label

l X Multiply by. . .

2 Two

+ Divide by. . .

3 Three

= Compute the answer. . .

R/S Stop

LRN Return to calculator mode

Now, whenever you press the A key,

whatever number is in the display will

be multiplied by 2/3.

There are also a number of spare

labels available that can't be called from

calculator mode; they're listed under

LABL in the programming functions.

PROGRAMMING FUNCTIONS

INS (2nd 4-) Insert space lor another

program step. When you insert, all in-

structions below the current program

step move down, and if there is an in-

struction in program step 999, it is lost.

DEL (2nd = ) Delete the current pro-

gram step. When you delete, all instruc-

tions below the deleted program step

move up, and the instruction in pro-

gram step 999 becomes a NO_OP
LABL (2nd SBR) Set a label to the cur-

rent program step. Follow this com-

mand by clicking on a valid label key to

set that label to the current program

step. If the labef was previously set, its

old setting is lost. If more than one label

is set to the same program step, only the

highest priority label will be displayed.

You can perform the program at an

executable label directly from calculator

mode. The executable labels are A

through E and 2nd A through 2nd E.

Spare labels, which will function only

from within program mode, include

SIN, COS, TAN, lnx. log, X 2

, \fx. 1/x.

y\ SUM, RCL. STO, X<->T, =, +, -.
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START CALCULATOR...

X, +, +/-...0, 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,

EE, (, and ).

GTO Go to a label or the address of a

program step. In a program, GTO is fol-

lowed by a label or address, and jumps

to the program step at that label or ad-

dress. If GTO is followed by a label

name and the label has not been set,

the GTO instruction is ignored.

Because the numbers through 9

can be labels, you must be careful in us-

ing them with GTO. For example, if la-

bel 1 has been set, the instruction GTO

123 will not jump to program step 123,

but instead to the program step pointed

to by label 1.

In calculator mode, GTO simply

changes the current program step, with-

out performing the program.

SBR Execute a subroutine beginning at

a label or the address of a program step.

SBR must be followed by a label or ad-

dress. If SBR is followed by a label name

and the label has not been set, it is ig-

nored. You may nest up to 30 subrou-

tine calls. A subroutine must end with a

RETRN instruction.

RETRN (2nd 6) Return from a subrou-

tine. If the instruction is not part of a

subroutine that has been called with the

SBR instruction, the RETRN instruction

is ignored.

X <-> T Exchange the current con-

tents of the display with the test register.

X = T, X NOT = T,X<=T,X>=T
Test the current contents of the display

against the contents of the test register If

the condition being tested for is met,

then jump to the label or program step

specified', otherwise execute the next

instruction. Like a GTO instruction,

each test instruction must be followed

by a label or address of a program step;

if the label has not been set, the test is

ignored.

The X >= T and X <= T functions

can also be used with INV. 1NV X >= T

provides the test X < T, and INV X <=
T provides the test X > T.

STFLG (2nd RST) Set a flag to the on

position. There are ten available flags,

numbered through 9. The STFLG in-

struction must be followed by a number

from through 9, specifying which flag

to set. INV STFLG sets the specified

flag to the off position; it appears as

CRFLG is the program display.

IFFLG (2nd 1) Test a flag to see if it is

on; if so, jump to the label specified; ex-

ecute the next instruction. IFFLG must

be followed by a number from

through 9, specifying which flag to set,

and a valid label. INV IFFLG tests

whether a flag is off; it appears as IF-

NOT in the program display.

DSZ (2nd 0) Decrement a memory reg-

ister; if the result is zero, then branch to

I wanted

a calculator with

fancy features, like

extended math functions,

multiple levels of

parentheses and

programmability.

the label specified; otherwise execute

the next instruction. DSZ must be fol-

lowed by a number from through 9

(only these ten memory registers will

work with this instruction) and a valid

label. INV DSZ decrements a register,

but jumps only if the result is not zero;

it appears as DSNZ in the program

display.

PAUSE (2nd GTO) Update the display

in the course of program execution.

PAUSE makes it possible to see the pro-

gress of calculations in a program, but it

does not change any values in the cal-

culator.

NOP (2nd 9) Do nothing, and proceed

to the next program step. This instruc-

tion appears in the program display as

NO_OP; it performs no operation, and

changes no values in the calculator

PRACTICE, PRACTICE, PRACTICE. . .

And that's it! You now know about ev-

ery function in this calculator. I've

touched only briefly on many of the

functions, but as 1 said before, it's far be-

yond the scope of this article to give

detailed examples of all the features.

The best way to understand each fea-

ture is to experiment with the calculator

There wasn't room for the source

code for the calculator desk accessory

on this month's START disk. However,

you'll find it in Antic Online, the Atari

online magazine on CompuServe, just

log on to CompuServe and type GO
ANTIC, then check the "What's New"

menu to find the STRTCALC source

code

I've tried, with my routine names, to

keep things in the source code as clear

as possible, but several of the routines

are worth special note:

do_everything( ) processes 90 per-

cent of the keystrokes; when you press

one of the keys on the calculator, you al-

most always end up here. run_calc() is

responsible for executing calculator pro-

grams. evaluate_it( ) sifts through the

stack to evaluate the equation it finds

there; it calls itself recursively as

needed. (It also caused me to lose many

nights of sleep -unless you're really in-

terested in how to build a complex al-

gebraic calculator, you can skip this rou-

tine and never worry about it.)

I had a lot of fun writing the calcula-

tor, and I find new uses for it every day.

I hope you do, too. And if you come up

with particularly useful calculator pro-

grams, send them to START-you might

see them appear in a future issue!

Alex Leavens, author of The START Desktop

Icon Editor (Spring 1987) is a games

designer with Activision Software.
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We've domesticated one of (he most played,

most playable computer games anywhere.

HOME CASINO POKER,
converts your Atari ST color system

to a Draw Poker machine just like those

in Las Vegas, Atlantic City and Reno.

a*l; ***

• 1 to 4 players • wild curd options • user-
programmable payoffs • cut for double •

superior graphics • music • sound effects •

scrolling, push-button menus • I'LIJS

head-to-head Stud Poker for 1 to 4 players •

W)
Dealers contact:

Dubl Dubl Funware
P.O. Box 06401
Portland, Oregon 97206
(503) 771-7B33

rw TV: music
mJr. 1 S SOFTWA

HAVE YOU SEEN THE Dr. LATELY
The Dr. . . . developing amazing new software for the ST!

THAC<
It feature

r.ingth letost ctALL
ng patterns to b)

built up layer-by-layer In REAL TIME with NO STOPPING! Tracks can be MUTED.
UNMUTED, or SOLOED; tempo changed; recording of CONTROLLERS or AFTER-
TOUCH toggled on or oil: PUNCH points SET and PUNCH-IN and PUNCH-OUTS
recorded; and output ECHOED to any MIDI channel.

SONG MODE provides 126 sequences which maybe recorded on, edited, independ-

ently looped, and chained together in ANY manner desired.

OTHER FEATURES include FULL editing of ANY MIDI event Or parameter; trans-

position of velocity, duration, and pitch; auto-correct; inversion, retrograde; ex-

tremely flexible CUT and PASTE; and many more edit options. SMPTE is supported

through MIDI Song Pointer A velocity-scaling feature allows easy creation ot

crescendos and decrescendos. Tracks can be split by synth key-position STEP-
TIME entry functions allow you to painlessly enter parls that you might be unable to

play yourself.

220 Boylston Street, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167

(617) 244-6954

CIRCLE Oil ON READER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 010 ON READER SERVICE CARD

"Don't even think about another C compiler"
- Mike Fleischman, ANTIC: The Atari Resource, Sept. 1986

Megamax Professional C Development System For The Atari ST
Rated #1 C compiler by ANTIC, Computed Atari ST, and Start: The ST Quarterly

• Full Kernighan and Ritchie implementation

• Single pass compilation

Full access to GEM routines

Graphical shell

• Intelligent Linker produces efficient native code

• Extensive documentation

• Disassembler

• C programmer's editor

• Code improver

Developer support included

• Resource construction program

Create desk accessories

• In-line assembly and structure passing

• Object file librarian

• Six times faster than Atari Development

Package

• Develop on single drive 520 ST

• The compiler chosen for development by:

Batteries Included

FTL Games

Supra Corp.

$199.95
Mastercard, VISA, American
Express & C.O.D. accepted

Megamax, Inc. • Box 851521
Richardson, TX 75085

(214)987-4931

Megamax
Development Systems

CIRCLE 025 ON READER SERVICE CARD



CLIPBOARD

ST Hints For Hackers,

Novices and In-between
Compiled by Patrick Bass START Technical Editor

Monitor Mania

The ST's color monitor is one of the clearest and sharpest in

the industry. It does a dandy job displaying ST graphics,

but- in case you've been wondering-it won't plug into the

Atari PC However, it will work fine with any of the new Mega

series ST computers.

Slitter Update

By the time you read this, Atari should have released the

Mega STs, and ST graphics will be faster than ever with the

new blitter chip. Late word is that there are actually two

blitters-a square one (like the MMU in 520 and 1040 STs)

and a rectangular "aircraft carrier" blitter for upgrading exist-

ing ST computers. With any program that uses TOS for dis-

playing graphics, the blitter speeds things up by as much as

ten times.

Inside The New 520 ST

If you just bought your 520 ST, you know it looks a lot like a

1040-complete with built-in disk drive. The big differences:

The disk drive is single-sided (the 1040 has a double-sided

drive) and, of course, there's only half as much memory in the

520. The motherboard is identical to the 1040 motherboard,

though, and the traces for installing more RAM are already

there-so upgrading your 520 to one megabyte of memory

may be easier on the new machines.

The Ultimate Thinking Machine

Your ST is one of the most compatible computers available.

Not only will it run all software written for it, it can also run

nearly anything written for the IBM PC using a program called

PC-Ditto -it emulates a PC with monochrome, color, serial

and parallel ports. PC-Ditto has been tested with every flavor

of IBM DOS (including GEM), SideKick, Microsoft Word,

MultiPlan, WordPerfect, dBase II and III, and Flight

Simulator- slower than a real PC, but still usable. It's $89.95

from Avant-Garde Systems, 381 Pablo Drive, Jacksonville, FL

32225- phone (904) 221-2904 or circle 222 on the START

Reader Service Card. Meanwhile, the new version of Magic

Sac, the ST Macintosh emulator, runs more Mac software than

ever-95 percent, it's claimed-and the Magic Drive will soon

let you plug an external Mac-compatible drive into the ST.

Magic Sac, version 4.2, is $149.95 from Data Pacific, 609 E.

SpeerBlvd., Denver, CO 80203-phone (303) 733-8158 or

circle 225 on the Reader Service Card. Finally, there's a free

CP/M emulator available on CompuServe that runs thousands

of programs from the CP/M 2.2 world. Maybe -just maybe -

the ST can run more software than any other computer

AtariFests Forever

This year was a big time for AtariFests around the country-

almost two a month-but Atari's decided to hold fewer (but

bigger) expositions. If you're looking for new ST hardware and

software, the new AtariFests are a good place to go; the first

one (in June in San Jose) featured everything from Atari's new

laser printer, Mega STs and PC clone to MIDI-Maze, a multi-

player game that connects up to 16 STs through their MIDI

ports. Upcoming AtariFests include fests in Los Angeles on

September 19 and 20 (sponsored by ACENET; phone (818)

760-1831); Boston on October 10 and 11 (sponsored by the

Boston Computer Society; phone (617) 296-8286); and

Washington D.C on October 24 and 25 (sponsored by

NOVATARI; phone (703) 938-4829)

E-Z Directory Updates

There you are, searching through your disks, looking for

KREINHLDDR or SWDHUD.JAB. After a while you start

thinking that there must be a better way than closing the win-

dow, swapping disks, and then re-opening the window. There

is! With the file director}' showing in a window, just change

disks and tap the Escape key. The window will refresh to

show the contents of the new disk. Easy!

Snoopy's Dilemma
It's a dark and stormy night, and your older 520 ST starts act-

ing crazy! Disks you know are good start showing up as

'damaged." and all programs now show the dreaded TOS

#35 error. Your ST may be suffering from the "loose chips"

syndrome. Get thee directly to thy local ST Service Station

and have them "clip" the chips. This means they'll simply
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CLIPBOARD

place a special metal clip across each IC chip to securely hold

the chip inside its socket. You don't need to do this to a 1040

ST, or one of the newer 520 ST's which come inside the 1040

casing. Newer ST's are already "clipped" and don't exhibit

loose chips.

Mickey Deceased?

This isn't your day There's a big report due tomorrow and

your mouse just bit the dust. Can you still get your report

out? Sure! just hold down the Alternate key and your cursor

keys will now move the mouse pointer around the screen in

character-wide jumps. Hold down (Shift) too, and the mouse

pointer moves a pixel at a time. Also, with [Altematel down,

tapping the Insert key is the same as tapping the left mouse

button.

Breakfast Serial

A short 'un- if you want to switch the printer output to the

serial port instead of the parallel port, just click on the "serial"

selection on the "Install Printer" Desk Accessory.

JVIoiise Extension Formula;
Shack Saves Mouse
It's amazing. Atari spent a great amount of time designing the

ST series computer to be convenient and easy to use, and

then on the 1040ST they put the mouse/joystick connector

underneath the computer! What to do? Either lift the entire

unit up every time you need to plug/unplug a joystick (major

hassle), or hop on down to your local Radio Shack store and

buy their Joystick Extension Cord (part #276-1978, $3.99).

Plug one end into the joystick port, and lead the other end

wherever you desire Now when you need to plug a joystick

in, you can simply use the extension, without having to lift

the entire computer

Physician, Trace Thyself

Holy smokes! You just typed in War And Peace in C, saved the

hie, then accidentally deleted it. Short of typing it in again, can

you recover the file? Sure. When you "delete" a file, the entire

file isn't erased-the computer just changes the first letter of

the deleted filename to a special character, and "forgets"

where the file was saved on the disk, thereby freeing up the

room the old file took up. If you write another file to the disk,

it may be written to some of the space the original file took

up. If this happens, the file really is unrecoverable. But if not,

you can use one of the disk repair programs available, such as

Disk Doctor (The Catalog, $29.95), which allow you to cor-

rect information directly on the disk. Find the filename, re-

place the first letter of the filename with the correct character,

and then run the "trace" function so the ST can recover all the

different parts of your file.

WANT MORE
ST COVERAGE?

Then check out The ST Resource in Antic

Magazine. Every issue brings you soft-

ware reviews, type-in programs and
new product announcements. See the

subscription card in this issue of START!
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The GEM programmer's

package of the year!
Pro Pascal or Pro Fortran-77 compiler

GEM-based 4-window editor

Programmer's workbench

Linker

Librarian

Run-time library

Complete set of 190 GEM bindings for

Pro Pascal or Pro Fortran-77

Symbolic debugger

Cross referencer

Syntax checker

250 pages of language documentation

250 pages of GEM VDI documentation

250 pages of GEM AES documentation

Need we say more?

The price: $149

Prospero GEM Pascal and Prospero GEM
Fortran-77 each cost just $149 + $10 shipping

and will be available from September 1987. Call

01 1-441-741 8531 for a free info pack or to order

(Visa, MC, Amex). Upgrade available for exist-

ing users. Our mailing address is Prospero Soft-

ware Ltd, 190 Castelnau, London SW13 9DH,

England. Fax 011-441-748 9344. Telex

88 14396. GEM is a trademark of Digital Research.

Prospero Software
^LANGUAGES FOR MICROCOMPUTER PROFESSIONAI.S

1 TELEX 88H 396

CIRCLE 037 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ATHENA II

A professional, full

color, Two-Dimensional

Computer Aided Design
program, incorporating

an ease of use seldom
seen in CAD programs.

B-Spllnes;

256 Layers. (IS Colors)

ClrclM; (Radius, Diameter. & Three Point}

Arcs. Ellipse. Elliptical Arcs, S Fillets.

Lines; Horizontal. Vertical; Parallel,

Perpendicular. Tangental. Lineal an Angle.

Line belween Lines, Rectangles. Line

Tangent lo Two Circles, Etc.

Transformation; Move. Copy. Rt

Scale. Mirror, Trim [Adjusis any li

Atari 520ST. 1040ST. SF-354. and SF-3H
are registered trademarks of Atari Inc.

GDOS is a registered trademark ol Itisd

Software, Inc.

CIRCLE 019 ON READER SERVICE CARD

495 West 920 North

Orem, Utah 84057
Tel: 801-226-3270



Specializing in

Quality products
(or use with

Publishing Partner™

FONTS
Printer fonts S screen fonts for high & medium rez.

Disk#1
Disk #2
Disk #3
Disk #4
Disk #5
Disk #6

Avant Garde, Courier, Calligraphy

Times, Helvetica Narrow, 16 Bit

Chancery, Bookman, Chicago
Palatino, Schoolbook, Computer
Dingbats, Symbols, 8 Bit

Complete set of 11 LaserWriter fonts

$29.95 per disk

CLIP ART
Over 100 QUALITYpictures on each disk.

Disk #1 : Computer, Office, Newsletter, School, Seasons
Disk #2 : Business, Sports, Holiday, Relig., Computer
Disk #3 : Travel, Medicine, America, Music, Personal
Disk #4 : Food, Borders, Western, Animals, School
Disk #5 : Tods, Pirates, Party, Hands, Transportation

$19.95 per disk

Coming soon: Color clip art for DEGAffu and
Animator™. Write (or information I

The Font Factory P.O. Box 17422, Phoenix, AZ 85011

Dealer inquiries welcome.

Please include $2.50 per order for postage & handling.

CIRCLE OU ON READER SERVICE CARD

ST Software that
really \s

TOP DOG! 1 -
NEWS STATION ST

have you creating fancy ne
graphics will flow togethe
clipboard, multiple fonts
front one power packed desk

wsletters in a snap!
r like never before.
text importer and

top publishing progr

S34.95
are will
Text and
Features

nore, all

DISK MASTER
The first COMPLETE di

ATARI ST is here! Crea
existing disk formats.
out. ..Disk Master lets you

9k analysis pr
e, edit, mod
-her disk ufcil

ograir
fy o

$29.95
for the

r repair

ENTERTAINMENT
$29.95WORLD CLASS HOCKEY

With World Class Hockey there's no need to wait for
Hockey season. WCH brings the stadium to your home! RHL
league play, MIDI sound, arcade action, one/two
players, slap shots, checking, pa33ing, saves and more.
Ice hockey doesn't get much better than this!

ADVENTURE CON-STRUK-TOR $39.95
Build your own adventures on your ST computer. From
ighta and Dragons to Cowboys and Indians Adventure

he created i

Contact your local dealer or order direct. Send either check,
money order, or call tor COD. Free shipping on pre-paid orders!

REEVE Software
.»: 29W150 Old Farm Lane _*
VJ^-* Warrenville, IL 60555 fc^-.
i-"--" (312) 393-2317 !..«-..-.(312) 393-2317

CIRCLE 039 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A TART GTn* Educational SoftwareAlAltl »1 |At»2«»|

"DISCOVER YOUR ST's
EDUCATIONAL POWER"

WITH

ST ALPHA=BYTES™
A Gem' based program that uses delightful graphics to introduce

children to letters and words. Designed to be FUN and game-like,

"ST ALPHA-BYTES" will be a valuable addition to v°ur software
collection.

Features: • Supports color and

• Soquontial/random alphabet black/white systems

reuievv/quiiing • "Buddy"™ the Worm Alphabet

• Variable difficulty Coloring Poster and colorful.

• Shows upper and • Over 80 diffarent graphics

• Audibly/visually active • Unprotected

ORDER NOW - ONLY $29-95
id S3. 00 for postage & handling. Calif, residents add 6.5% sales la* (#1,31

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO

MISSIDU SOFTS™
P.O. Box 3916

Seal Beach, CA 90740 Phone [213] 439-6281

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

CIRCLE 032 OK READER SERVICE CARD

Complete MIDI

Recording Studio!

Compose, arrange and perform

your own music on the Atari ST.

Includes:

Casio CZ 1 01 8-voice synthesizer

keyboard with power adapter.

Passport's MIDISOFT Studio" 32-

track recording software. Plus two

free MIDI cables and free shipping!

Complete Package a S625 value,

NOW $3991

Software Only... S99

Call 1-800-FOR-MIDI
1800-367-64341 10-6 M-F

"uSiC

17021826-6434

900 W. First

P.O. Box 1090

Reno, NV 89504

Mastercard VISA Accepted

FWSSPORT
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ARCADE
Brickyard. .

.

The top eight lines comprise the title, copyright, and ver-

sion information for the program. The next four program

lines comprise the entire main program. All we need to do is

initialize, then handle the menu (which will call the gimeplay

if desired), terminate when the game is finished, then end the

game That's not too hard, right? The rest of the program is all

in the subroutines.

IMTIAL-EYES

To get the program up and running, it needs to be told a lew

things. First we set default values for soft switches, tell the

computer where the boundaries of the video screen are, and

then determine the default sizes for the paddle, the blocks,

and the ball. The first For-Next loop gets the default color pal-

ette from the ST and saves it in an array, so we can fool

around with the colors all we want inside the game and then

restore the default colors when we eventually leave the pro-

gram. This function calls the Atari XBIOS function Setcolor.

PLAY BRICKYARD

Here we just build the playfield, meaning we clear the screen

and draw the blocks and boundary, then call Bounce It,

which is the subroutine that actually plays Brickyard.

TERMINATE

In here we do two things. First, we restore the screen pointer

to point at the original screen we had when the game started

up, and then we restore the original color palette. Remember

when we saved it? Here's where we put it back down.

BUILD PLAYFIELD

This subroutine draws the game playfield on the ST screen.

First it hides the mouse, clears the screen, and sets the back-

ground color to black. Then it creates a single brick onscreen,

grabs it and saves it in BLOCKS, and repeats the create/grab/

save process with the ball and paddle. Now it's time to draw

the border around the edges of the playfield, made up of a

single yellow and a single green line Finally, it draws the field

of blocks: For each column and row coordinate, it places a

single block down in the color specified by the current row

we happen to be on.

When that is finished, it grabs a copy of the complete field

of bricks and places it into Zz$, which will be used to quickly

restore the field when the last brick has been knocked out.

Finally it places the paddle at the bottom of the screen, and

refreshes the pointers for the paddle position.

BOUNCE IT

This is the largest subroutine in the program; in here we actu-

ally play the game. At the top, it resets game-length variables

to their standard starting value. The subroutines Text_report

and Init_ball initialize the text along the top of the screen

and the default starting values for the ball. Next the routine

hides the mouse and falls into a Repeat loop, which will con-

tinue playing the game until the exit condition has been

satisfied. In our case, the game will stop only if all the balls

have drained out the bottom, or if you hold both mouse but-

tons down during game play.

The first thing to do is refresh the position of the ball to

the ball's last known. Now it calculates where the ball will be

placed next. There's a check to see if the ball will hit the left

or right wall. If so, it will reverse the ball's direction, make a

sound (if allowed), and then recalculate the extra-new posi-

I had written

Breakout-type games before,

and I was sure GFA BASIC

was powerful enough to give

a reasonably good

showing.

tion of the ball. Next it performs the same tests to determine

if the ball has struck the top wall. When the two tests are

complete, it grabs the current horizontal position of the

mouse and captures the state of the mouse buttons.

Next, it determines if the ball is about to drain off the bot-

tom of the screen. If you have the Never Miss switch on, it

will simply bounce the ball back up and make a sound if it's

allowed. However, if it is possible to miss the ball, it will

check to see if the ball is anywhere within the boundary of

the paddle. If it is not, the ball just drained, so it counts it,

makes an obnoxious noise, and re-initializes the ball

parameters.

But if the ball is at the bottom of the screen, and is some-

where between the left and right edge oi the paddle, the ball

must be about to hit the paddle, eh? So we reverse the vertical

direction of the ball, and then test to see if English is allowed

on the ball. If it is, then we generate a new ball direction

based on where the ball struck the paddle; if not, we let the

ball bounce back up. The next test determines whether you

have the Automatic switch turned on. If it is, the paddle posi-

tion is computed to follow the ball back and forth across the

screen. It's a much better player than you are, 1 assure you.

So much for all those tests- now let's start doing some-

START, The ST Quarterly 96



ARCADE

thing onscreen. First we Vsync to make sure you draw at a

stable time on the screen, then Put the ball image down at the

old position of the ball, which erases it, and then Put the ball

image down at the newly computed ball position. Next we

compare the old position of the paddle to the new position. If

they haven't changed, we don't redraw the paddle; otherwise

we erase the old image and redraw it at the new paddle po-

sition.

Before we actually move the ball, we check the location on

the screen where the ball will eventually wind up. If the color

there is greater than color one, then we must be about to

place the ball down on a block, which means were about to

hit the block. The blocks use colors 2 through 11; the back-

ground of the screen is drawn with colors and 1. If we do

indeed detect that the ball is about to enter the block, we

make a noise if we can, then quickly erase the ball, Fill the

block with the background color zero, which effectively

erases it, and redraw the ball. We decrement the count of the

total number of blocks onscreen, and increment the number

of hits we've made. These two numbers are not just recipro-

cals of each other-remember, we can have more than one

field of blocks. Now we calculate a new vertical velocity for

the ball based loosely on the total number of blocks which

have been hit and erased so far.

If the number of blocks left onscreen at this point is less

than one, then all the blocks have been erased, so we incre-

ment the Wave count and replace the field of blocks on-

screen. One of the last things to do at this point is update the

text line at the top of the screen. Then we loop back to per-

form the entire ball placement loop again.

INIT THE BALL

This is a very short routine whose sole purpose is to select a

random place onscreen to place the ball initially. The subrou-

tine that follows, TEXT REPORT, will update the text line at

the top of the screen to reflect the current values for the Wave,

number of Hits, the Score, and how many balls are left to play.

HANDLE MENU
This routine starts by grabbing the address of the screen

buffers we'll keep pictures in, like the picture that makes up

the Menu Screen. With that address, it Bloads the menu im-

age into the buffer, and then falls into the menu Repeat loop.

In the loop, we first copy the menu image over to the

screen buffer we'll actually wind up looking at, then use the

GFA call that corresponds to the GEM Setscreen function to

place the internal image pointer to show the picture onscreen.

Next, we place the button text in the center of the menu, then

fall into the Repeat loop that does the color shifting that gives

the menu screen its "moving lightbulb" look. Once every

loop, we look to see if you've pressed either mouse button; if

you have, we try to determine which menu item you are

START. The ST Quarterly

pointing at and handle it accordingly. Otherwise; we continue

in this loop until both buttons on the mouse have been

pressed, and continue the outer loop until the game is actu-

ally finished.

HANDLE MOUSEPRESS

When you press either mouse button on the menu screen,

you must be trying to handle one of the selections on the

screen, right? So this subroutine goes down the list, trying to

find which section of the screen the mouse was in when the

button was pressed. For example, look at the first selection,

which tests to see if the mouse was near the Handle_

Beeping area. If it was, then it calls the routine that toggles the

beeping flag, and puts the results onscreen. The rest of the

buttons are handled in exactly the same way.

SHOW BUTTON TEXT

This is a generic routine that calls each of the possible button

handling routines in turn, thus showing them all onscreen.

We call this routine right after we've drawn the initial menu

screen, which comes without any buttons actually drawn.

SUPER END-O-GAME
The rest of the subroutines to the end of the program handle

the different areas of the menu screen. Some are simple tog-

gles, which write the proper string to the screen. If the

subroutine calls for a value to change up or down, then it de-

termines which button was pressed when you pointed at it

and clicked. li the left button was pressed, then it decreases

the value there, and if the right button was pressed it in-

creases the value, checking for the limits that apply for that

particular subroutine.

UNDERTIME
As you can see, it's not that hard to do this in GFA BASIC. I

am constantly struck by how the leading edge of technology a

decade ago is now a simple programming exercise.

At that rate, within ten years we should have fifth-graders

programming CAD-3D 12.0 in BASIC!

PRODUCT MENTIONED
• GFA BASIC

MichTron

576 South Telegraph

Ponhac, MI 48053

(313) 334-5700

S79.95

CIRCLE 190 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Be sure to mention START when contacting these ad\

READER SERVICE NO. PAGE NO.

ABACUS 001

-ADVERTISERS LIST-

ALPHA SYSTEMS 002. 19

AEGIS DEVELOPMENT 005. 13

ASHMENT BUILDING S SOFTWARE .. 003. 23

BECKEMEYER 004. 65

CENTRAL POINT 007. 12

COMPUTER CREATIONS 008. 67

DIGITAL VISION 009. 83

HYBRID ARTS 018. 3

LOGICAL DESIGN WORKS 022. 44

LOOKING GLASS 027. 73

LYCO COMPUTER 024. 75

MARK WILLIAMS 023. 4

MEGATRONICS 026. 85

METACOMCO 028. 19

MICHTRON
MICROTYME 030. 65

MICROWARE SYSTEMS 031. 79

MISSION SOFTS 032. 95

ertisers—all of whom support the Atari ST Computer.

READER SERVICE NO. PAGE NO.

MODEL SHOPPER 20

NEOTRON ENGINEERING 036 63

PROCO PRODUCTS 033 19

PROSPERO 037 94

REEVE SOFTWARE 039 95

S & S WHOLESALERS 040 59

ST PLUS 041 65

START 66

SOFTLOGIK 068 99

SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS 046 49

SOFTWARE DISCOUNTERS 042 61

SPECTRUM HOLOBYTE 043 41

STARSOFT DEV. LABS 044 23

TDI 050 53

TEKTRONIX 054 9

THOUGHTSPACE DEV. 045 10

TIMEWORKS 069 2

TRUE BASIC 047 54

DON'T FORGET!
Advertising Deadlines for the

Special Buyer's Guide Issue

Insertions: August 27

Artwork: September 3

On Sale: November 1

This list is provided as a courtesy to our advertisers. START does not guarantee accuracy or comprehens

-ADVERTISING SALES-

The Pattis Group
4761 W. Touhy Ave.

Lincolnwood, IL 60646

JILL KROTICH BURROW

Phoebe Thompson Associates

15640 Gardenia Way
Los Gatos, CA 95030

PHOEBE THOMPSON
408-356-4994

Advertising Sales Director

JOHN TAGGART
Antic Magazine
544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

415-957-0886

Garland Associates

10 Industrial Park Rd.

Hingham, MA 02043

JOHN A. GARLAND
617-749-5852

Address all advertising materials to:

KATIE MURPHY
Advertising Production Coordinator

Antic Magazine
544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107



PUBLISHING PARTNER
CREATES LIKE A PUBLISHING COMPANY WITHOUT THE OVERHEAD

AVAILABLE FOR ONLY S149.95«
1

" J&L1SHING PflfcTNEF

[
|Hr"

1HMM

SOFT LOGIK NEWS
PUBLISHING PARTNER ™
HELPS YOU CREATE!
You'll benefit by using your Atari ST to create professional quality

journals, newsletters, ads, business cards, certificates, letterheads,

logos, art designs, bar graphs, flow charts, even bumper stickers and

all the forms you or anyone would ever need. Create just like a

professional publishing company without the overhead! Publishing

Partner is actually three progams in one-WoTO* Processor .

Page Layout , and Forms Creator . Expand your potential in becoming

a better writer, artist and designer with your Publishing Partner.

WORD PROCESSING PAGE LAYOUT FORMS CREATOR
You can create a variety of forms quickly

and easily with your Publishing Partner.

For example, you can create your own:

Letterhead

Invoices

Purchase Orders

Labels

Bumper Stickers

Business Cards

Certificates

General Ledger

Shipping and Receiving

Routing Slips

"While you were out" Phone messages

Templates

Price Estimate forms

Requistion forms

Shipping Logs and much more!

Publishing Partner supports most dot

matrix printers, including the Epson tm

Star tm andOkidata ,m
Printers. Also

supported are any Postscript output

devices such as the Apple LaserWriter

'

m

New print drivers are constantly being

released, so please call to make sure

your printer is supported.

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO PLACE

AN ORDER, CALL (314)894-8608.

DEALER INQUIRES INVITED.

What you see is what you get !

Combine text and graphics easily and

quickly from existing or newly created

documents. Position entire paragraphs

or individual words exactly where you

want them. Create one, or multiple color

separations ready for printing.

Production time will never be the same-
it will be much shorter!!

Just take a look at some of its features!

' GEM based
" Justifies right or left as you type

* Edit Multiple Columns on One Screen
* Search and Replace
* User Definable Page Size

* Bold, undMna. 3^" and
subscrip,

* Italicize, shadow, outline—B

1

Mirror Image

egeml loniM

Invert Image

|ua6lj |ujsae

* Auto Headers/Footers, Page Number;
" Easily Move Text
" Reads & Merges other files together

" Sets Tabs
* Macros
* Vertical & Horizontal Printing

Whatever you require-cutting artwork

from other programs, custom logos,

unique borders, unusual mastheads,
digitized photos-Publishing Partner is

your solution. After all, it was specially

designed for you—the home and/or office

Atari ST user-by the pro's who realize

that there's more to your computer than

just typing letters.

* Vert, and Horz. rules-Exact Alignment

" Auto Text flow for columns/pages
* Layout Multiple Columns of text

* Change columns on finished page
" Display entire page, 50%, or 25%
" Easily Re-position Text and Graphics
* Alternating Headers/Footers

* Mix Type, Fonts, and Sizes anywhere
* Adjust Sizes from 2pts to 144 pts (2")

* Adjust line spacing (leading) by points

* Import other program's graphics

* Rotate Graphic Images
* Multiple Patterns, Shades and Colors

" Enlarge & Reduce Graphics/Exact fit

* Cut, Paste & Crop Graphics
* Tool box function/Unlimited patterns

* Boxes, Circles, Arcs, Polygons, etc.

* Insert lines directly on the page
* Adjust Character Spacing
* Use Hairlines to separate columns

Loqik C0Rp- 4129 OLD BAUMGARTNER * ST. LOUIS, MO. 63129 * CALL (314) 894-1

CIRCLE 068 ON READER SERVICE CARD



MichTron's latest line up
"

is a powerful and extremely fast structured

..'.v; ;-.: language..." -- Antic, April 1987

is, for good reason, quickly becoming a major
^A£2 programming language for the Atari ST." - ST World, May

1987

Is two million times more accurate than ST BASIC" - ST-Log, June 1987

I i9i iccurat) I
impact, hlgh-3]

: . i: in Pascal! FA BASIC ij

your own GEM
id graphics of tru

no rime at all you'll ht

nd power of this structured I

rommand.

r GFA BASIC programs with
GFA Compiler...$;

Now you can create ajid

itlcal effects then place tl

iroj ram .,...!
cs written entirely in machine Ian

>lc to rapidly update the screen, thn
'

i -«a) time animation*!
Requires GFA BASIC Intcrpi

.

olororMonochrom

program

nd
! M

.
, i ;

if which
ultaneoualj Layers

ch in a different iloi

'nr Monochrome...$99,95

i. i f 21 Indi! lab llltii Igj

imlze the potential of your Atari SI
..

.
.

: us Included a

i\l/n ' )B M :-i: ; jv., i selectei program
Eromthe top

PILELOi i
'.».: ^rpts ind decrypts dii

maximum
1

i >M1 10 ets up A "hot keys' ;

prlnterai Iresetfun
I

lor orMonochrome...$39.95

The ALL NEW enchanced animation progran
will bring da ig life to your treasured arl

Mow . combined wit.h a pal

icellent, inexpensive graphics
for displaying colorful business reports, profes-

oking animation sequences for home and
industrial video presentations, as well ai

otherapplications.

Color onlu...$69.95

For more information
on these or other fine
products, ask for our
latest catalog!

UrHichlron^
576 S. Telegraph

Pontiac. MI 48053
(313)334-5700

Dealer inquires welcome.
Visa and Mastercard accepted.
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GENESIS™
The 3D Molecular Modeler

by Scott Legrand'

The atoms of life. . , carbon

. . nitrogen . ., . hydrogen

. . . oxygen . . . phosphorus

This is the stuff we're made

of. But until now, only re-

search scientists in large

universities could actually

image the building blocks of

matter.

Imagine creating the basic

elements yourself, then watch-

ing as they come to life And

with a pair of STEREOTEK

glasses, this miraculous proc-

ess unfolds in 3D stereoscopic

depth. ',

Using tjEjkESIS and your

mouse, you can:

'"
load and display amino

acids, hydrocarbons, and

sugars

create your own molecules

onscreen or build them with

data from pre-stored libraries

Rotate 3D molecules on any

axis—X, Y, or Z, using real-

time control. In stereo, hex-

agonal carbon rings and deli-

cate fingers of hydrogen burst

right out of your monitor.

With two molecules onscreen,

you may:

create your own rules for

molecular bonding, then ani-

mate the chemical reaction be-

tween them i

derive the n&v empirical

formula and (font hardcopy

data for reference

GENESlS^offers the same.type

of iconic control panel arid in

tuitive human interface pi-

oneered on the Atari Sf with

CAD-3D2.0.

Three different display modes

for every imaging heed:

1) STEREOTEK LCS

2) Red/blue anaglyphit

glasses,

,

:: 3) No-glasses (monoscopic),

And with data provided on the

program disk, you can create

virtually any known molecule

using the on-line periodic table p«
of elements.

GENESIS

ST0239 $79.95

(requires one-megabyte RAM)
Available June

! -



THE CYBER STUDIO' (2-program set)
/̂/0

*v<

The first affordable integrated 3D video production workstation.

mm
Wm Ji i Aril m

Tom Hudson's STEREO CAD-3D 2.0""

Supports (optional) STEREOTEK 3D Glasses

Hidden within your Atari ST is a professional 3D workstation. A

3D design system that is intuitive—yet powerful enough for

professional artists, advertising agencies, or design firms.

We've taken every suggestion from graphics professionals who
loved version 1.0, but wanted more designing power and speed.

And then we made version 2.0 an open-architecture system, so

that any programmer can easily write custom applications for

CAD-3D 2.0 that run as desk accessories: motion control

choreography, advanced rendering/ray tracing, finite element

analysis, texture mapping, custom modeling tools. . . There's no

limit. CAD-3D 2.0 will never become obsolete.

Let your creativity soar with all these new features:

Icon control panel—fast, intuitive interface

AH new, DEGAS-style color design system permits custom-color

lines, edges and backgrounds, multi-colored objects

Real-time display mode for instant response (uses 3D math de-

veloped by Jez San for Starglider"')

Supports (optional) STEREOTEK 3D glasses for 3D viewing

Dimensioning (feet/inches or meters/centimeters)

Graphic lighting control—drag lights anywhere

GDOS output supports laser and dot matrix printers

Load/Save 2D object templates (from other G\DD systems)

Customized rendering system plus Z-buffer accuracy

User-selectable pivot points for articulated rotations

Enhanced Spin, Extrude, and Join tools

Load DEGAS pics into CAD-3D background

iHntic's CAD-3D is one of the best programs I

seen for the Atari or anything else."

—Jerry Pournelle

Byte Magazine

m

p*H=H

Mark Kimball's CYBERMATE
Supports (optional) STEREOTEK 3D Glasses

The CAD-3D Animation/Editing language

You need powerful tools to produce a professional 3D digital ani-

mation. Important things like editing, special effects, and sound

are critical elements in a high-quality presentation. CYBERMATE

is a full-featured animation language that gives you control over:

Sequence looping, cuts, fades, wipes & dissolves

Color shifting

Sound effects (created with the G.I.S.T." editor, on pg. 11)

Acceleration & deceleration

Title generation and text display

CYBERMATE features editing power compatible to a Hollywood

post-production studio, plus full programm ability. At your finger-

tips is the most efficient real-time playback system for 3D

graphics ever on a microcomputer. And it's fast!

How does it work? At the heart of CYBERMATE lies our exclu-

sive delta compression format, which transforms your one-meg

ST into a TEN-MEGABYTE frame buffer. Up to a thousand frames

of animation can be held in RAM at once. And because it's a real

programming language, CYBERMATE can adapt to new technolo-

gies, like the new digital video tape recorders from Japan, RGB-

to-NTSC converters, MIDI, and SMPTE time code.

THE CYBER STUDIO Starglider" Firebird Software

STEREO CAD-3D 2.0 plus GYBERMATE DEGflS " BaneriES ,!KluM

2-disk set (requires one-megabyte RAM)
Upgrade from CAD-3D 1.0 for only $60 (plus original disk and $5 shipping)

ST0236 $89.95

A remarkably powerful modeling system."
— Computer Graphics World

The Original. .

.

Tom Hudson's CAD-3D 1.0

520ST-compatible

If you own a 520ST and are interested in computer graphics,

many of the features of CAD-3D 2.0 are included in this

original version— you even get a basic animation system.

(requires 512K RAM)
ST0214 $49.95
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GYBERSCAPE
A 3-D "feature film" on disk

by Darrel Anderson

Skim the fantastic, 3-dimen-

sional terrain of the mind!

Metamorphosing metallatons

and transforming tubular time

slots! This full-color, animated

feature was created by profes-

sional artist Darrel Anderson,

to show what can be done with

CYBERMATE—The CAD-3D
Animator. An incredible tour

de force of computer graphic

power, this demo is a guaran-

teed auto-lobotomy of the

very first order!

CYBERSCAPE DS
(1 double-sided disk)

$60104 $10.00

CYBERSCAPE SS

(2 single-sided disks)

SB0105 $12.00

(Both versions require

1 megabyte RAM)

Now you can write the next

hit 3D program!

3D DEVELOPERS DISK

ForCAD-3D2.0 ,^//
by Tom Hudson ^£"^
While Tom was rewriting CAD-

3D, he quickly realized that it

was impossible to add every-

thing and still release a product

in this century. Plus, who
wanted CAD software that re-

quired a 4 megabyte machine?

So he opened up the system

—

by providing a programmers

'pipeline' through desk acces-

sories.

Opportunity Knocks!

The 3D DEVELOPERS DISK

clearly explains to programmers

and developers how to access

the pipeline. Included on the

disk are full-featured example

source and object code exam-

ples, plus detailed instructions

by Tom Hudson showing you

how to hook into CAD-3D 2.0.

Create your own 3D applica-

tions—with no knowledge of

3D math. There's no licensing

fee required.

(Requires CAD-3D 2.0)

(works with most popular ST C's

plus machine language)

3D DEVELOPERS DISK

ST0244 $29.95

AVAILABLE JUNE

3D-F0NT PACKAGE
by Tom Hudson

Design your own 3D greeting

cards, signs, logos, and letter-

heads with CAD-3D. Or create

sophisticated 3D animated title

sequences for your home videos.

At the heart of this packed

disk is Tom Hudson's new

SUPER EXTRUDER TOOL. With

it, you can create new kinds

of complex, multicolored 3D

objects that can't be built

with CAD-3D alone. Plus, it

doubles as a 3D FONT EDITOR,

and 'lorn has built two incred-

ible fonts just for you (serif

and sans-serif, upper and

lower case—over 250K

of fonts!).

(requires CAD-3D)

3D-F0NT PACKAGE
ST0224 524.95

PLOTTER AND PRINTER
DRIVERS
Plot your 3D drawings on a

high- resolution pen plotter

for a truly professional look!

Supports Hewlett-Packard

(and HP compatible) plotters.

Multi-plots on a single page-

best fit system.

(requires CAD-3D)
PLOTTER DRIVERS
ST0225 $24.95

Also, dot matrix printers

supported: GEMINI/STAR, EPSON,

OKIDATA. IBM, COLOR (Radio

Shack, Epson, Canon), NEC,

PANASONIC, C-ITOH, and more.

THE CAD-3D DESIGN DISK LIBRARY
Darrel Anderson and Richard Berry

YOUR FOUNDATION FOR THE BEST IN CAD-3D ART

HUMAN DESIGN DISK J

Populate the CAD-3D Universe.

Bring life to your CAD-3D crea-

tions with the CAD-3D HUMAN
DESIGN DISK. Complete modu-

lar male and female prototypes,

in skeletal and surface anatomy

forms, are included. A variety

of complex heads and hands

add detail and realism to your

figures. Modify' your figures to

create the infinite variety of the

human form, pose your

figures, detail the images with

any popular paint program, or

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN^

Create CAD-3D renderings of

your Dream House or build an

entire CAD-City from the

ground up. Component parts

including: Doors, Windows,

Arches, Roofs, Walls, Stairways,

and a wide variety of architec-

tural accoutrements. Create

your own CAD structures and

populate them with HUMAN
DESIGN figures. Build "sets"

for your CYBERMATE animated

movies.

NOTE: The ARCHITECTURAL

DESIGN DISK can be used to

FUTURE DESIGN DISK

Get a fast start on your three-

dimensional explorations with

the CAD-3D FUTURE DESIGN

DISK. Everything you need to

create SPACECRAFT, STATIONS,

BASES, VEHICLES, ROBOTS, and

ANDROIDS. Model your future

then populate it with androids

and CAD-People. Bring it to life

with CYBERMATE; detail g>
it with any popular

paint program.

Includes:

Blueprints

Complete models

Component parts

bring them to life with the

CYBERMATE Animation System.

Includes:

Blueprints

Tips on the dynamics of hu-

man anatomy.

visualize and render real world

architecture. It is not intended

for use as an architectural engi-

neering tool. Includes:

Blueprints

Complete Models

Design Tips

Construction tips

'HUMAN DESIGN DISK

ST0242 $29.95

-ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN DISK

ST0243 £29.95

FUTURE DESIGN DISK

ST0232 $24.95

(All Design disks require CAD-3D)

•AVAILABLE JUNE

800-443-0100, ext. 133

(Continental US. and Hawaii) Visa/MC Only

ORDER TOLL FREE
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iLC Technologies.

True stereoscopic 3D graphics for your Atari ST.

STEREOTEK 3D GLASSES

by LC Technologies

Put on the STEREOTEK glasses and jump into a new universe.

Discover a magical world that you always knew existed. That ex-

tra dimension—DEPTH. Now you can add depth to your com-

puter graphics with the STEREOTEK liquid Crystal glasses. Solid,

realistic, 3D images you want to reach out and touch. STEREO-

TEK glasses plug into your ATARI ST cartridge port to provide ab-

solutely realistic 3D graphics in full color or hi-res monochrome.

Your STEREOTEK depth-view system includes:

One pair electronic Liquid Crystal Shutter glasses with four-foot

cable (can be comfortably worn over eyeglasses).

ST cartridge interface unit—supports two sets of glasses (sec-

ond set optional).

DEGAS Elite Stereo Desk Accessory.

Stereo CAD-3D animation and stereo slide show by Tom

Hudson.

For programmers: Complete developer's instructions plus

sourcecode for adding stereo to your own programs. (C or GFA

BASIC)

The secret to full-color stereo images on a computer screen is

electronic Liquid Crystal Shutter (LCS) glasses. Two optical shut-

ters in eyeglass frames are connected electronically to the ST. Ev-

ery time the ST screen refreshes (60hz/color. 70hz/mono), one

shutter closes and the other opens. The monitor displays alter-

nating right and left eye views synchronized with the shutters.

The alternating views appear faster than the eye can see, and

your brain translates the normally flat monitor image into one of

startlingly realistic depth.

STEREOTEK 3D SYSTEM

TII9020 $149.95

ADD-ON GLASSES ONLY

TH9D21 $99.95

STEREOTEK 3D SYSTEM
Manufacturer's Sugg. List: $189.95

Catalog Price: You pay only $149.95

LC Technologies is a venture of

Tektronix, Inc.

NOW! AVAILABLE FOR USE WITH

LCS WANDERER"
by Pyramide Software

Deep space has never been

so real!

LCS WANDERER is the first ST

game designed for full-depth

stereo. Written in France, but

set in outer space, this

stunning arcade adventure

transports you through

galactic Space sectors, Black

holes, and Limbo. Startlingly

realistic, stereo point-of-view

animation puts you in the

cockpit as you swoop and dive

through star fields while

dodging enemy craft.

This is no ordinary space

shoot-em-up. The bizarre,

complex plot involves the

ruthless kidnapping of every

cat on earth. As you wander

through space, collecting

purloined pussycats, you run

across the Heads of State of

the Planetary sectors with

STEREOTEK GLASSES ti

whom you must play inter-

stellar poker. LCS WANDERER

is a complex, multimodular

program— really several

games in one. Journey from

the dogfights in the Space

sectors to the interstellar

poker strategies, from the

Battlezone- style of the Plane-

tary sectors to the stereo tunnel

ofthe Black holes, andLimbo. .

.

well, there's always Limbo.

The liquid-crystal clarity of

the StereoTek glasses trans-

forms LCS WANDERER into a

multi-colored micro universe

within your monitor. Includes

a completely redesigned solid-

surface cockpit, foil 16-color

displays, and reduced eye-

fatigue compared to the

original red/blue version.

(Requires color monitor and

StereoTek glasses)

LCS WANDERER
STD23B $39.95

Bat tlezonc™ Atari Corp.

Antic and LC Technologies are co-sponsoring a competition

to search for the MOST INNOVATIVE STEREO APPLICATION

PROGRAM. We're going to pay $5,000 in cash (advance against

royalties) for the winner, plus a continuing royalty upon

publication here in The Catalog.

For an official entry blank and competition details, write to:

STEREO COMPETITION; The Catalog, 544 Second St.,

San Francisco, CA 94107, or call (415) 957-0886.
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NOW! A PROFESSIONAL FLIGHT PLANNER FOR THE ST!

THE NAVIGATOR" //

by Scott D. Stephenson ifflp/l

• Works with MAPS AND LEGENDS
^

Sometimes, you really need to know exactly where you're going.

Have you ever wondered, while hoarding your plane, how the

pilot will find his way to your destination? The answer is naviga-

tion. The pilot follows a detailed flight plan created by his

navigator.

Now, accurate computerized navigational planning is available

on the Atari ST. THE NAVIGATOR is a professional, automated

flight planner created specifically for the ST by professional navi-

gator Scott D. Stephenson. Private pilots, military pilots, naviga-

tors (ocean-going as well as air), and commercial operators can

use ibis amazing program to create accurate, detailed flight plans.

Amateurs, arm-chair flyers, teachers and students of naviga-

tional theory can discover how the professional navigator plans

his flight, compensates for wind direction, establishes waypoints,

and calculates times and distances. And we've included a special

MAPS AND LEGENDS overlay function which creates custom map
overlays, graphically displaying your flight paths.

PRIVATE PILOTS: You'll love THE NAVIGATOR'S printed flight

plan and extensive ICAO waypoint database.

ARMCHAIR PILOTS: Generate your own flight plans for sub-

Logic's FLIGHT SIMULATOR II.

TEACHERS: Show your students the rudiments of navigation.

Use THE NAVIGATOR plus MAPS AND LEGENDS to measure the

earth!

SAILERS: Plan for currents or winds—taking fuel flows and

times into consideration.

THE NAVIGATOR comes complete with these databases: Euro-

pean ICAO, Asian ICAO, and US ICAO.

TWO PROGRAMS IN ONE!

Included with THE NAVIGATOR is THE NAVIGATION TOOLKIT a

bonus program of computer navigation tools which performs

sophisticated data management operations on your waypoint

databases. Create new data files or modify existing files using its

advanced random-search technique.

THE NAVIGATOR
ST0245 $49.95

THE WORLD ON A DISK.

MAPS FOR EVERYBODY!

MAPS AND LEGENDS
*-

The Cartographer jS2£&
Enhanced Version ^P**?
Supports (optional) ^/o^
StereoTek Glasses

by Harry Koons and

David Chenette

Hold on a second. Now that

you've word-processed,

spreadsheeted, databased

and telecommunicated with

your Atari ST, aren't you

looking for something

different?

How about Cartography?

Until now, mapmaking has

been a unique art mastered

by only a few talented people.

Not anymore. With MAPS AND
LEGENDS, your Atari ST

becomes a personal desktop

cartography system.

Show your children exactly

what the world looks like

—

with or without political

boundaries. And in STEREO,

the world globes appear

to be floating in front of your

monitor. Or print an impres-

sive custom map to go with

your travel itinerary. We use

MAPS AND LEGENDS all the

time at the office for sales and

marketing maps. And since it's

based on the GEM interface,

it's GEM-easy to use!

MAPS AND LEGENDS 3.JL
ST0202 $34.95^

(upgrade is $15)

# 800-443-0100, ext. 133

(Continental U.S. and Hawaii] Visa/MC Only

ORDER TOLL FREE

LETS-GET-TECHNICAL BOX
Packed with features, including: STEREO COMPATIBILITY,

BUILT-IN 9000-COORDINATE DATABASE, 11 DIFFERENT

MAP PERSPECTIVES, PLOTTING FROM ANY ALTITUDE,

WORKS IN ALL 3 SCREEN MODES, BUILT-IN PAINT SYSTEM

(and compatible with DEGAS and NEO), MULTI-FONT

LABELLER, CUSTOM OVERLAY PLOTTER (create your own
maps—build your own map databases), AUTO-LOCATE
MODE (reads coordinates, distance and bearing from maps)

and so many more that we don't have room to list them all.

DATAMAP COLLECTION I

Expand Your Maps and

Legends Database!

NATIONAL POLITICAL
BOUNDARIES
Europe, Latin America,

S. America, Asia, Africa

PROVINCIAL
BOUNDARIES
Australia, Canada, China,

U.S.S.R.

(requires Maps and Legends

2.D or greater)

DATAMAPS
ST0Z27 $24.95

PLUS HISTORICAL MAPS AND MORE!
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BASETWO
The GEM Database by the Authors of DBMASTER ONE

THE NEXT STEP IN DATA-

BASES, BY THE AUTHORS OF

DB MASTER ONE'
-

'

!

BASE-TWO"

Dan Matejka

and Stanley Crane

It's no fun re-learning your

database commands every time

you boot it up- And those sim-

plistic "filecard" databases just

don't have the power to do the

job. Or, maybe you 've just

created your custom database,

entered 5,000 records, and

now you want to print a re-

port. . . Good luck. You need

a degree in programming just

to get some decently formatted

hardcopy!

Dan Matejka and Stanley

Crane have eight combined

years of experience writing

databases on computers rang-

ing from the IBM PC to the

Apple Macintosh. And their

databases range in complexity

from the extremely powerful

and complex IBM PC DB MAS-

TER to the familiar, introduc-

tory DB MASTER ONE on the

Atari ST. They've watched the

ST database market grow

—

and they've spotted a gap: Un-

til now, ST databases have

been either too simple, or too

complex. Until now, ST

owners were limited to easy-

to-use, inflexible "mailing

lists," or involved, program-

mable "throw-backs" to the

800-443-0100,

ext. 133
(Continental U.S. and Hawaii)

Visa/MC Only

ORDER TOLL FREE

CP/M or MS-DOS world. Until

now, there was no intuitive,

yet powerful database featuring

an adaptable report generator.

Until now.

BASE-TWO fills the gap. En-

tirely GEM-operated, DB

MASTER-ONE owners will find

it familiar, yet far more

powerful. Look over some of

the features and see if it solves

your problem:

Variable field types:

Implicit (default)

Alpha

Numeric

Date (calculable)

Formula

Formula fields automatically

calculate results from several

fields in same record

Adjustable numeric decimal

placement

Re-edit database at any time

without loosing data

User-definable .IMF file crea-

tion for software compatibility

(with A-CHART, for example)

DB MASTER-ONE conversion

program

On-line Help screens

Optional mouse or keyboard

control

64 character label length

100 fields per record

Multi-level Search and Sort

Totally RAM-based for instant

action

• Format disks from within

program

The intuitive BASE-TWO

Report generator includes:

Multi-line field word-wrap;

screen and printer

Completely adustable label or

column-format report

Place "comment" text

anywhere

" Customize with printer con-

trol codes

'Soft" field borders for auto-

field truncation

INSTANTANEOUS SORTING!

size # records sort time

512K 5,000 5.1 sec

1 Meg 10,000 9.7 sec

2 Meg 20,000 19-2 sec

4 Meg 50,000 46.1 sec

Using a sample eight-field mailing list.

Optional, automatic date,

time, and page numbering

Print reports to screen,

printer, or ASCII disk file for

word-processor editing

- Optional subtotal printout

Adjust number of records

per page

Double-line report headers

Single-sheet or continuous

feed option

Store 10 custom reports for

each file

Up to 100 unique fields per

report

BASE-TWO

ST0246 $59.95
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PHAPHA$AR IS THE STANDARD BY WHICH OTHER FINANCIAL PACKAGES WILL BE MEASURED

IBM AND AMIGA USERS SAY:

the first home accounting package I have found in five

years that is actually usable."

—Mark Baldwin, Littleton, CO

I am enjoying your tutorial almost as much as I admire
the power and versatility of the software itself."

—Joe Joyce, Huntington, VT

PHASAR
Professional Home Accounting System and Register

by Marksman Technology

WHAT PHASAR IS: A friendly,

GEM-based, single-entry

accounting system that will

make your life easier. PHASAR

is fast, sophisticated and

contains the best interface

programming design we've

seen in any ST applications

program.

GENERAL FEATURES
130 expense/income

categories

40 accounts (VISA,

checking, etc.)

Up to 500 transactions

per month

Custom check printing

A.I. parser predicts input,

minimizes typing

" Instant help messages with

right mouse button

Relational design integrates

financial data

TRANSACTIONS
Automatic transfers

between accounts

Split-category transactions

Create transaction macros

for repetitive entries

Point-and-type

spreadsheet-style relational

summary update

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
Easy budget setup and

maintenance

Analyze loan/savings plans

Display multiple loans

simultaneously for easy

comparison

DATE/ADDRESS
ORGANIZER
Store up to 250 names,

addresses and phone

numbers

Integrated scheduler stores

special occasions

Display calendar with

highlighted special

occasions

Optional auto-alert reminds

you of important events

RECONCILIATION

Display outstanding

transactions for any

account

Confirm transactions with

single keystroke

REPORTS
Clearly formatted printed

reports include:

• Account Summaries
• Category Summaries
• Net Worth Statement

• Tax Calculations

• And more. .

.

Display or print total

income/expenses, monthly

or year-to-date

Sort categories in any order

« Built in data graphing

Compatible with A-CHART

TAX
Design your own tax

forms— never out of date

Calculate tax liability in less

than one minute

Project tax liability at any

time

PHASAR
ST0237 $89.95
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BYTE TESTS SHOW A-CALC ALMOST TWICE AS FAST AS
MICROSOFT MULTIPLAN ON THE MAC PLUS!

A-CALC PRIME" by Kuma
Kuma Computers, Ltd. UK
That's right! In the February 1987 review of the Atari 1040ST,

BYTE magazine selected A-CALC 1.0 to test the Atari against the

Amiga and the Macintosh Plus. On recalculation of a 25 x 25 cell

spreadsheet, A-CALC was the clear winner at 4.7 seconds, com-

pared to 7.5 on the Mac Plus, and 6.5 on the Amiga (using Lat-

tice Unicalc).

And now, you can have all the speed of the original GEM-

hased spreadsheet plus the powerhouse features of the next

generation: A-CALC PRIME— it blows away the competition.

Features that made the original A-CALC 1.0 the easiest-to-use

spreadsheet ever:

Up to five windows open at once

WIDE-VIEW option to see 50 percent more of your worksheet

at once

SEARCH for character strings

Powerful PRINTER FORMATTING commands

this is the easiest to use spreadsheet that I've ever seen."

—W. Krieger

Computer Shopper Magazine

.IMF file compatibility

Exclusive A-CHART compatibility

Sparse-matrix design maximizes available RAM

And now, PRIME adds dozens of special features:

Row and column lock.

Conditional expressions (IF, THEN, ELSE, etc.)

MACROS

Labels

8192 rowsx256 columns

" Color/pattern coding of formula, text, value, etc.

SORT and FIND

Trig functions

Sideways printing (for Epson compatibles)

High-speed SMOOTH screen updating

Complete printer control from within the spreadsheet

Password-protected cells (hide and unhide)

Additional ease-of-use features:

Off-screen scrolling with the mouse

Out-of-the-way convenient edit window
Cell and range reference by pointing with the mouse
(even reference cells in inactive windows!)

Ten clipboards

" Illustrated manual and on-disk examples

In short, PRIME gives you premium spreadsheet power for the

rock-bottom price of S59-95. And, for A-CALC 1.0 owners, the

upgrade is only $20.00 (plus S5.00 shipping. Enclose your origi-

nal ver. 1 disk).

A-CALC PRIME
ST0235 S59.95

Make your next presentation the one they remember.

A-CHART " by Kuma
Kuma Computers, Ltd. UK
When was the last time you were excited about your spread-

sheet? A-CHART makes working with figures fun and intuitive.

A-CHART automatically turns your A-CALC (or A-CALC PRIME)

spreadsheets into beautiful graphs that are DEGAS-compatible.

And, if you don't have a spreadsheet, A-CIIART's built-in editor

will help you organize those numbers into a super-sharp presen-

tation.

View your data in eight different chart styles—change

styles instantly with one mouse click. Drag and size multiple

CEREAL SALES

DEGAS ENHANCED

A-CHART DEGAS ENHANCED

charts in each window, define your own fill patterns and
line styles. The flexibility of the graphic presentation of your

numbers will give you an entirely new perspective on your
* business or home budget. And A-CHART grows as you do,

with the capability of storing up to 50,000 data points in a 512K

machine and 150,000 datapoint in a 1 meg machine. Full statis-

tics menu tor detailed analysis includes Mean, Median, Vari-

ance, Standard Deviation, Skewness, T-test, F-test, and much
more.

A-CHART

ST0230 S39.95

Epson-compatible from A-CHART.

Multi-printer compatible trom DEGAS.

File compatible with BASE-TWO, PHASAR, and A-CALC PRIME

STB THE CATALOG



ILASH ismy#1 choice

on the Atari ST."

—Ron Luks, Founder of

CompuServe's SIG" Atari

and Atari Developers
Forum.

THE MOST POPULAR
TERMINAL PROGRAM FOR
THE ATARI ST.

FLASH"
Version 1 .1

byJoeChiazzeseand

Alan Page

If you own a modem, you

should be using FLASH. Why?

Because FLASH is the best. It

will simplify your online time

and make telecommunicating

more enjoyable and less

expensive.

TOTALLY PROGRAMMABLE
PLUS BUILT-IN

WORD PROCESSING

Imagine turning on your ST

and, with one click from the

GEM Desktop, beginning an

online session on your

favorite BBS. Watch FLASH

dial the number, log on, and

automatically browse

through the most recent

messages or files. Then, edit

some email in the built-in

message editor, and upload

it right from the capture

buffer. Instantly! It's your

personal telecom droid. So

programmable that you have

total control, and so GEM-

intuitive that you feel right at

home the first day you use it.

No wonder FLASH is the most

popular Atari terminal

program of all time.

TERMINAL EMULATION
PLUS BULLETPROOF
FILE TRANSFERS

Of course, FLASH has a barrel

full of terminal-emulation

features, such as DEC VT100/

VT52 and CompuServe Vidtex

graphics, so you can use it

with every mini or main-

frame editor. And talk about

FLASH COMMAND CARDS

bulletproof file transfers! It's

got the most reliable Xmodem
around— never lose a file

during transmission again!

PACKED WITH FEATURES!

Here are just a few of the most

useful features. Shop around

and see if any other terminal

program can even come close!

Built-in GEM word

processor with cut & paste

Programmable "script"

language (70 commands)

Mainframe terminal

emulation

- Xmodem (CRC), ASCII am!

DC2/DC4 file transfers

Totally configurable to

your needs!

$15 online time and CIS

membership

Ask your local telecom

guru's opinion. FLASH is the

winner, hands down!
FLASH
ST0220 S39.95

FLASH-CARDS TH9025 $7.95

LASH is to the Atari STwhat Lotus 1-2-3 is to the IBM PC"
— KenWolburn Microtomes Magazine

REMOTE CONTROL
ACCESSORY* KERMIT
PROTOCOL"
byJoeChiazzeseand

Alan Page

One mouse-click tranforms

FLASH into a password-

protected BBS. You can send

and receive files while you're

in another room or even away

from home!

Plus, you can now use the

powerful KERMIT protocol

with FLASH. With KERMIT,

you can transfer up to 128

different files without

touching your keyboard!

More powerful than the

version shipped with the Atari

Developer's Kit— total

automation for less than S2S!

Works with any Hayes-

compatible modem.

(Remote/Kermit requires FLASH")

ST0226 S24.95

QUICKTRAN"

The Modem Accelerator

Adrian Jovanovich

Your 1200-baud modem can

now transfer files at over 2000

baud. . . 2400 baud now flies

at 4000 baud. . . The tele-

phone company can't stop

you. It's totally legal!

The Buddy System
QUICKTRAN comes to you as

two identical disks. Each con-

tains a desk accessory that

works by itself (as a VT52

emulator), or with FLASH. The

QUICKTRAN accessory auto-

matically shrinks a file when

you're sending it
—-in real

time, smaller than ARC.T'IT.

And on the receiving end. the

file is expanded back into ii's

original size as it's coming in

over the phone lines.

Why spend hundreds of dol-

lars on a faster modem when
you can transfer files in almost

half the time with QUICKTRAN?

Get together with a friend and

start a modem conspiracy!

QUICKTRAN

STD247 S34.95

(2-disk set)
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Teach your ST, then let it

teach you!

EXPERT OPINION™

by Mind Soft

Curious about expert

systems and artificial

intelligence? Discouraged

because most expert systems

tools are either for the IBM

PC or Macintosh? And

usually cost over S700?

Transform your ST into

an expert on anv subject.

EXPERT OPINION creates

production-rule knowl-

edge bases with more

power than the average

university system. And

you don't need to know a

programming language like

Prolog or LISP—EXPERT
OPINION is totally GEM-

based ... so you already

know bow it works.

Create vour own expert

systems for classification

of Horticulture, Animal

Husbandry, Gemology,

Medical diagnosis,

Economics-— any subject

you want. Be a part of the

first wave of knowledge

engineers!

EXPERT OPINION'S

"Inference Engine" solves

problems three ways:

DEDUCTION (forward

chaining); VERIFICATION

OF A HYPOTHESIS (back

ward chaining); or a unique

combination of both

modes CERTAINTY
LEVELS allow you to fine-

tune your knowledge base

with heuristic control.

Plus, the clear, well-

written documentation

includes a tutorial by

Harvard expert and START

contributing editor

Christopher Chabris.

BATTERIES

ANYTHING THIS MUCH FUN IS USUALLY ILLEGAL

D.E.G.A.S. ELITE

"

by Tom Hudson ^//0^
The best-selling graphics software on the Atari ST just got ten

times better! D.E.G.A.S. ELITE has all the power of the

original, plus:

1) Multi-color fill patterns

2) Special effects like scaling, perspective distort, rotating,

outlining, and color animation

3) Multiple screens in RAM at once (up to 8)— cut and

paste between them

4) Color search and replace

DEGAS ELITE

TH9036 S79.95

ST 10 THE CATALOG

FREE BONUS! To get

you started, we've

included a disk packed

with knowledge bases

about a typical application

. . .Gemology. The six

linked knowledge bases

will guide you through the

classification of over eighty

kinds of rocks and minerals.

Perfect for studying how
an expert system is built.

EXPERT OPINION

(2-diskset)

ST0219 $99.95

WARNING: This is a

sophisticated computer

science tool requiring

study to use it effectively.

**

INTEGRATED FINANCIAL

SOFTWARE FROM
BATTERIES INCLUDED

THE ISGUR PORTFOLIO™

THE ISGUR PORTFOLIO is

three programs in one: Port-

folio manager, telecommuni-

cations, and calendar/memo

pad Receive Dow Jones stock

quotes. CompuServe, The

Source, and InfoGlobe financial

information, automatically

Consolidate multiple stock

portfolios. Hands on manage-

ment of stocks, bonds, options.

commodities, mutual funds

—

your key to financial success,

A real value for your invest-

ment. Plus. THE ISGUR

PORTFOLIO includesM
TALK. Invest in your

future. ..today.

TH90G9 $199.95

A SPELLING CHECKER THAT
IS LIGHTNING FAST!

THUNDER"
THUNDER gives you a power-

ful spelling checker accessible

from within your favorite

application program. Your

accuracy will skyrocket, so

the time spent proofing will

plummet.

It's so simple. Here's how
it works. Example: you're

happily writing away and you

make a 'mstake" and BEEP

(THUNDER picks up the error

with lightning-fast speed).

Now THUNDER will display a

list of similarly spelled words

(stake, mistake, etc.).

TH9011 S39.95

TAKE A SECOND FOR
TIME MANAGEMENT
TIMEUNK™
TIMELINK is a great GEM-

based scheduling and time-

keeping tool for home and

business. Your day, week,

month and year appointments

are only a mouse-click away.

Useful for messages,

reminders and much more.

There are many incredible

uses for this handy elegant,

time-saving tool.

TH9010 S49.95



CREATE NEAR-SYNTHESIZER-QUALITY SOUND EFFECTS

WITH OUR SOUND LABORATORY.

G.I. Sound Tool

ci.s.r
by Lee Actor & Gary Levenberg for Synthetic Software

If sound has always fascinated you. . .or if you're a programmer

or developer. . . take a look at G.I.S.T., the sound editor. G.I.S.T.

was created to establish a standard of sound generation on the

Atari ST that far surpasses the abilities of the built-in sound chip.

G.I.S.T. is really

two programs:

1) GEM-based editor

2) Sound Driver

As you can see

from the screen

display, the G.I.S.T.

editor gives you real-

time mouse control

over any sound

shape. The key to

G.I.S.T.'s power is dynamic control of the GI chip. Each voice

has three ADSR (envelope) controls and three LFO's (low

frequency oscillators). You'll be creating sounds like a profes-

sional engineer—Near Synthesizer Quality (NSQ) sound.

For programmers, the Sound Driver is linkable object code

that can be used in your own software. Adding superior sound

effects to any program. . .It's interrupt-driven, so it won't

impact the speed of your software. In fact, it's already built into

CVBERMATE for CAD-3D— just one of many useful applications.

LET'S-GET-TECHNICALBOX

Volume ADSR to shape attack, decay, sustain, release

Volume LEO for Tremolo effects and AM (Amplitude

Modulation)

Frequency ADSR— frequency shifts up to ± 3 octaves!

Frequency LFO for Vibrato effects and FM (Frequency

Modulation)

LFO delay lets you add effects at any point in the sound

MIDI -compatible! Use your keyboard to play the GI chip

Three sound windows may be open at once

G.I.S.T. is also compatible with CVBERMATE. Add sound
effects to your CAD-3D animations!

Source-compatible with Alcyon C, Megamax C, and Lattice C.

G.I.S.T.

ST0233 $34.95

START ICON EDITOR HITS

W
RLE."" 0M
Professional Icon Editor

Alex Leavens

It began as a hot little desk ac-

cessory in START, The ST

Quarterly—you know, "Cus-

tomize Your Desktop Icons!"

or so the copy read. And it

was a lot of fun. You could

redesign your Trash can to

look like a paper shredder. But

the programmer, Alex

Leavens, just couldn't leave it

alone. He kept adding things. .

Now, the Desktop Icon Edi-

tor has graduated. RLE. is the

Professional Icon Editor—for

programmers as well as desk-

top artists. Alex has added

icon code generation so you

can now design icons for your

own programs. And while he

was at it, he added a bunch of

graphics improvements to de-

light the artist in you.

New features include;

" Generates Resource Con-

struction Set code for icon im-

ages; RLE. can he used from

within the Resource Construc-

tion Set to create and edit

icons for the resources you're

currently working on!

Improved Editing Features;

Faster Paint and Line modes

New Image Cut & Paste

functions

Selectable Fill Patterns

Horizontal and Vertical Im-

age Flip

Multiple Sub-function Menus

added

Nine-level Bi-directional

Undo buffer

In-program Desktop Icon

Preview mode

Improved Keyboard Response

RLE.

ST0248 $29.95

CRYSTAL"

{It makes GEM shine...)

by Jim Thompson

These are the DOS Icons

Digital Research forgot when

they wrote GEM. It's too bad

Atari didn't put CRYSTAL into

the TOS ROM's, because for

about 30K of code, CRYSTAL

gives TOS the most powerful

features of MS-DOS. Plus, you

never lose the look and feel of

GEM. And since CRYSTAL is a

desk accessory, it's always

available.

In fact, these eight icons

will eliminate all the frustration

you feel from not having power-

ful DOS functions available

from within your favorite

GEM program (or the desktop). .

.

Of course, CRYSTAL is

compatible with all monitors,

all disk drives, and all printers.

Make vour personal version

of GEM shine— for S24.95.

CRYSTAL
ST0229 S24.95

I he best utility buy
of the year, without a

doubt."

—Current Notes

ADD A WORLD OF DOS ICONS TO ALL OF

YOUR GEM PROGRAMS.

/ RENAME files singly orV batch

I_ _] CREATE and DELETE folders

MOVE files in and out of

subdirectories or to other

disks

TEXT FILE FORMAT and

PRINT using headers,

footers, and page numbers

DISK LABELS printed

automatically

\a ^ 800-443-0100, ext. 133

p^-4/
(Continental U.S. nd Hawaii) VisalMC Only

T ORDER TOLL FREE
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.(§) Hybrid Arts, Inc.

The 20-track polyphonic MIDI recorder for the Atari ST.

EZ-ftack
,M

This is the finest, moderately-priced MIDI software we've

seen—and by an experienced firm with a strong music

background. Easy to use, but no toy! With EZ-Track, you can

make multitrack recordings in real time or step time, save them

to disk, then play them back in perfect sync. Professional features

include: Real-time solo and muting of tracks, quantizing (auto-

correcting) of timing, instant transposition of entire song and

much more. Memory capacity is over 27,000 notes on the 520ST

and over 63,000 on the 1Q40ST—very flexible MIDI control.

TH9029 365.00

The patch librarian, editor and sound generator for the CASIO

CZ synthesizer series and Atari ST

CZ-Androld

Completely professional MIDI software designed specifically for

your CASIO CZ synthesizer. CZ-Android actually helps you

program your CASIO CZ synthesizer. Then save thousands of

your lush new patches with the 20,000-patches-per-disk

librarian. Plus, you can edit all CZ parameters either

graphically or numerically. The unique Android

programmer lets you listen to thousands of new, original

sounds and select the ones you like: to use right away, for

graphical editing, or to save for later use. Get the most out of

your instrument!

TH9031 $99.95

MIDI CABLES
fflgh-quallty MIDI spec, cables in 5 foot length.

TH9032 $3.95 each

MISSILE COMMAND™ MEETS SDI-WITH A TWIST.

RED ALERT"
by Stanley Crane and Daniel Matejka

What if you could view a game of SUPER MISSILE COMMAND
from space? You'd be playing RED ALERT! Your cities are under

attack. Russian ICBM's and MIRV's are coming in— both over

the pole and from subs. You make the decisions about where to

locate your Antiballistic Missile Silos, Ground-based Lasers, and

when to use your space-based Particle Beam Weapon. The twist

is that you may also place your cities anywhere you want. .

.

from your hometown to Havana. Or use the European scenario

and defend London, Paris and Rome from the Red Menace!

The perfect blend of strategy and arcade excitement.

RED ALERT
ST0223 S24.95 MISSILt- COMMAND1" Alari Corp.

WHY TRUST GYPSIES?

STAR STRUCK"
—The Astrologer

by Harry Koons

Sure, you can cross that palm

with silver, but can you trust

the results? Your ST, on the

other hand, won't leave you

in the gutter with empty

pockets. And it's accurate!

This GEM-based celestial

workhorse instantly creates

charts using formulas for the

9 most popular historical

house systems (Placidus,

Morinus, Porphory, and

6 more). And if you don't

know the coordinates of your

birthplace, just point and

click on the US or world

maps! Of course, you can save

charts in DEGAS format and

create your own astro-

masterpieces. STAR STRUCK

works in color or monochrome
and comes with loads of extra

fonts. Now you've got some-

thing to talk about at the local

singles bar.

STAR STRUCK
ST0222 $24.95

SAVE! 20 PERCENT OFF THE PRICE OF

YOUR NEXT PURCHASE WITH ANY ORDER OF
TWO OR MORE CATALOG EXCLUSIVES (See

THE CATALOG order form for details)

# 800-443-0100, ext. 133

Jl & XXKZ: y^
Hawaii) VisalMC Only

TOLL FREE
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AT LAST! subLOGIC's Flight Simulator for the ST

FLIGHT SIMULATOR II

Buzz the World Trade Center—fly under the Golden Gate

This is it. The Atari ST version of the phenomenally successful

FLIGHT SIMULATOR 11. And it's really something.

Fly a Cessna prop plane, soar in a Lear jet, or dogfight with

other planes in a World War 1 scenario. Completely mouse
controlled! Multiple windows tor multiple viewpoints: cockpit,

spotter plane, tower, zoom-map—set up as many as you like,

drag them, size them and put them where you want. Special

custom-graphics routines permit multi-tasking windows. Explore

accurate, solid, three-dimensional geographical scenarios which

sweep by at update rates as high as 10 frames- per- second. Sup-

plied scenarios include San Francisco, New York to Boston,

Chicago to Champaign, Los Angeles, and Seattle.

RIVALS PROFESSIONAL TRAINING UNITS!

Two experienced pilots on our staff took FLIGHT SIMULATOR

II up for a spin and pronounced it a complete success—detailed,

accurate, in many ways far hetter than professional flight simula-

tors. You can preset your position and altitude and adjust your

seasonal and weather conditions— including wind direction and

LOGIC-

multiple cloud layers. Nine directonal views are availahle from

the cockpit plus a zoom and a pan. "Instant Replay" feature lets

you redo your most successful moments—which you can then

watch from any vantage point!

Spectacular two-player mode lets you fly with a friend over

modem. If you know someone with an Amiga version, you can

take your rivalry to the skies!

FLIGHT SIMULATOR II

TH9027 $49.95

I PROSE-

SILENT SERVICE™

Exciting World War II

Submarine Action in

the South Pacific!

by MicroProse

0400 hours, Tuesday,

STATIONS!! BATTLE
STATIONS!! Enemy convoy

identified on radar!!

SILENT SERVICE, The Sub-

marine Simulation, brings

exciting action, great strategy,

August 12 , 1942 . . . BATTLE detailed graphics and an ultra-

realistic simulation of World

War II U.S. submarine action

in the South Pacific.

SILENT SERVICE'S out-

standing features include: all

the critical battle stations,

engine room, conning tower

and ship's bridge; challenging

and realistic combat versus

single ships and heavily

escorted convoys; and an

infinite variety of situations

using complete maps and

charts for the entire Southwest

Pacific and a sophisticated and

realistic attack plotting system.

SILENT SERVICE provides

a wide selection of historic

scenarios. From hit-and-run

attacks to patrol missions that

bring challenge and fun to

both the first time player and

the experienced submarine

veteran.

As captain, you select a

quiet patrol sector in the

Marianas Islands, or choose

the dangerous waters off the

coast ofJapan. Is the sub-

merged daylight periscope

attack best, or do you charge

in on the surface at night

using only radar bearings as

your guide? These and many
more decisions will determine

vour place among the elite

ranks of the SILENT SERVICE.

TH9016 S39.95

GET ORGANIZED AND HAVE
FUN WITH MICHTBON
Eliminate the desk battlefield

and make organizing easy!

CORNERMAN"
What Sidekick did for the IBM,

CORNERMAN does better for

your Atari ST. This utility

gives you a host of useful

desk-top tools in one simple,

neat package. With everything

from a built-in clock, notepad,

phone book and ASCII table,

to a full-function calculator, a

cluttered desk is a thing of the

IHichYron 1'

past. And as a desktop

accessory, CORNERMAN is

available nearly anywhere

within GEM.

CORNERMAN doesn't

interfere with other programs

and comes complete with

security. HIRE THE PERFECT

SECRETARY TODAY—HIRE

CORNERMAN.
(One megabyte RAM
recommended.)

TH9013 S49.95

P1NBALL FACTORY™
Design your own pinball

machines! Full-featured editor

includes graphics line, circle,

ray, box, textured fill, and

more. Use your mouse to drag

bumpers, borders and bells

into position. Adjust the

gravity, elasticity and speed.

Save your creations to disk

and build a whole arcade of

pinball wonders!

TH9026 $39.95

Now you're organized—

so take a break and have

some fun.

TIME BANDIT™
The arcade adventure takes

you to the world of the

biggest, fastest, most detailed

game ever designed for a

home computer. Features: 16

unique arcade lands, 3,000

screens, realistic detail, three

text adventures, unique dual-

player mode. Uses 16 color

monitor.

TH9014 S39.95
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Kuma-
TURN YOUR ST INTO TWO COMPUTERS!
K-SWITCH"
by Kuma Computers, Ltd.

Picture this: You're in the middle of hyperwarp to an

endangered sector of the Star Raiders '" galaxy when you hear

the approaching footsteps of your boss. No problem. You press

three keys and your ST instantly switches to 1ST WORD™
where you continue working on a letter to the Accounting

Director. The boss's steps recede in the corridor . . . press three

keys and—WHAMO! Right back in the middle of hyperwarp.

If you have a megabyte of RAM in your ST you can now load

two programs at the same time. K-SWITCH splits your ST

into two isolated 400K blocks, with a shared RAMdisk. You can

Construct GEM resources

without spending $300 for the

Atari Developers Kit.

K-RESOURCE™
by Kuma
Do you program in any of

these languages? C,

Pascal, Modula'2,

Fortran, Lisp.

Now you can write

professional GEM programs

with custom icons and dialog

boxes—without spending an

arm and a leg. K-RESOURCE

makes creating menus, icons,

and screen dialogs easy. More

powerful than the original DRI

Resource Construction Set,

K-RESOURCE is also compatible

with all other .RSC files.

K-RESOURCE
TH9024 $49.95

Here Is the compiler that

1ST WORD"" was written in.

GSTC COMPILER"
by GST, Ltd.

If you've recently begun

programming in C, this is the

compiler you're looking for.

Its GEM Superstructure

Library™ will make your very

first program run with GEM
windows—automatically.

Write GEM applications

without the complex learning

curve associated with GEM
AES and VDI. Plus, you don't

have to remember any arcane

commands. The compiler and

editor use GEM everywhere

— it couldn't be easier!

The package includes a spe-

cial programmers version of

the GEM-intuitive 1ST WORD™
editor, Linker, C Compiler, 68K

Assembler, GEM bindings

(including XBIOS) and a

comprehensive user manual.

GSTC
TH9018 $79.95

1ST WORD'" Atari Corp.

GST-
1 high-level Macro Assembler

with an unbeatable combina-

tion of price, performance,

and features.

GST-ASM"
by GST, Ltd.

When you want to squeeze

that last drop of performance

out of your ST, GST-ASM is the

macro assembler that will get

the job done. It's got every-

thing. . . high-powered macro

facilities and toolkit, extended

macro functions, 100%

Motorola compatibility, plus

the built-in exclusive GEM
editor and GEM "shell" oper-

ating environment. In fact, it's

probably the most elegant and

sophisticated assembler avail-

able for any microcomputer.

Naturally, it also creates cross-

reference listings, symbol

tables, supports include files,

generates relocatable code,

and produces object files

compatible with every high-

level language.

GST-ASM
TH9017 $59.95

toggle between two programs instantly-— at any time. The

inactive program will be frozen in progress, ready to continue

right where you left off.

Now you can use your favorite word processor and database

together. And for the ultimate in financial software, mate

A-CALC PRIME and A-CHART, transferring data instantly with

the RAMdisk. Even run low res. programs in one half, and

medium res. in the other— it's a marvel to see it switch.

If you own a megabyte ST, K-SWITCH will transform the way

you use it. Today.

(1 megabyte RAM required)

K-SWITCH

TH9023 S24.95 G3
A-RAM by Kuma
by Roddy Pratt, UK
Can your RAMdisk partition

any size disk emulator you

want?
" A-RAM can.

Can your RAMdisk accelerate

your floppy write speed?

ARAM can.

A RAMdisk is an area of

memory set aside as a buffer

that responds like a disk

drive—only much faster.

Everybody needs a great

RAMdisk, and A-RAM is

powerful, simple, and flexible

enough for every application.

BONUS! Order now and

we'll send you the best print

spooler you've ever seen.

Never wait for your printer

again!

A-RAM & SPOOLER
ST0215 $19.95

Desk U iew Comnand Options

LEARN GRAPHICS PROGRAMMING WITH GSTC!

GSTC APPLICATION/FOUNDATION I

FRACTAL FACTORY™
The best way to learn how to write a full-blown GEM
application is by example. You need source code. FRACTAL

FACTORY is a unique and beautiful program developed by the

GST in-house programmers—and it's a great tutorial. It

includes all the source code, batch files, linker files, graphics

and math libraries— everything you need to build your own
amazing ST program. Plus, FRACTAL FACTORY is the ultimate

fractal- maker, using multiple windows, variable zoom, and

contouring to display and save infinite generations of dazzling

mathematical graphics.

(Does not require GSTC.)

FRACTAL FACTORY

STQ228 $19.95
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'METACOMCO. . . The standard for the 68000. -

LATTICE C
M

Here it is. The industry-standard C compiler for the IBM PC and

Amiga is available now for your ST.

Full Kernighan & Ritchie implementation

Macros

Complete interface to GEM libraries (all libraries included in

object and source form)

Compatible with linkers for Alcyon (DRI) and GSTC

Includes MENU+ GEM shell operating environment

Full floating-point arithmetic

No runtime licenses required

270-page manual

If you're writing serious software, you need a lot of

flexibility. LATTICE C has it: PREPROCESSOR COMMANDS,
STORAGE CLASSES, TYPE DECLARATORS, OBJECT

MODIFIERS, INITIALIZERS, and STATEMENT TYPES.

INCLUDES: EDITOR, LINKER, MENU+.
Compatible with GIST (page 10)

LATTICE C

TH0007 $149.95

Technical questions? Talk

with a Metacomco System

Software Engineer: Call

(408)438-7201.

MCC MACRO ASSEMBLER
by Metacomco

The MCC MACRO ASSEMBLER

is the companion assembler

for Lattice C and MCC Pascal.

This full-specification

assembler was specifically

designed to complement those

languages. Features include:

linker, editor, GEM libraries,

macros, MENU+ and 100-page

manual.

MACROASSEMBLER
TH0Q05 $79.95

FLOPPY DISKS AREN'T

PERFECT. THAT'S WHY YOU
NEED DISK DOCTOR.

DISK DOCTOR"
by Dan Matejka

The best time to get a good

disk editor is before your

un-backed-up disk is zapped

by a power surge—or you

mistakenly send your tax-

return to the trash can

instead of the backup disk in

drive B.

MCC PASCAL"
ISO PASCAL COMPILER
A fast and powerful imple-

mentation of ISO PASCAL

conforming fully to the

exacting ISO 7185 standard.

MCC PASCAL is the ideal Pascal

for new or experienced users.

Features include:

Fast, single-pass compilation

Compatible with ISO Pascal

running on other macros

32-bit integer math plus

32-bit floatingpoint

Comprehensive error-

handling

Includes MENU+ GEM shell

operating environment

215-page manual

INCLUDES: EDITOR,

LINKER, MENU + .

ISO PASCAL
TH0006 $99.95

DISK DOCTOR will make

recovery of your lost data as

painless as possible. You can

even use its built-in GEM disk

editor to personalize your

own software's menus and

error messages. DISK DOCTOR
is the perfect file repair utility

for casual users, plus it's one

of a programmer's most

valuable tools.

DISK DOCTOR
ST0211 $29.95

MAINFRAME ARTIFICIAL

INTELLIGENCE ON AN ST?

ABSOLUTELY!

CAMBRIDGE LISP
H

68000
LISP, the symbolic language of

artificial intelligence appli-

cations, is now available on

the Atari ST. LISP (List

Processing) is the language of

choice in the fields of robotics,

expert systems, and natural-

language interfaces.

CAMBRIDGE LISP 68000

was created in the same
A.I. lab that developed the

original LISP. Its authors,

Cambridge University Profes-

sors John Fitch and Dr. Arthur

Norman, have custom-designed

a powerhouse, mainframe

language for your ST that

supports all GEM AES and

VDI calls.

Transform your Atari ST

into a full A.l. workstation at

the most outstanding price/

performance yet achieved by a

LISP system on any personal

computer. And CAMBRIDGE
LISP 68000 is both an

interpreter and a compiler.

Use the interpretive mode

together with the trace package

to quickly develop and debug

programs. When all the

diagnostics check out

—

compile it!

INCLUDES: EDITOR,

LINKER, MENU + .

CAMBRIDGE LISP

TH9037 $199.95

tor an environment that's superb for development,

I vote for Metacomco."
—Anita Sinclair,

Magnetic Scrolls, UK
(developers of THE PAWN)

WRNTTOSELL YOUR STSOFTWARE?

HERE'S HOW:

We market a wider range of software than anyone in the

ST marketplace. Whether you're a first-timer, veteran,

or a major software firm, we have a place for you in

The Catalog. We also distribute thru over 1,000 retailers.

So, if you're looking for broad distribution and under-

standing support, send us your program and let us take a

look. Worried about security? So are we. Just send us a

description of your software and we'll arrange the

necessary non- disclosure agreements.

THE CATALOG
Product Development Dept.

544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

(415) 957-0886

800-443-0100, ext. 133

(Continental U.S. and Hawaii) VisalMC Only

ORDER TOLL FREE
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ST PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE

ST BASIC/LOGO SAMPLER
BASIC: Includes MIDIREC.BAS

— a simple MIDI sequencer

and sample song files, BG.BAS

—backgammon, Fractals in

BASIC, Biorythm's, and more.

LOGO: Nearly a dozen useful

routines including complex

graphics. Plus two bonus desk

accessories.

PD907S $12.00

SOLID SOURCE CODE
Features Jim I.uczak's VDI

SAMPLER and C PRIMER,

which demonstrates C pro-

gramming techniques and the

use of VDI functions and their

C BINDINGS.

PD9079 $12.00

XLISP

XLisp, written by David Betz,

is a version of the LISP pro-

gramming language on the

Common LISP standard with

extensions for object-oriented

programming.

PD9084 $12.00

PROFF
PROFF is a text formatter

similar to popular mini-

computer tools like RUNOFF

and TROFF. PROFF takes input

from standard ASCII text files

with embedded formatting

commands and produces

fully-formatted output files.

S 12.00

ST ARCHIVES
START back issues and ANTIC compendiums

GET YOUR ST LIBRARY OFF TO A GOOD START! Back issues of

START, the ST Quarterly, are now available. You can order either

the magazine, or the START disk—or both. Be sure and get them

all now while we still have them in stock. (Issue #1 is in very

limited supply. If you want that one, don't linger.) Magazines are

only S4.00 each, disks are S10.95

MAGAZINE # DISK*

START A SUMMER '86

•Sit?
SDS0686

START #2 FALL '86 SDS0986

START #3 WINTER '86 SMSI286 SDS1286

START M SPRING '87 SMS0387 SDS0387

AND—THE ANTIC ST RESOURCE COMPENDIUM
A complete collection on 3'/: " disk of all the programs appearing

in the ST RESOURCE section of ANTIC Magazine from the very

first issue. Each disk is packed with example source code and

runnablc programs. $10.95 each.

ST RESOURCE COMPENDIUM #1

ST RESOURCE COMPENDIUM #2

ST RESOURCE COMPENDIUM #3

ST RESOURCE COMPENDIUM #4

ISSUES DISK #
8/85-1/86 SB0101

2/86-5/86 SB0102

6/86-9/86 SB0103

10/86-2/87 SB0106

ATTENTION RETAILERS!
The Catalog offers retailers the highest quality software at

the lowest price. We're eager to help you service the grow-

ing community of ST owners in your area. Give us a call at

(415) 957-0886 and ask for Brian Sarrazin, Sales Manager.

ARChlve Collection

A collection of tools for

manipulating archives

—

multiple files combined and

compressed into single library

files for later extraction and

use..

PD9094 $12.00

S/Termlnal plus SOURCE!

PD9057 S12.00

"Enhanced version with fill

and palette functions."

ST DOODLE plus SOURCE
PD9058 $12.00

ST FRACTALS plus SOURCE!
Uses Mandelbrot algorithm to

draw fractals in GEM windows

in any resolution. Then zoom

in with2x,4x, 8x,orl6x
magnification. Change fractal

iteration values and rescale

fractals to enhance their color.

PD9068 $12.00

DEGAS COMPETITION
HI-RES WINNERS
The top eight monochrome

entries from Batteries

Included's DEG^tart

competiSwrrlncIudes a slide-

show viewing program

—

DEGAS is not required.

PD9076 S12.00

DEGAS COMPETITION
COLOR WINNERS
The top eight color entries

from Batteries^Suded's

DEGAS aB©«rmpetition.

Includes a slide-show viewing

program— DEGAS is not

required.

PD9077 $12.00

MIcroEMACS Collection

MicroEMACS, originally

deveioped by David Conroy, is

a popular implementation of a

useful subset of the EMACS
text editor used on mini-

computers

PD9090 $12.00

UNITERM-TEK/DEC
Terminal Emulators

UNITERM, written by Simon

Poole, is a public domain

GEM-based terminal emulator

supporting complete VT100

and Tektronix 4010/4014

modes (with zoom), as well as

ASCII file- transfers and other

features. Also included on the

disk, both with full C source

code, are WTERM II, a GEM-
based Tektronix 4010.

emulator.

PD9091 $12.00

ADVSYS
ADVSYS, written by David

Betz, is a complete Lisp-like

language for creating text

adventure games. It offers

special facilities for giving

descriptions, parsing user-

input sentences, and handling

objects and actors. Includes

complete docs on disk, as well

as "Starship Columbus," a

completely documented

sample adventure that's also

fun to play!

PD9092 $12.00

SPELL/Wrlter's Tools

SPELL, written by Eric

Bergman-Terell in Personal

Pascal, is a simple spelling-

checker for ASCII or lst-Word

files. It scans your document,

reporting incorrect words and

allowing you to add them to

the program's unlimited-size

dictionary.

PD9093 $12.00

CAD-3D COLLECTION I

The first collection of complex

objects created by Tom Hudson

with CAD-3D.

(requires CAD-3DST0214)
PD9085 $12.00
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